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The objectives of this research include studying 1) the roles of leaders during a
crisis, 2) crisis management of airlines prior to a crisis, during the crisis, and after the
crisis, 3) the strategies used in crisis communication management of airlines, and 4)
the crisis communication management process of social media by airlines. This is a
mixed-methods research combining both quantitative and qualitative methods. The
study consisted of four parts. Part one focused on the PR value of the airlines during
2010-2014. Part two consisted of in-depth interviews with airlines’ executives and
staff, including the crisis communication management experts in social media. Part
three analyzed the content on airline complaint posts from the web board on Pantip
website between 2010-2014. Finally, part four created a model of the communication
process for airline business’ management of crisis in social media.
The results of part one showed that the top 3 highest numbers of airline PR
releases were from Thai Airways, AirAsia, and Bangkok Airways. The in-depth
interviews in part 2 shows that role of leaders in crisis in airline business’
management of crisis in social media consist of role in giving suggestion to other
departments about crises, role in creating communication connection, role in
determining crisis communication management policy, role in budgeting, role in
controlling or evaluating the operation and role in utilizing digital transformation to
the operation and organization. Besides, in part two illustrated the crisis
communication management activities of airlines in different time periods. Before the
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crisis to prepare a crisis plan, train employee, form a committee, and practice safety
drills. During the crisis where actions consisted of using crisis analysis and
management, data collecting, forming a PR operation center, arranging meetings to
give updates, scheduling targeted audiences, choosing content designs and
communication tools, providing any updates to medias, and controlling news sources.
Finally, after the crisis is over, the procedures consisted of crisis summary, healing the
situation, and crisis management evaluation. Moreover, the results of the study were
divided into 3 stages including strategies that were used during the pre-crisis, which
were creating the connection, preparing for the crisis, and providing knowledge to the
public from not panic during the crisis. The strategies used during the crisis event
were excuse, correctiveness, plan stimulation, target group outreach, close media
monitoring, and dividing individually responsibility and working as a team. The
strategies used at the post crisis were recovery, finding opportunities, learning lessons
and adapting for the next crisis, rebuilding trust, and reimaging.
Part three showed that the communication process of the airlines in response to
customer complaints on the web board on the Pantip website. This process included
identifying the sender, which was executives or staff of the airlines, creating the
message, which was an apology and clarification, understanding the channel, which is
online medias and offline medias, and finally, the receiver, which is the original
poster and social media followers. Part four showed that the model consisted of three
parts leadership roles, management and crisis strategies, the communication process
which include the sender, message, channel and receivers by communicating back and
forward between them and caused the feedback. Part four also identified important
factors in communication which were point of view controlling online media, spread
crisis control, and time and data accuracy control.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study
Communication management during a crisis is something that every
organization emphasizes when a crisis occurs. It impacts all levels of an organization.
A crisis happens fast and can occur any time with no warning sign. Organizations that
have well prepared their communication management for a crisis will only see a small
impact On the other hand, those organizations who are not as prepared will encounter
many issue when a crisis happens and will see their reputation and sustainability
ruined. Crises cannot be avoided ( Guth, 1 9 9 5 , p. 1 2 5 ) . Crises will always put
businesses, products, and services in danger. Organizations may lose a fortune when
the public reacts to a crisis ( Wilcox, 1 9 9 4 , p. 2 3 6 ) . Crises will also impact the
organization’s image. Crises are a warning sign that an organization is insecure and
can result in the government and the media intervening in the organization. This can
ruin the organization’s image and its credibility (Fink, 1986).
Businesses such as banks, restaurants, shopping malls, or airlines must have a
crisis management plan in hand at all times as crises happens without any signs and
warning. This is especially true in the airlines business, which has invested great deals
of money in its public relations and communication plans. An airline needs to
maintain its image, credibility, and reputation. Though the reputation is abstract, it is
important in its customers relations, future investments, and recruitment of qualified
candidates. A strong reputation of an airlines also leads to positive news released by
the media ( Fombrun, 2 0 0 4 ) Moreover, a great reputation by an airlines will lead to
greater involvement by members of the airline company. This can help the
organization through crisis management (Ulmer, 2001)
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Nowadays, technology is an important factor for businesses. The number of
online users increased dramatically worldwide. Communication has changed rapidly
via online channels. This has changed the way business communicate and has
impacted communication in crises.

Figure 1.1 Number of Online Users Worldwide
Source: Zn-UP, 2017.

There has been a large increase in the number of internet users in Thailand.
These online users have influenced many organizations’ images since they can
quickly and wildly share both positive and negative news and feedback.
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Figure 1.2 Number of Online Users in Thailand
Source: ihub Media, 2017.

As things change very quickly in our digital life, businesses have been
responding. The airline business has been improving their services, sales, and safety
to compete with one another. The airline business in Asia is expected to grow to
counter the Asean Economic Community (ACE) policy to increase domestic and
international flights. Thai airlines are expected to serve their passengers more both
domestically and internationally. Thailand is hoping to be a hub in Asia due to its
geography, ability to support flight connecting flights from all over the world, and
capacity of Suvarnabhumi International Airport. It was the second biggest airport in
Asia.
According to Kasikorn Thai Research Center, the number of flights through
Suvarnabhumi and Don Muang Airports grew by 11 percent in 2015. With the AEC
policy, more new airlines and new routes will increase numbers of tourists traveling to
and within Thialand and will help the airline business grow.
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Figure 1.3 Number of Passengers who traveled with Low Cost Airlines at Don
Mueang Airport and Suvarnabhumi Airport
Source: Airport of Thailand Public Company Limited, 2015.

Compared to other countries in Asia, Thailand is one of the first countries to
expand its open skies policy. This has allowed airlines from other countries to do
business in Thailand, which has been a key to Thailand becoming a hub in Asia.
According to the Thai government’s plan to support low cost airlines, Don Muang
Airport will be the center of low cost airlines in Bangkok. The airport will be able to
serve more passengers than before. It will increase the number of passengers from
18.5 million passengers to 30 million passengers annually.
As the airline business expands, it is important for airlines to expand their
capacity, especially the number of highly trained pilots, cost management, and a crisis
management plan. With digital and online communication, it is easy to spread news,
especially negative publicity. This can damage an organization’s image. Airlines need
to have a strong image and creditability, so being ready to tackle a crisis is mandatory.
Having a crisis management plan is extremely important and necessary for the
expanded airline business in Thailand and an ASEAN member.
Over the past decade, airlines in Thailand have been in crisis management
many times. For example, when there was a political conflict in the country, airlines
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were heavily impacted by it. Tourists cancelled their flights to Thailand. According to
Thai Airways, more tourists from Hong Kong cancelled their flights to Thailand than
any other country as Hong Kong’s government warned its people about the dangers of
Thailand during the political conflict. This showed that communication management
during a crisis builds the credibility of the organization and it is as important as any
other part of the business.
Thai Airways, the national airlines of Thailand, has had many crises. One
example is when it lost a lot of money from opening its new route (Bangkok-New
York) in 2005. The airline also lost money after buying two new airplanes for
20,000,000,000 THB but after three years of operation, the two airplanes cost Thai
Airways another 10,000,000,000 THB. They ended up selling the planes back at a
lower cost. The expanding number of low cost airlines in Asia was another factor that
impacted Thai Airways as passengers preferred to pay lower prices than what Thai
Airways was charging. This new market share caused less revenue for Thai Airways.
Moreover, during this crisis, there were additional rumors about the airlines, from the
online media that impacted the airline’s image and credibility.
Besides Thai Airways, crises happened to other airline companies. For
example, the incident with Malaysian Airlines flight MH 370 on March 8, 2014. The
flight was lost from radar while flying through the Gulf of Thailand. The flight has
still not been found.
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Figure 1.4 Timeline of Malaysian Airlines Flight MH 370
Source: Kuchingonline.com, 2014.

During the same year, on July 17, 2014, Malaysian Airlines flight MH17 was
shot while it was flying through eastern Ukraine. This caused the deaths of 283
passengers and airline crew of 15. This was one of the top eight civil aviation
incidents in the world and this incident is still under investigation. On December 28,
2014, Indonesian Air Asia flight QZ 8501 lost contact with its control tower. Two
days later, it was found at Karimata Strait which was 10 kilometers away from the lost
contact spot.
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Figure 1.5 Airbus A320-200 and Flight QZ8501 Information
Source: Channel Newsasia, 2014.

Airlines have been one of the top businesses challenged by crises, especially
during the digital communication period and the crises seems to be continuing. All the
incidents above have bought valued case studies in communication in crisis,
especially the cases from Malaysian Airlines and Indonesian Air Asia. Both airlines
faced their crisis at roughly the same time with significant damages, but they managed
the crisis differently in their communication management and media strategy. This led
to extremely different feedback from the public on their actions.
How an airline handled their communication management during a crisis led
to different feedback from their internal and external target groups. Poor
communication management during a crisis can ruin the company’s image and
credibility. For example, after both Malaysian Airlines crises, passengers who had
booked their flights prior to the crises, cancelled their flights. In addition, more than
200 staff left the company as their families were concerned about their safety.
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Malaysian Airlines’ mistakes in communication during the crisis included not
giving enough information to the public and media. This led to a misunderstanding by
the public. Their news conference did not clarify the process of how they were going
to locate the missing airplane. This poor communication ruined the airline’s image.
An international news agency shared a picture of a Malaysian Airline flights with
only a couple passengers on board. This reflected the crisis of the airlines. The
company immediately needed a new leader who had the skillset to be able to fix the
problem and recover the company’s credibility and image.

Figure 1.6 Passengers on a Malaysian Airlines Empty Flight after the Crisis
Source: Hunter-Rose, 2014.

On the other hand, Indonesian Air Asia responded to the missing QZ8501
immediately with the chairman of the company, Tony Fernandes leading a news
conference. He took responsibility by traveling to Surabaya where the flight took off
to work on the case. The victims’ families were pleased by his actions and how he
responded to the incident. Mr. Fernandes was a truly leader in digital communication
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world. He utilized social media via his personal Twitter account by updating the
incident and cheering up his staff during this difficult time. The public and media
were satisfied by his actions and how he handled the situation. The victims’ families,
his staff, the media, and public were satisfied with the way he handled the crisis.
Fernandes’ actions were related to Coombs and Holladay (1996) who presented that
communication was a major tool of crisis management whether an internal
communictaion that is distributed among staff or external communication to
communicate to the public a process to help fill the gap of an unclear message, to add
understanding and knowledge, and to maintain good relationships between both
internal and external parties.

Figure 1.7 Air Asia Chairman’s Message to the Public
Source: Fernandes, 2015.

Figure 1.8 Air Asia Chairman’s Message to his Staff
Source: Fernandes, 2014.
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Figure 1.9 Picture of Tony Fernandes, who wasPraised as the Model for Airline
Leaders during a Crisis
Source: Wright, 2015.
Besides understanding the role of leaders and how they impact the company’s
image, we cannot deny digital media’s ability to quickly spread the message during a
crisis. Coombs (2007) presented factors that influenced crisis management. They were
the reputation of organization, internal and external groups of organization, and
communication and technology. These are all influenced by the organization’s
reputation and credibility.
Social media has changed the process of communication as the message can
be sent as a “mass communication.” They no longer need a middle channel like media
company to deliver a message. Passengers now have the freedom to spread news
about airlines. They can share their positive comments about an airlines, for example,
how great the service is, or negative comments like how disappointed they are in the
service. Even a miscommunication between passengers can also be news to share
online. What happens on the flight is now easily recorded by camera and can be
shown to all. This change of communication can damage organizations. There were
cases where social media ruined an organization’s image by sharing messages on
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social media. For example, the Vice President of Korean Air, Heather Cho, who was
also the daughter of the CEO, was upset at a flight attendant over a snack. This
happened on Korean Air flight KE 086 (New York - Seoul) where Cho demanded that
the plane return to the gate at New York City’s JFK Airport so a crew member could
be removed from the flight. She got upset as the flight attendant served her
macadamia nuts which she did not ask for and they were served in a package instead
of on a plate, which was standard practice but Cho did not believe the service she
received met the airline’s first class standard. She asked the flight attendant to get
down on his knees and apologize to her. She then scolded him, ordered the flight
return to the gate, and had him removed from the flight. The public condemned her
actions which caused her to resign as Vice President of Korean Air and publicly
apologize for her actions.

Figure 1.10 Heather Cho being Interviewed by Media
Source: Thaipublica, 2014.

The next case involved a video clip that was published on Facebook showing a
passenger on an Air Asia Airlines flight who was upset and yelled at a flight
attendant. The passenger brought an overweight carry-on suitcase onto the airplane
and was rude when it was denied. She recorded the argument and asked other
passengers to do the same.
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Figure 1.11 Air Asia Airline’s Passenger and the Incident
Source: Edtguide, 2015.

The above cases showed that social media is the communication tool which
caused negative images and crises. At the same time, it is a channel of communication
that airlines use to communicate to theirs target groups. With that, studying
communication in the digital communication period in which the way we
communicate has changed and influenced organizations is very interesting.
After looking at the above crises, studying communication during an airline’s
management of a social media crisis is needed. In addition, there is a need to study the
role of leaders during a crisis, to study communication management during a crisis,
and to study the communication strategy during a crisis. As mentioned, the model of
communication has changed with social media. This study utilized information and
created a model of communication for airlines to manage crises on social media.
This study can be used in the airline business worldwide as the study used
international research and standards. When an airline faces a crisis, this study can be
adapted to help solve the issues. This study also emphasized the importance of
communication during a crisis for airlines. It is useful to readers, leaders, media, and
public relations professionals, in addition to those who are interested in the study.
This relates to a comment that said communication is the key to crisis management
because crises creates the need for information. Any important data from this process
of communication management has been filtered as knowledge and is ready to be
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shared to others. The results of this research are needed in the process of crisis
management (Coombs & Holladay, 1996)
From the above, this study is needed for airline business who is facing the
highest risk of crisis in social media.

1.2 Research Question
1) What are roles of leaders in crises?
2) How do airlines manage crises by looking at before the crisis, during the
crisis, and post crisis?
3) What are strategies airlines used for crisis communication management?
4) What process of crisis communication do airlines use on social media?

1.3 Objectives of the Study
1) To study roles of leader in a crisis
2) To study crisis management of airlines before the crisis, during the crisis,
and after the crisis.
3) To study strategies used in communication management of crisis by
airlines.
4) To model the crisis communication management process of airlines on
social media.

1.4 Benefits of the Study
To provide guidance for airlines duing a crisis in social media by providing a
communication process for both internal and external constituents.
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1.5 Scope of Study
This study has the scope as follow:
1) Collected public relations data of airlines in newspapers between 20102014 to find selected airlines to study. The chosen newspapers were the top 3
bestselling Thai language newspapers and the top 2 English language newspapers in
Thailand.
2) In-depth interviews of airline executives and staff who have experienced
crises from Thai Airways, Air Asia Airlines, and Bangkok Airways, as well as,
experts in crisis communication management on social media.
3) Social media content analysis of airlines complaints posted on Pantip
website from 2010-2014.

1.6 Definitions
Crisis management refers to the guidance of crisis management which is
divided into three period; preparing plans before the crisis, action taken during the
crisis, and action taken after the crisis.
Strategy refers to the guidance used by airlines to achieve their goals with
limited external environment and the ability of airline
Communication in crisis refers to communication activities during the crisis
by utilizing messaging and media to its target group.
Crisis refers to a time when something bad happened and impact the airline’s
image and its credibility, which led to a negative image. The airline needs to solve the
problem immediately.
Role of Leaders refers to proper action and responsibility of airlines’ leaders.
Mass Media refers to newspapers that have the highest sale. They are Thai
Rath, Daily News, Khaosod, Bangkok Post and The Nation which published airline
news from 2010-2014.
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Social Media refers to channels on the internet. Internet users create
information and exchange information to others. It is a two-way communication. This
study chose to study data from airline complaint posts on the Pantip website

CHAPTER 2
CONCEPTUAL, THEORY, AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In the study, “The Process of Communication in Airline Business’s
Management of Crisis in Social Media”, the researcher reviewed concepts, theories,
and, related research to the scope of the study. Data analysis and results are listed in
the discussion of this study.
2.1 Historical Concepts of Communication
2.2 Concepts of Crisis
2.3 Concepts of Role of Leader in Communication in Crisis
2.4 Concepts of Management and Communication Management in Crisis
2.5 Concepts of Crisis Communication Planning and Strategy
2.6 Social-Mediated Crisis Communication Model (SMCC)
2.7 Related Research
2.8 Conceptual Framework

2.1 Historical Concepts of Communication

To study the process of crisis communication management, understanding
historical communication concepts is needed. Communication has changed
throughout the years and this has affected all areas of communication. The change
affected the sender, message, tool of communication, and the receiver. Furthermore,
this change has affected the communication during a crisis in this digital
communication period. With that, studying the concepts and the theories for valuable
data in which to adapt and model the process of communication in crisis is needed.
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2.1.1 The Berlo Model or SMCR Model
Meaning of Communication
According to Webster Dictionary (1978), “Communication” was “sending a
message” . In English, communication is a derivation of the Latin word Communis,
meaning Common. When people communicated or sent meaning to each other,
leading to coaction, which was a relay or an exchange of news, knowledge, or opinion
among people.
Newcomb (1965) said communication was a form of exchanging words
among people, especially in phrasing and this exchanging made people understand
each other.
Rogers (1976) gave the meaning of communication as a sender sending a
message to a receiver. The purpose of the sending was to expect and see the changes
in knowledge, attitude, and behavior of the receiver.
Overall, communication is a process of sending and exchanging data,
thoughts, and feelings of one person to another.
The Berlo’s Model
In 1 9 60 , David K. Berlo presented a model that emphasized 4 main elements
in the communication process including sender, message, channel, and receiver. This
model of David K. Berlo was also called S-M-C-R. According to David K. Berlo, the
sender was a person or a group of people that intended to deliver a message. The
message was a translation of ideas into signs and language or gestures. Channel was a
tool for the message to go through. Finally, the receiver was the target person of the
communication. Below is David K. Berlo’s model of communication.
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Figure 2.1 Model S-M-C-R of David K. Berlo
Source: Berlo, 1960.

Model S-M-C-R of David K. Berlo emphasized each element of communication as
below:
1) Sender refered to a communicator who relayed ideas and personal
needs to have communication skills to encrypt the message. The sender needs to have
a positive attitude toward the receiver; this is for results of this communication. The
sender must have knowledge about the message and be able to adjust the message to
fit the level of knowledge of the receiver. The sender’s success in this communication
depends on communication skills, attitude, knowledge, social system, and culture.
2) Message or information was a result of context translation,
knowledge, and experience of the sender. The message had a meaning that the sender
wanted to pass it onto the receiver. The sender’s purpose was to share the knowledge
or expect responses from the receiver by converting the shared experiences to
different signs.
3) Channel was a tool that brought the message from the sender to the
receiver’s nerve systems, which are eye (seeing), ears (hearing), nose (smell), body
(touching), tongue (tasting).
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4) Receiver referred to the target person of the communication. The
receiver decoded the meaning of the message that was sent by the sender. The
decoded meaning should be as same as the sender’s meaning. The performance of
decoding the communication of the receiver can be different from one to the other,
due to the communication skills, attitude, knowledge, social system, and culture of the
receiver.
In the communication process, the sender, message, channel, and the receiver
needed to rely on their background or experience. Different demographics, such as
gender, age, marital status, education, level of education, career, income, and domicile
brought different results of the communication.
The researcher used this model as a framework for the communication of
crisis in social media process for airlines to online posts and to determine the sender,
message, channel, and the receiver. The researcher then applied the data to model the
process of the communication.

2.1.2 Two-way Communication Theory
This theory explained characters of media in this digital generation and the
relationship among them. Steuer (1992) defined two way communication as a process
of communication between two people, one was the messenger and the other was the
receiver. The two parties communicated through an interpreter, not face to face. Both
parties changed and corrected data and exchanged the message through the
interpreter. Roles of the messenger and the receiver switched in the process of this
communication as the messenger took a sender role by sending the message to the
receiver. After receiving the message, the receiver took the role as the messenger to
send the message back.
The two-way communication process model included four parts which were
messenger, message, interpreter, and receiver. The process of the communication is
started by the messenger designs data into a message and communicates through the
interpreter to the messenger. After that, the messenger and the receiver communicated
back and forth.. This led to a two way communication process. This new message was
a center that was developed to help the communicators to easily, conviently, and
continually share their opinion between them. The researcher used this theory to
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explain characters of social media which is very important for the study of the
communication management of crisis in airline business.
Messenger

Receiver

Message

Encoder

Channel

Decoder
Interpreter

Interpreter
Decoder

Channel

Message

Encoder

Messenger

Receiver
Response

Figure 2.2 Two-way Communication Process Model
Source: Steuer, 1992.

2.1.3 Concepts of Online Media
Below are the concepts of online media.
2.1.3.1 Meaning of Online Media
Supoj Labprattana ( 2010) defined online media as a mass media that
responded to its target group right away. Online media not only used low budget to
create and spreade the data but it was also flexible and adaptable. Another great
benefit of online media was that it was a valuable tool for collecting data from
customers for customer relations management of organizations.
In conclusion, online media was a mass media which combined
personal media and mass media. It took the benefit from personal media with prompt
feedback. Both the sender and receiver took turns sending the message, as well as, the
mass medias’ capacity to continually send the message to the receiver with complex
techniques.
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2.1.3.2 Online Media Category
Online Media was divided into 2 categories
1) Websites, Webpages and Homepage
Websites, webpages, and homepages are elements of web.
They contain data and information that people can search. The data and information
will appear on the computer screen. Below is more information regarding websites,
webpages, and homepages.
(1) Websites
Kidanan Malithong (1999) said websites are a place where
many similar webpages are collected. One thing that set apart websites from other
media was that they allowed the users to change or add information on the websites
anytime they want. Webpages can link themselves to one another within a website or
cross over to different websites. This allowed the users to find the information very
quickly.
(2) Webpages
E-commerce Resource Center (2000) defined a webpage as
a page of an electronic book on internet system. Webpage owners normally shared
basic or interesting information of the person or organization that users should know.
This information can be messages, sounds, still images, and animation. The
information needed to connect to hypertext, so it can connect to other webpages for
deeper levels of the information. It was necessary that webpage had its own electronic
address which was the uniform resource locator (URL).
(3) Homepages
Kidanan Malithong ( 1999) said there was a homepage on
each website. It was the main page and the first page a user accessed when visiting a
website. It had a table of contents and introduction that the website owner used to
promote services of organizations.
In conclusion, websites, webpages, and homepages are
similar. They were electronic documents on a computer screen that used an internet
network to connect between the sender and the receiver. Websites were data centers
of organizations. Homepages were where organizations greeted and gave the
information to theirs users.
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2) Social Media
Boyd and Ellison (2 0 0 7 ) defined social media as a platform
where a person can display personal information to another person or a group of
people by publically connecting to each other.
The importance of social media was the ability to communicate
to others. This created participation and acceptance of online communities, as well as,
other activities, such as searching, sharing, and introducing new products or services,
and getting to know new friends who have the same interests.
Timothy (2015) categorized types of social media by looking at
their functions as:
(1) Social Network: users use their personal information to
represent who they are and connect with other people to create a network on the
internet. The users also communicate to people from the same social network by
showing data that they are interested in or sharing interesting experiences. An
example of social media is Facebook.
(2) Blogs: users create their personal space to store and
share knowledge or interested subjects.
(3) Wiki: public areas where users create and update data.
Wikipedia is an example of this social media.
(4) Podcasts: users store discussions and share the
information to public.
(5) Web boards: users post topics so other users can
exchange their opinions on the post.
(6) Knowledge Base: data collecting that allows users to
store their information, so other users can view and express opinion on that data. For
example, YouTube.
(7) Micro blocks: users have their own space to present
their stories or to exchange the interested and short information. An example is
Twitter.
(8) Aggregation: contains content from news, blogs, and
other sources. The users access the aggregation to read and express theirs opinion. For
example, Reddit.
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(9) Book Marking Websites: users bookmark websites they
are interested in and share the pages to others. The users can vote on the shared page.
Delicious is an example of the book marking website.
Social media helps to broadcast information of an organization to target
groups very quickly. Both the sender and the receiver get the message very quickly.
This process created two-way communication. It was not a surprise that the
communication and public relations departments significantly value social media.
This was related to Newsom, Turk, and Kruckeberg (2 0 0 4) w ho co nclu d ed t ha t
current public relations professionals could not be successful without the internet.
Wilcox, Ault, and Agee (1998) also said cyberspace has been a valuable tool helping
public relations officers working in bigger scope. Social media as an important
communication tool for the organization in this generation.
In a survey of internet user behavior conducted by the Ministry of Digital
Economy and Society in Thailand in 2017, the most popular activity on the internet
among the users was accessing social media which was 86.9%. The survey also
showed Thai people relied on digital technology more than before and changed from
doing off-line activities to online activity. The most popular social media was
YouTube (97.1%), Facebook (96.6%), Line (95.8%), Instagram (56%), Pantip
(54.7%), Twitter (27.6%) and WhatsApp (12.1%). From the survey, we saw that
internet users are continually increasing. Organizations should know how to utilize
each of social media platform in communication to efficiently reach their target
groups.
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Figure 2.3 Landscape of Social Media in 2017
Source: FredCavazza.net, 2017.

Besides, being a communication tool for organizations, social media could
also be double-edged sword. Social media was used as a tool in sharing data in crisis
management of organizations. At the same time, it spread rumours faster than other
media. Nowadays, consumers have power in communication. Everyone can access the
internet and serve as a media role to share and exchange their opinion with no limit,
especially rumors and negative feedback will be spread faster than the good ones.
This directly impacts organizations, especially their image and credibility. Some
crises were resolved very quickly because of a well-prepared plan and high skills in
online media of public relations staff. On the other hand, some organizations did not
handle their problem properly and even made things worse which caused serious
problems. So, communication in crises related to social media is necessary for
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organizations, especially in the airline business. The researcher applied the concepts
of social media to develop in-depth interview questions and analyzed the results of the
study with social media.

2.2 Concepts of Crisis
People have been talking about crises a lot lately as they have been happening
more frequently in all kinds of organizations and businesses. Crises can cause
damages and ruin the image of the organizations. To study crises, it is necessary to
understand its meaning. Many academics have defined the meaning of crisis as below.

2.2.1 Meaning of Crisis
Academics in communication and experts who work with organizations during
crises defined crisis below.
Holsti (as cited in Wilcox, Ault, Agee, & Cameron, 2000) said crisis is an
unexpected situation that adversely affects organization and the organization can only
have a short time to make decision to solve the problem.
Ulmer, Sellnow, and Seeger (2011) defined crisis as an abnormal and
unexpected event which affects overall operation of the organization.
In addition to the above meanings, below are more crises definitions.
1) An event that causes decision making of doing something.
2) An incident that happens in a sudden and causes frightening.
3) A moment of disappointment and disorganization.
4) An event that is unusual and significantly affects products,
reputation, and money of organizations, as well as, subsistence of staff, community,
and the public.
According to the above definitions, we can say that crisis is “an abnormal and
urgent event. The event becomes news on media and causes surprise, pressure,
frightening, confusion, and negative feedback. Both internal and external target
groups of organizations pay attention to this event. The crisis affects the
organization’s image and credibility” When facing crisis, it is necessary and urgent
for the organization to use communication management and strategy, as well as,
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online and off line media to solve the problem and recover the image of the
organization.
Besides the meaning, the nature of crisis was looked at for this study as it
helped to create the understanding of the basic knowledge of the study.

2.2.2 Nature of Crisis
Wiener and Kahn (as cited in Robinson, 1968, pp. 510-511) studied the nature
of crisis and divided it in 12 dimensions.
1) A turning point of an event.
2) An event on which the participants really want to take action.
3) An event that threatens the goals and objectives of the related
parties.
4) An event that causes an effect which determines the future of the
related parties.
5) An event that affects the determination of a new event.
6) An event that leads to uncertainty of the situation.
7) An event that reduces the ability to control the situation of the
organization.
8) An event that causes urgency, as well as, a worry among the related
parties.
9) A situation that causes the lack of information among the
participants.
10) An event that adds time management pressure to the related parties.
11) An event that is controlled by the change of relationship between
the participants.
12) An event that causes stress among the participants.
Recently, crises tend to cause negative feedback to its target group. To be able
to solve the crisis; we need to understand its conditions first as different kinds of crisis
need different communication management.
The researcher from Clemson, USA (as cited in Dlsanza & Legge, 2005)
divided crisis’s conditions into 9 different groups.
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1) Natural Disasters Crisis: a situation where an organization was
ruined by a natural disaster.
2) Malevolence Crisis: a situation where an organization is forced to
make a violent change.
3) Technical Breakdowns: when technology stops working or causes a
mistake and affects an organization.
4) Human Breakdowns: a crisis caused by human mistake and affects
to the operations of the organization.
5) Challenges: a confrontation between organizations and stakeholders
who are not satisfied with the organization’s operations.
6) Mega damage: caused by an accident that significantly ruins the
environment.
7) Organizational Misdeed: a situation caused by a careless leader who
did something to harm and ruin the organization.
8) Workplace Violence: a former or current staff of the organization
causes violence to other staff who currently works for the organization.
9) Rumors: this is caused by someone spreading incorrect information
of the organization.

2.2.3 Components of Crisis
To determine if it is a crisis or not, we need to consider components of a crisis.
Slaikue (1984) summarized them as below.
1) A, urgent situation that occurs.
2) An unpredicted situation.
3) An urgent situation that affects both physical and mental wellbeing
and an action immediately needed.
4) A situation that affects public.
5) A situation that causes danger and affects to status of the victim and
the victim’s family.
The researcher utilized concepts of crisis and its theory as a framework of the
study as to help with the overview of how crises happen in airline business. The
variety of reasons and conditions that caused the crises. What were the negative
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feedback airlines normally received after the crises? Moreover, the researcher applied
the data in each part of the study, such as background of the study, questions from the
in-depth interview process, and interpreting and discussion at the end of this study.

2.3 Concepts of Role of Leader in Public Relations in Crisis
The concepts included two different roles. The first role was a leader in public
relations management. This was a continued role. The second role was a leader of
public relations management during a crisis. The same leader can be in both roles or
different leaders can each take a role. This depends on the organization’s decision.
Understanding the roles of leader was very important to this study. Below are more
details on the leader roles.

2.3.1 Role of Public Relations Manager
Whether the organization is big or small, the structure and policies of the
organization determine the roles of the leader in public relation management.
In normal situations, the public relations manager will focus on the two roles
below (Bootsaba Suteetorn, 1990, p. 7)
1) A leader in public relations management: the leader manages
policies and personnel in public relations, as well as, plans the communication
structure, and gives advice to the management team. The leader is also an influential
person when making a decision.
(1) Be an expert in researching, surveying problems, and giving
suggestion to the organization, as well as, creating projects to solve problems and
achieving the organization’s goals.
(2) Be an advisor by suggesting which departments solve the
organization’s problem
(3) Be a mediator of two-way communication between the
organization and public, as well as, creating good relationships with the two parties.
2) Be a role model on communication techniques.
Roles of a leader in public relations management were specified by
Tadsanee Jantorn (1995). The roles of the public relations manager include:
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(1) Setup the main policies of public relations by working with the
exceutives of the organization to come up with objectives and public relations
guidelines and following the main policies to align with other departments within the
organization.
(2) Setup main public relations plan; setting strategy of the
operation in which to response to the policy and objectives of the public relations
management as a model for other departments to follow.
(3) Setup preventive approaches, solve misunderstandings, and
negative attitudes among public regarding the organization.
(4) Inquire into the annual budget for the public relations
department by persuading the executives to understand the importance and roles of
public relations for the organization.
(5) Control and assess the performance appraisal of the
organization.
Moreover, a public relations leader must have the following skills.
1) Communication Skills: This skill is needed in the leader as there are
different communication styles, including top-down communication, bottom–up
communication, and horizontal communication. The leader needs to be able to assign
work, analyzes and filter data without data distortion when offering ideas and giving
advice to the executives on how to solve the problem.
2) Decision Making Skills: The leader operates the public relations
procedure to meet the organization’s goals by identifying and analyzing the problem,
as well as, evaluating the public relations plan and deciding on the plan for the best
result.

2.3.2 Concepts of Role of Leader in Public Relations in Crisis
In the process of communication during a crisis, a leader, starts the message
sending process, as well as, unraveling the crisis as soon as possible. The leader
carries the most important role. The leader and management team have the most
responsibility in the crisis management.
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Lukaszewski (1 9 9 1 , pp. 6 8 -6 9 ) mentioned in crisis management in public
relations about mistakes that could be found from solving the organizations’ crisis
were:
1) Hesitant and delayed: this allowed the pubilc to understand the
organization.
2) Retaliation was wrong: staying calm was a key to winning.
3) Not telling the truth was a mistake: presenting facts was necessary.
4) Avoiding face to face: if the organization was wrong no need to
hide.
Lukaszewski (1991, pp. 68 -89) suggested what the leader of public relations
should do when facing a crisis. Leaders should:
1) Analyze the situation to see what went wrong, and then make
decisions based on delivering news to the management team and the public by
focusing on getting and understanding correct information and sending it to the news
receivers.
2) Setup a work committee consisting of a spoke person, and support
teams to help with the operation.
3) Create a solid communication plan by utilizing both domestic and
international press conferences.
In conclusion, elements of creating and understanding internal and external
communication strategies during a crisis help to reduce pressure and violence. Here
are guidelines for public relations management.
1) The public relations manager should consider what to do and say
during the first couple hours of a crisis.
2) Before reaching out to the mass media, the leader should set up a
call center.
3) The leader should have accurate information.
4) The leader should prepare a spoke person for media interviews.
5) The leader should prepare the news conference room for television
media or phone interview.
6) The leader should inform the staff about the crisis.
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7) The leader should prepare a room for mass media with equipment to
facilitate the new conference.
8) The leader should set the time for the news conference or provide
more data periodically.
9) After the news conference, the leader should share the summary to
executives in the organization.
10) The leader should follow up with media to check results of the
conference.
11) If mistakes happen on data, the leader should contact media to fix it
after the team has updated the information.
The researcher used this concept to create the interview questions and
analyzed the results of the study of roles of leader in current airline business.
Besides studying to understand the roles of the leader in crisis, the researcher
needed to understand the communication in a crisis during 3 stages. The three stages
were pre-crisis, the crisis event, and post crisis. The details in each stage of
communication is different. For example preparing the team, preventing the crisis,
fixing the problem, and recovering from the crisis. The concepts of communication
management in crisis significantly helped the scope and understanding of this study.

2.4 Concepts of Management and Communication Management in Crisis
When a crisis occurs, the organization must manage the crisis promptly to stop
any damages. Concepts of management are listed below.

2.4.1 Concept of Communication Management In Crisis
Crisis is a fast and urgent event. It can be a cumulative event that is developed
from an unwanted situation. The crisis can be an event, however, there will be
damages. Solving problems from a crisis is to manage the communication regarding
the crisis and reduce the damage as much as possible.
Communication in crisis is an important factor for an organization in its
management policy. Communication is an important piece in helping deal with crisis.
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Academics divided the scope of communication in crisis into three stages ( Sirintorn
Mahamontree, 2004, p. 24):
Part 1: preparing a plan during the pre-crisis.
Part 2: the operation of the crisis.
Part 3: the operation of the post crisis.
Here are concepts and considerations of each time frame.
2.4.1.1 Part 1: Preparing Plan of the Pre Crisis
Bland (1998, p. 31) suggested to check on a crisis that may happen
during this time frame, as well as, watch for warning signs. Bland considered a target
group analysis which was grouped into four groups.
1) A group that was affected by the crisis.
2) A group that influenced the organization.
3) A group that was related to the crisis.
4) A group that wanted to know about the crisis.
Each group needed different topics of communication which depended
on the quality of the communication and how much time would be used to deliver it.
Each target group had its own opinion and attitude, as well as, the psychology of the
communication.
Moreover, Bland (1998, pp. 33-34) came up with three guidelines of
how to present the information during a crisis by looking at nature and steps of the
crisis.
Below are the three guidelines:
1) Confrontation: sincere and sympathetic.
2) Build up confidence: the organization gains confidence of the
public by showing that everything is managed well, the reimbursement process is in
place for those who are affected, and confirming that the same crisis will not happen
again.
3) Preparing brief data to share with mass media during the
crisis: otherwise, the media may receive incorrect information from other news
sources.
At the start of the preparation process of the post crisis, Duangtip
Worapan ( as cited in Sirintorn Mahamontri, 2004, p. 25) suggested forecasting the
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crisis is necessary by paying attention to the current situations that may cause a crisis
or considering the previous crises. This is related to Bland’s above comments. Next,
the need to be formed is the operation team’s to work on the crisis by selecting the
experts to join the team and informing everyone in the organization about this team.
Having an operation team in place is useful, especially when the team members come
from different departments or outside the organization. This will save time by putting
the team members to work right away as they already know their roles and
responsibilities.
2.4.1.2 Part 2: An Operation of the Crisis Event
This time is focused on reducing the crisis and its negative results by
controlling the crisis promptly with high performance. Duangtip Worapan ( as cited in
Sirinton Mahamontri, 2004, p. 31) scoped the operation in crisis below:
1) When the crisis happens, inform all team members who are
on the plan, notify the public relations department, and information the management
center, as well as, the leader or selected staff.
2) Send a team to collect primary data and report back to the
public relations operation center.
3) Setup a public relations center to facilitate and work with
mass media.
4) Setup meetings to update recent situation.
5) Hand off job responsibilities and setup operation teams. After
learning about the crisis and trends of the crisis, the leader of the operation needs to
set up teams to help with the crisis.
6) Analyze target groups and gather information. Different
crises will have different target groups, as well as, different kinds of information and
level of emergency.
7) Facilitate media relations so they can accurately present
information of the organization during the crisis.
8) When target groups and information were identified, scope
data that will be shared to the groups.
9) Identify selected media relations and channels that suit the
target groups.
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10) Appoint a spoke person to give information in news
conferences and interviews.
11) Informed source control. Before giving information to the
media, partnering with the operation team or a spoke person for to unify the
information is important. As the information is ready to be shared in the news
conference with the media, providing it to staff from different departments is also
important. This can be a guideline of the information that will be shared to different
target groups.
12) Follow up and evaluate media and public opinion by
collecting data from media that report news. This data determines the importance of
the crisis and the interest of media. Follow up news presentation of media is also
needed.
2.4.1.3 Part 3: The Operation of the Post Crisis
Bland (1998, p. 73) suggested that after the crisis is over, the operation
team needs to meet and analyze what was learned from the crisis, as well as, prepare a
report to conclude the situation. This also includes what needs to be improved from
the operation by focusing on some target groups that are still interested or following
up to a the situation as the crisis may relapse. Daungtip Worapan (as cited in Sirinton
Mahamontri (2004, p. 45) also suggested that after the crisis is over, the organization
should have a statement that includes an overview of data, number of people who got
assistance, the damage information, the process of the operation during the crisis and
the upcoming operation. Reporting to the leader about the operation and evaluation
the operation about problems and how to improve the future operation are also
needed.
The researcher used this concept in the study as it helped to divide time
frames of the process of crisis management. This concept also helped to guideline the
operation time frame, as well as, created the questions for the in-depth interviews with
the executives and staff of airlines and the experts in communication management in
crisis. The researcher also applied the concept in building a model, as well as, using it
as a framework in data analysis and discussed the results of the study.
Besides the concept of media management, the concepts of crisis
management are also important for the organization to help tackle the crisis.
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2.4.2 The Concept of Crisis Management
Academics presented the concepts of crisis management below.
Saffir and Tarrant (1 9 9 2 ) presented the crisis management principles to heal
the crisis, also called “the preventing and reducing the effect” from the crisis as much
as possible. There are ten steps as follows.
Step 1: The Preparation:
1) A step by step plan: this step needs staff from different levels and
departments to brainstorm a variety of ideas. Utilizing a public relations consultant
can also help with the crisis management plan.
2) Plan for solving the crisis: planning step-by-step not only helps with
forecasting what is going to happen, but also identify staff who will operate the plan.
The staff can be a group or a team and have their own responsibility by focusing on
the same goal.
3) Stimulate the operation: after having a plan in place, stimulating the
plan is needed. This is to test the plan and put staff on duty so they know what needs
to be done during the real crisis. The testimonial operation will help with the real
situation, as well as, notify mistakes that can be improved before the real crisis comes.
Step 2: Providing Information: getting information ready is important as crises
happen quickly. The information includes pictures or data for media. Without the
data, media may find information from other sources.
Step 3: Data Collecting: this is important for public relations as:
1) The image of the organization may be negative if the organization
does not have enough information on the crisis. At the same time, if the organization
hides the information of the crisis from the public, the organization will have less
credibility among the public which will cause rumors.
2) Protect staff of the organization and the public from getting
confused by the information. The organization should name only one person to give
the information about the crisis. Data collecting needs to be housed in the crisis
management plan as different crises will need different information. The
spokesperson is needed to be well-trained and calm during the operation.
Step 4: Primary Agreement: the organization needs to have the primary
agreement as below.
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1) Agreement with the affected organizations: public relations plan in
crisis should support the affected organizations during the crisis. Before setting up
any plan, the primary agreement with the affected organization should be made.
2) Agreement with mass media: this agreement can be arranged by
media control procedure.
Step 5: Determining Credible News Source
The organization that has its own news team to provide the information to
mass media will create a credible news source for the public. The staff of the
organization will need to be trained before the actual operation.
Step 6: Attempting to Speak
Without a clear conclusion of the crisis or lack of the information, the
organization should not be inactive because it will create an unclear situation. At the
same time, the organization should ensure the media that they will get more
information later.
Step 7: Showing Sympathy
Saying sorry when the crisis happens shows that the organization wants to take
responsibility and does not ignore the victims.
Step 8: Affirming on Accuracy
The organization can affirm the accuracy of the information that presented to
the public and media by:
1) Telling the truth, which is the most important part. This will lead to
the credibility of the organization. The mass media also wants the most accurate
information.
2) Inspection: the organization can affirm the accuracy of the
information that was published by inspecting media. For example, proof reading
before the information got published and shared.
Step 9: Be Cautious
Be cautious in language of the communication, the communication procedure,
format, color, and content. These components are sensitive and cannot be overlooked.
For the most effective performance of public relations, the below should be
considered.
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1) External organizations’ news receivers; these are groups of people
who are suffered by the crisis. The public relations staff need to carefully plan before
releasing any information that may affect these people.
2) Internal organization’s news receivers; communication within the
organization is very important. The communication helps the staff of the organization
understand their roles and successfully accomplish their work.
Step 10: Learning from Previous Experiences
Adapting the experiences from the previous crises or from other organizations
that faced crises before will effectively help the crisis management.
Saffir and Tarrant (1992, pp. 86-88) presented the general rules of crisis
management as below.
1) Form a committee during the crisis to work on the problem to be a
center of the crisis communication and in controlling the flow of the information. The
organization needs to prepare data, train how to react to the situation, prepare news
presentation strategy, and determine a spoke person for press conferences.
2) Adjust the strategy to support the crisis.
Plan and forecast the crisis before it actually happen, this helps to
manage the actual crisis.
3) The goal is to intercept.
A crisis that affects local levels at first can expand to the national level
later on if the organization fails in controlling the communication process.
Appropriately utilize media will intercept the crisis.
4) Prepare people who will help the organization and also people who
will need help from the organization.
The organization should notify groups of people or independent
organizations that can help when the crisis occurs.
5) Prepare the operation plan for a long-term crisis.
The organization needs to estimate the readiness of its resource for
utilizing it in the crisis by clearly scheduling the plan’s possibility to reduce the risk
of the crisis.
6) Prepare the operation plan by covering details, such as the principles
of information detail during the crisis, an account of target groups, the competitors,
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the resource analysis of crisis plan, members of the operation team, title, address,
phone number, and fax number.
7) Train the operation team members.
Training periodically to prepare for the worst crisis that could happen.
The mentioned principles of crisis management are important guidelines that should
not be overlooked by the executives and the communication operation staff as they
are a step-by-step operation and ready to be utilized. An organization should review
the steps and apply changes to help with future crises. The researcher used this
concept to frame the study because it helped with the overall image of the crisis
management from the beginning until the end. The researcher also applied the
concepts to create the questionnaire of the in-depth interview, the analysis, and
discussion to understand the procedures the organization used to deal with the crisis.
Besides the concepts of crisis management, other theories that should be
emphasized as they are related to the crisis management theory, the concepts are
concept of communication and communication strategy in crisis. These were used to
understand and learn about communication and planning.

2.5 Crisis Communication Planning and Strategies
To succeed in the crisis communication management, the organization needs
to use plans and strategies properly because each crisis needs to be treated with
different communication techniques. Below are the concepts that will help with the
study.

2.5.1 Concepts of Communication in Crisis
Communication in crisis focusess on mobilizing human resources, media,
media relations, press conferences, and communication with the victims of the crisis.
Crisis Communication Planning
Crisis Communication Planning is a plan that public relations use in
preventing the crisis of the organization. The management during the crisis or after
the crisis in giving the information, media control, a spoke person, and the procedure
of communication to the victims of the crisis.
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Truit and Kelley (1989, pp. 6-8) said the importance of the crisis communication
planning as “when there is a big problem in an organization, it will not be solved right
away. At the end, the organization will need to have an officially plan to help with the
problem, so the organization needs to identify the suitably responsibility to be a tool to
solve the problem”
This was consistent with Newsom and Turk (2004, pp. 542-544) who
mentioned crisis communication planning as a crisis caused by a wrong decision of an
organization and this required a crisis plan. The important factors of the plan were
people and information to communicate the crisis plan.
Moreover, Truit and Kelly (1989, p. 8) presented the considerations of crisis
as part of the planning. They are listed below.
1) The messenger needs to consider the factors of training and support.
2) The experts of the situation must use technology.
3) The crisis operation team consists of the leader, the communication
plan, and consultants.
4) The crisis information flow, an effect, the information office, an
official announcement.
5) The organization background or the similar situation that happened
in the past.
6) Decision making is the culture of the organization, need, the
involvement of the organization, and up front preparation.
7) Anticipating the effects that may happen which are numbers of sale
and moral support of staff and public.
8) Have the media’s has phone numbers, time schedules, and the news
reporter background.
9) Employees/Public.
10) Administrative system, management, law, and regulations.
11) Distributor / retailer, consumer information, and explanation.
12) Analyze the anti-group with maneuver and fund components.
Ault (1986, p. 311) presented the components of crisis planning which were:
1) Practice handbook
2) Media facilitation
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3) Selecting and training staff
4) Communication planning with the victim’s family
5) An agreement with hospital / ambulance to help the victim
In crisis communication planning, Pacific Telesis Company (as cited in
Wilcox, 1994, p. 238) focused on two aspects of the crisis planning which were:
1) Presenting that the organization is a good citizen in the practicing
for controling the problem.
2) Fast and constant communication: communication needs to be
cleared, revealing, suits the receiver, and no technical terms. The components of crisis
communication plan are
(1) The information is an organization of authority.
(2) Address the information through media.
(3) Communication strategy through media channels.
(4) Verify the information of an organization to present it to the
outsiders.
(5) Determine a spoke person who has the ability to make a
decision on provide the information.
This concept helps an organization to realize the importance of planning and
factors of crisis management planning which are the important factors and should be
considered by an organization in the crisis planning. As the researcher used this
concept to frame the study, it helps with data that is important in planning to apply in
the study framework, background of the study, addressing questions of the interview,
and the important part of this study which is the analysis and discussion.
Crisis Communication Planning needs the communication strategy as each
crisis has its own quality and needs a different strategy. Having a better understanding
of the strategies that will be used in the communication management is necessary for
the organization.
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2.5.2 Crisis Communication Strategies
Organizations have their own ways of communicating during a crisis. The
differences can be from levels and steps, protection or prevention. However, the
organization should stick with the crisis communication strategies for problem solving
and a good outcome of the situation.
Coomb (1996) said each organization will respond to the crisis differently. To
use the same strategy or not depends on what will suit to the situation. Here are the
most common crisis communication strategies used to response the crises.
1) Attack the Accuser: a method that an organization attacks the
accuser back if the organization proved that the accusing is told a lie to cause
damages to the organization. Sometimes, laws may be involved within the conditions
of law suits.
2) Denial: an organization refuses that there is no crisis in the
organization. This strategy is used with facts and there were no lies about the situation
as the deception will create more serious crisis. If the organization lies to media, there
will be a media crisis as well.
3) Excuse: an organization will apologize to public as the crisis was
caused by the organization. For example, a warehouse collapsed because of the
overweight products, an organization will apologize because they do not want to hurt
anyone else.
4) Justification: an organization will justify that the incident is a minor
crisis or victims just have minor injuries. Some organizations may justify the crisis by
blaming the victims, especially in manufacturing industry. For example, in the car
industry, some cars were mistakenly assembled with impropriate techniques and
harmed the car users. The organization will then recall that car model back.
5) Ingratiation: an organization will ingratiate its consumers by giving
free coupons to make the consumers feel better from the mistakes caused by the
organization.
6) Corrective Action: an organization will correct the situation to the
allevlated and heal the damage from the crisis. At the same time, laying down
measures and preventing the same crisis from happening again. This is a strategy that
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the organization should utilize the most because it truly fixes the problem and shows
responsibility of the organization to public.
7) Full Apology: an organization takes full responsibility for the crisis
and apologizes to the public to ask for forgiveness. This strategy is frequently used.
Sometimes the organization pays compensation to the victims or helps the victim by
paying the victim’s children tuition fee or gives them a position to work in the
company.
Coomb (1996) also divided strategies that responding to crisis communication
into seven primary strategies and three minor strategies. To utilize theses strategies,
an organization must apply its experience to analyze the crisis to match with the
below strategies.
Primary Strategy
1) Attack the Accuser: a spokeperson or a communication manager
communicates directly to a person or a group of people who accusec the organization.
2) Denial: a spokeperson or the communication manager confirms that
there is no crisis.
3) Scapegoat: a spokeperson or the communication manager accuses a
person or an outsider to take responsibility for the crisis.
Diminish Strategies are:
1) Excuse strategy: a spokeperson or the communication manager
announces that the organization has no intention to cause any damage or is not in the
position to cause the crisis.
2) Justification strategy: a spokeperson or the communication manager
creates an understanding among the public that the damage is not as bad as everyone
thinks.
3) Rebuild Strategies are:
4) Compensation: a spokeperson or the communication manager states
the compensation which is money or commodity.
5) Apology: a spokeperson or the communication manager confirms
that the organization will take whole responsibility of the damage and asks for
forgiveness from the involved victims.
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Secondary Strategy
1) Bolstering Strategy
2) Reminder: a spokeperson or the communication manager reminds
the public and the victims about the historical positive actions of the organization.
3) Ingratiation: a spokeperson or the communication manager
ingratiates the victims.
4) Victimizing: a spokeperson or the communication manager presents
that the organization as the affected party of the crisis.
The techniques of public relations communication in organizations during a
crisis is also very important and interesting, as during the crisis, the organization will
be confused and face pressure. The appropriate techniques of communication help to
moderate the situation. Below are the techniques of public relations communication
during crisis.
1) Focus on public first, especially those who are affected by the crisis.
2) An organization needs to take responsibility in the first place and
rush to solve the problem right away. The organization cannot refuse or ignore its
responsibility.
3) An organization must be honest, transparent, and inspected to the
public. These are all important, especially during a crisis. The organization should not
try to cover up or distort from the public.
4) An organization cannot say “we have no idea” as it is a bad excuse.
An organization should share its opinion to public.
5) Addressing only one spoke person, this will bring a unity and stop
any confusion of the communication.
6) An organization should set up a special information center which is
under public relations department. The center’s roles are to provide information to
media and public, as well as, coordinate other information.
7) Ensure there is an information flow because when the organizations’
news and information is suppressed, it causes more suspicion.
8) An organization should build up media relations as media has an
important role in spreading the organization’s information to public.
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9) The leader of an organization should be available as much as
possible, especially for media’s interviews.
10) Communicate with public leaders to exchange information.
In conclusion, the strategies and techniques are important factors for crisis
communication. An organization that prepares its planning and strategies, as well as,
appropriately utilizes techniques to solve the problem, will be able to go through the
difficulties with less demage. Recently, crises can turn terrible quickly as the result of
social media. It turns into a tool that quickly spreads rumors and negative news of an
organization. So, understanding the social-mediated crisis communication model is
needed for studying and understanding recent crisis management procedures.

2.6 Social-Mediated Crisis Communication Model: SMCC
Jin, Liu, and Austin (2011) explained the model is a theory that helps
understand social-mediated crisis communication model. Below is explanning the
structure of this theory.
1) An organization or a company is a starting point of the
communication process as the organization sends information to social media,
traditional media, social media followers, and, an online influencer. The information
that leads to communication can be divided into crisis origin, crisis type,
infrastructure, message strategy, and message form.
2) Social Media is a communication channel organizations use to send
accurate information. The organization creates the content and directly publishes to
the social media followers and influential social media creators. It is also a
communication channel that the public can share the information of the organization
and cannot be controlled.
3) Traditional Media is a media that uses their strong relationships to
control some information. Traditional media has an influence on social media inactive
group.
4) Social Media followers is a group of people mainly following
information from social media. They follow the information from a variety of sources;
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directly from the organization, influential social media creators, and from original
media. Social media followers have an influence on the social media group.
5) Influential Social Media creators is a group of people that influence
information of social media followers and social media inactive group. They receive
the information directly from an organization, from social media followers, and from
original media. They are able to quickly and broadly spread the information of the
organization. An organization should create a good relationship with this group as a
channel to deliver accurate information to other target groups.
6) Social Media inactive group is a group of people are mainly getting
the information from traditional media and social media followers. An organization
should pay attention to this group as they are a large group and tend to be shocked and
frighten when they acknowledge about the crisis. Their reaction can spread out the
crisis on social media.
Here are the components of Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model.

Figure 2.4 Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model
Source: Liu, Jin, and Austin, 2013.
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The model explains the gray area as an offline word-of-mouth communication
style which has an influence in social media and social media followers, as well as,
spreading the organizations’ information from social media to social media inactive
by the word-of-mouth communicating with both the social media and the face-to-face.
Though the organization has a good relationship with the traditional media in
preventing the spread of negative information, the information still spread to the
social media inactive group. They can cause more serious crisis on social media. So,
the organization needs to create good relationship with the influenial social media
creators and social media followers.
According to this theory, the crisis communication in social media has
components, such as an organization, social media, traditional media, social media
followers, influential social media creators, and social media which are related. So the
communicators should be cautious on online communication. The researcher used this
theory to understand the components of crisis communication on social media and
applied in creating the model.

2.7 Related Research
From the research review process, the related research of this study were
divided into three groups. The first group was domestic research. This included the
research of crisis communication and public relations. The second group was an
airlines research, and the third group was international research. Each group was
arranged by year of the study and more details are listed below.

2.7.1 The Research of Crisis Communication and Public Relations
Ornubon Phubuapearn ( 1991) studied Public Relations Planning and Public
Relations Status of Businesses in Bangkok and found businesses such as service,
industrial, money, and commerce had public relations department and its activities in
their organizations. The department reported directly to their executives and was a
part of its policy control. The department supports an organization success. The most
common role of the public relations was the publication and the less common roles
were the referendum survey, radio program, and television program as they were
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pricy and lacking of staff. The policy and planning of public relations was to create
good image of the organization and support its marketing. The executives were the
ones who created both short-term and longterm plans in writing. Moreover, the factor
that influenced the public relation plan was the organizations’ policy and goals.
Amnuay Veerawan ( 1994) studied The Campaign for Solving Crisis Caused
by Rumor of Bangkok Bank and found procedures that the bank should use to solve
the problems as listed.
1) Gathering involved people, analyzing the situation, strategy
planning, and scheduling time for the soling process by spreading the responsibility
and coordinating each party as a network to promptly help with the crisis.
2) Utilizing staff as a communication tool to contact customers and
their family about the crisis by providing accurate information via inside the
organizations’ publication media and continually vocally announce the information.
3) Reaching out to mass media to provide accurate information.
4) The government is an important factor to control the bank
management, as well as, understand the situation and can clarify the fact to public.
This will create an understanding and the belief on the bank in a short period of time.
Chonlada Pannarat ( 1997) studied The Role of Public Relations in Business
Enterprises’ Crisis and found that the major crisis which encountered most
organizations results from acts of individuals. Many of business enterprises had their
own crisis communication policies and crisis communication plans.
Sirintorn Mahamontri (2004) studied Crisis Communication Plan: a case study
Severe Acuts Respiratory (SARS) of The Ministry of Public Health and found that:
1) The Ministry of Public Health’s public relations operation in SARS
crisis responded to the concept of information management in two periods; the first
period was the preparation before the crisis which found the dispersing of the disease
in Thailand. The second period was the operation during the crisis. The concept of
information management was applied in the public relations strategy during the SARS
crisis.
2) The Ministry of Public Health’s public relations operation in SARS
crisis responded to the concept of information management in three periods.
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First period: the preparation of the pre-crisis found that the ministry of
public health had plan for crisis in place, as well as, set up system for plague
investigation.
Second period: the operation during the crisis event found the ministry
of public health followed the ten activities of crisis management which were:
(1) An operation after the crisis was notified
(2) Setting up an operation team to work on the crisis
(3) Setting up SARS operation center
(4) Setting up a spokesman
(5) Determining the target groups and the information needed
(6) Determining the information and topics that would be
published
(7) Determining strategies and media for the public relations
(8) Control the information and news resources
(9) Following

up

and

evaluation

mass

media

and

public

acknowledgement
(10) Modifying public relations strategy
Third period: The operation of the post crisis, the ministry of Public
Health held meetings, conclusion of the operation, conclusion of SARS situation and
the update of SARS protection plan, report of the operation, and an announcement to
officially close the SARS operation center.
3) The analysis of the contents of SARS news in newspapers found
that between March-May 2 003, The newspapers that published SARS news the most
were Thai Rath and Matichon.The contents were 1) Reported SARS situation within
Thailand 2) Reported SARS situation international 3) The ministry of Public Health’s
measurement 4 ) SARS information and the prevention. the trend of SARS news
published by the newspapers was mostly neutrally. For positive and negative trend
were close to each other.
This research influenced the researcher on the three time stages of crisis
communication management which are the preparation of the pre-crisis, the operation
during the crisis event, and the operation of the post crisis. The researcher utilized this
as a conceptual framework and analyzing of the study.
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Parichat Boonklay ( 2005)

studied Information Management of Tourism

Authority of Thailand in Crisis: a case study of the Geohazards. The study found that
the Tourism Authority of Thailand managed the information as below.
1) Information Management Policy; Abiding the true information,
reliable, and up to date. The Governor of the Tourism Authority of Thailand was in
charge in all operation.
2) The information published was reliable and abiding
The information management for solving the geohazard effects found that:
1) The Tourism Authority of Thailand divided its information
management into four parts. The first part was mainly helping tourists; the second part
was clarifying the fact on the affected area. The third part was the problem solving
and recovering tourism of Thailand industry. And lastly was helping businesses and
workers in the affected area.
2) News was published on newspapers were the tourism industry
effect, the situation update and damages, the fixing and helping plan, protecting Thai
image among the world, and activities to urge tourists to come back to the affected
area. The organization share the news to mass media periodically and the mass media
frequently published each topic followed the importance of the updated situation
Chatsuda Wongsaun ( 2005) studied Crisis Communication Management of
Crisis Management Operation Center (CMOC) of Thai Airways International Public
Company (Limited) found that:
The operation, format, and the process of crisis management in active and
passive management. In the normal situation, the active management was utilized and
in the crisis, the passive management was used by relying on the 4R’s Practices.
1) Reduction: information and signs searching for a pre-crisis to notify
chances that might cause the crisis.
2) Readiness: to prepare a management and plan when the crisis
happens as a management manual.
3) Response: to respond back to the situation that may happen.
4) Recovery: come back to normal situation as soon as possible.
Tarinee Somboon ( 2005) studied Policy and Strategic Planning for Public
Relations of the Tourism Authority of Thailand: study on the Andaman Coast
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Recovery after the Tsunami. The research found that both government and
stakeholders partnered in creating the policy of Thai Tourism of Thailand. The
committee’s policy for Andaman recovery in six provinces along Andaman sea after
the tsunami emphasized on building up confidence and encourage the tourists from
Thailand and other countries to come back to Andaman sea and creating a good image
of the Andaman sea, as well as, a good image of Thailand by helping the victims. The
Thai government planned three strategies in this situation. The first one was the
recovery and development of natural resources. The second strategic was creating
good image and quality of tourism. The last one was promoting tourism. The goal of
the strategy was recovering and developing tourism with public relations by building
up confidence and good images of Thai tourism. The published information had to be
accurate and support the good image by considering the components of public
relations plan which had eight steps including the situation analysis, goals and
objectives setting, target groups setting, activity setting, media and media analysis
determining, timimg setting, budget set up, and following up and evaluation. Besides,
the public relations strategy, the research found that the Tourism Authority of
Thailand also utilized integration marketing to cover and respond to the tourists target
groups’ behavior as soon as possible which were advertising, sale promotion, and
individual sales.
Worrathai Rawinit ( 2013) studied A Model for Emotional Component in
Crisis Communication and found emotions were the clear combination of both
positive and negative experiences. The most obvious emotions of the stakeholders
during 1) the massive flood in year 2011 were anxiety, fear, and sadness. 2 ) the
explosion in BSTE’ factory were fear, anxiety, and sorrow. 3) the strike of employees
of State Railway of Thailand were boredom, shame, and frustration.

2.7.2 The Research of Airlines Business in Thailand
Nithana Maleangnon (1991) studied “The Impacted Communication Factors to
Choose Thai Airways Service: A Case Study in Business Class Passengers of the
International Flights” and found that the loyal passengers chose to fly with Thai
Airways because of its good service, good image, and advertisements. The individual
communication of the ground staff and flight attendants to the business class
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passengers was satisfaction, especially by the politeness of the staff. The service of
the flight attendants was great as they were attentive and respectful. However, the
flight attendants should have improved their language ability. For the advertisements,
magazine and television ads were the favorite. On the other hand, movies and radio
were the least popular advertisements. For Thai Airways’ image, the service from the
flight attendants was great. Next is image of its convenience and safety. The image
that needed to be improved was the punctuality of flights.
Aroonrat Niyom (1994) studied “ The Opinion Comparisions of Passengers
between Thai Airways and International Airlines” and found that the sampling
passengers of Thai Airways thought the service of Thai Airways was better that the
sampling passengers of the International airlines. However, the opinions of the
passengers relied on the variabilities, which were price and convenience of booking.
The study found that the passengers of Thai Airways and the international airlines
thought the same about the promotional marketing of the airlines. As the mixed
marketing was not different between the airlines among the passengers, the repeat
marketing in choosing the airlines service was difficult. So improving the services
was the most important strategy in the airline business. Below were the suggestions
on the service improvement.
1) Service: Thai Airways should provide extra counters to provide
convenience to passengers who arrive at the airport before the check in-time. On the
plane service, the airline needed to improve its safety demonstration to persuade the
passengers to pay more attention. Moreover, the airline also needed to prevent and
improve its flight delays for its good image and decreasing damages of the passengers
for taking the delayed flights.
2) Price: The airline should have decreased ticket prices. This may
increase passengers. Moreover, the airline should facilitate conveniences to its ticket
agents, to cheer them up and persuade them to find more customers.
3) The convenience of purchasing and booking tickets. The airline
should increase the numbers of its agents by covering all regions of Thailand and
advertising so public know. For seating, the airline should develop its computer
system for the agents as they can easily reach out to the airline.
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4) Sales Promotion: the airline should campaign its promotions to
convince the customers to use its service. Thai Airways should advertise its service
both domestically and internationally. The airline should offer benefits to its agency
to urge its customers to purchase the tickets.
Chukiet Wongteptian (1999) studied “The Image of Flight Attendants of Thai
Airways International Public Co, Ltd.: A Case Study Only Thai Passengers” and
found the best media to promote the image of the flight attendants of Thai Airways
were television, newspaper, and magazines. Moreover, the target group suggested that
the airline should continually promote its public relations activities and select media
that could widely reach out to its target group such as television, radio, newspaper,
monthly magazine that focused on flight attendances experience and the most
important was the flight attendants themselves because if they did not behavior
properly, it affects the overall image. For public relations strategy, the airline should
have more activities, such as exhibitions in shopping mall or the public to reach out to
bigger groups of people, social responsibility activities, or charity, and placing
publication of services in front of the passengers’ seats.
Tadsanee Jaesuraphab (2005) studied Factors Influencing Airlines Corporate
Image: The Study of Japan Airlines International Perceived by non-Japanese
passengers and found that:
1) There were more females than males in the sampling group. The
participants were 25-34 years old. Most of them graduated with a bachelor degree or
higher. Moreover, most of the participants worked in private companies as officers
and some of them were self-employed. Most of the participants earned between
10,001-25,000 THB and some made more than 100,000 THB. Most participants of the
sampling group were Thai.
2) Over the past year, each participant traveled 3.13 times on average
and traveled in the economy class the most, then business class. The purpose of the
travels were creation, visiting family, and business. Most of the participants traveled
alone and only a few of them traveled with their family. Most of the participants
traveled with Japan Airlines on the average of 1.30 times.
3) News Exposure of Japan Airlines: the study found that most of the
participants were barely exposed to any news and activity of the airlines. However,
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after comparing each media, they exposed to personal media the most, then special
media, mass media, and public relations activity.
4) Demographic factor of the sampling group were age, education,
career, title, income, and nationality. This factor differently affected the image
awareness of Japan Airlines.
5) A factor of traveling by the airplane experience was the frequency
of general airline useage that affected the image awareness of Japan Airlines.

2.7.3 International Research
Perstedt (1990) studied Information Management Strategy in Crisis and found
that the barrier of unexpected information management in crisis was the executives
satisfaction with receptive operation more than the aggressive operation, short term
credibility building more than long term credibility building, law accuracy problem,
The executives did not value the importance of image which were disclose, sincere,
and quickly.
Hobbs (1995) studied a case study of the public relations in crisis of Toshiba
Company The study found the battle between protecting the organization’s image
during the middle of the crisis and after the crisis. This identified the image public
relations in crisis to connect public and the organization, and make the customers
satisfy in products and services, so the image of the organization needed to be
emphasized. Toshiba utilized this strategy to gain credibility back to the organization
by expressing an apology to its customers and proved the case. The company utilized
properly strategy to show the organization’s goals which was good for public and
created the adoration by doing substantial performance to correct the problem in the
future.
Marie (1996) studied the role of experts of media relations in crisis
management during school violence by surveying Kansas School Districts, USA and
found the crime chart identified the school management had to watch for with severe
violence in their schools and around the schools. However, most of the schools did
not have a protection system and an interest in following media, which reflected their
crisis communication policy. According to the study, 1/3 of the school management
team did not want to work with media experts or public relations officers when a
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crisis occurred. Twenty-five percent of school executives did not trust the media; they
preferred to use the receptive strategy to solve the problem. More than 60% of the
school executives were mixed both receptive and aggressive of public relations
strategies. As the media was the most interested in the ordering of the local problems,
the management team of the district needed to share the detail of the violence to
media.
Tan (2003) studied Singapore Airlines in a case study of its crisis
communication and found first, recovering from the crisis would be fast when the
neutral supporters helped and cooperated with the airlines. Second, it was very
important that the airlines had a well-trained communication crisis team. Lastly, if the
accused party sticked with the agreement, the relationship between the accused party
and the accused will remain the same.
Taylor a n d Perry (2005) studied “Diffusion of Traditional and New Media
Tactics in Crisis Communication” which was a long study about internet usage of an
organization to communicate in crisis. Rogers found that more than half of the
participants used the internet to handle and response to crises. With a case like this,
media and public relations officers needed to have sufficient communication, up to
date information, and precision as an online communication turned into an important
innovation. It was very popular among the users. This study divided the internet usage
for the crisis communication into two tactics. The first one was Traditional Tactics,
which was a one-way communication. The second one was Innovative Media Tactics
which was an exclusive communication that would be different in each organization
and had two-way communication characters.
More than 98% of the organization used at least one of the Traditional Tactics
in crisis communication and more than half of the participated organization of this
study at least used one of the Innovative Media Tactics in their crisis communication.
These days, the internet is an important and popular communication channel for
businesses because it communicates the organizations information in a timely manner
with exhaustively fonts, slid, animation, and sounds.
Cloudman and

Hallahan (2006) studied the

Crisis Communications

Prepareness among U.S. Organizations: Activities and Assessments by Public
Relations Practitioners. The study reviewed crisis communication preparation of
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organizations in USA. The researcher found ¾ of the participated organizations had a
team to work on crises and concrete crisis management plan. Seventy-nine percent of
the participants had a crisis communication plan in place as part of the crisis
management plan and some were an exclusive plans. Most of crisis management
teams included a person from public relations. Though organizations had plans and
teams, they did not value the crisis training and skills of crisis management
development. Moreover, the study found that crisis management planning was
positively correlated with the size of the organization and freedom level of authority.
For example, a larger organization would have a larger scale of plan than smaller and
medium organizations. While the organization type and the operational style did not
affect the crisis planning. For staff who worked in an organization that had the crisis
communication plan would assess the relationship of the target group lower that a
person who worked in the organization that did not have the plan. However, they were
confident in their ability to handle the crisis more than a person who worked for an
organization that did not have the crisis communication plan.
Cabur (2010) studied the Analysis of Crisis Communication Responses of Air
France A447 a n d found that the airline well communicated for the most part.
However, the organization needed to add other appropriate tactics in other areas. As a
leader, the CEO of the airlines was also a spokesperson talking about the crisis, which
was a good example. The airline managed the communication about bad comments
with media very well. However, the airline did not communicate enough with the
stakeholders and social media.
McDonald, Sparks, and Glendon (2010) studied the Stakeholder Reactions to
Company Crisis Communication and Causes. The study found that confession was the
most satisfying tactic when it came to the crisis explaination and its recovery. Not
showing any comments tactic would succeed the most to the negative responses.
Moreover, how the organization controlled its crisis was a sufficient factor in
prediction the stakeholder response. The involvement caused both negative and
positive emotions in crisis, while each type of the emotion like madness, sadness, and
fear caused different behavior. Attitude also affected the behavior.
Grundy and Moxon (2 0 1 3 ) studied the Efficiency of Crisis Management and
Brand Protection: A case Study of British Airways. The study found that the crisis
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affected the brand’s credibility. The study focused on four crises. The first one was
the Heathrow airport in London. This crisis affected the airline’s safety image,
experience, and convenience. In this case the airline communication was efficient and
deliver good results. The organization’s concern was sent to the victims, not only
during the crisis, but also after the crisis was over. On the other hand, the airline did
not successfully manage station number 5, as there was not much communication
evidence of both internal and external the organization. The airline splitted its
communication, as well as, there was no great leader. The crisis threatened brand
value, especially its experience and quality of its service. Both cases showed the
importance of crisis planning. Moreover, the study gave the example of volcano
Eyjafjallajokull, which the airline was successfully in their communication. The
airline split the communication to the involved groups. The last crisis was the
industrial disputes due to the cabin crew strike in 2 0 1 0 . The airline efficiently
managed this crisis as both new media and traditional media were applied in the
problem solving.
Haruta and Hallahan (1991) studied the culture subjects of crisis
communication in airlines: comparing USA and Japan. The study found that cultural
differences affected the communication of airlines. The study analyzed 198 issues of
newspapers in the US and 196 issues of newspapers in Japan that published crises
information. The study showed the important nature of differences of apology, media
strategy, and litigation. The study suggested that the fragility of culture was a key to
develop crisis communication plan to be successful in airline business.
Condit (2006) studied crisis communication of American airline flight 965,
1420 and 587. The study found that crisis communication and the response to the
crisis was needed to keep the organization’s image. This study aimed to find crisis
response strategy of disaster of American Airlines. The study found variety of the
crisis responsed to the strategies, especially the strategies for flight 965, 1420 and 587
were promptly accepting; open with media, information reveal, honesty, and showing
sympathy to the victims. Moreover, the study concluded that when the situation
changed, the crisis responsed strategy would change as well. This depended on the
environment of the crisis. American airline also applied different strategies to each
situation.
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2.8 Conceptual Framework
2.8.1 Part 1: PR Value Study
This part was a data collecting to filter the airlines for the in-depth interview
by utilizing the concepts of crisis to frame the analysis and evaluate news and
information of airlines and the PR value.
2.8.2 Part 2: The in-depth Interview of Airline’ Executives and Staff and
Crisis Communication Management Experts in Social Media
This part consisted of the in-depth interviews of airline executives and staff of
Thai Airways, Air Asia Airlines, and Bangkok Airways, as well as, the
communication experts in crisis in social media by using the below concepts and
theory.
The researcher used the concepts of role of leader communication in crisis to
create the in-depth interviews and conducted the interviews the executives of the
airlines on the role of leader portion and used as a framework of the analysis and
discussion of this study.
The concepts of management and communication management in crisis was
also applied to the in-depth interview’s questionnaires to conduct the interviews with
the airline executives and staff, as well as, the communication experts in crisis in
social media. This concept was utilized in the communication management of each
stage of the crisis, as well as, a framework of the analysis and discussion of this study.
The concepts of communication and communication strategy in crisis was
utilized in the to the in-depth interview’s questionnaires to conduct the interviews
with the airline executives and staff, as we as, the communication experts in crisis in
social media in communication management strategy and as a framework of the
analysis and discussion of this study.

2.8.3 Part 3: Content Analysis in Social Media
This part of the study analyzed the airlines complaint posts on Pantip website.
The theory used is below.
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The researcher used the concepts of the role of leader communication in crisis
as a framework of the analysis of role of leader from the complaint posts on Pantip
website and framed the discussion of this study.
Moreover, the concepts of management and communication management in
crisis was a framework of the analysis of the airline management to the complaint
posts and framework of the discussion of this study.
The concepts of communication and communication strategy in crisis was
utilized as a framework of the analysis of the airline management to the complaint
posts and a framework of the discussion of this study.
The researcher used Berlo Model as a framework of the analysis of a
communication process from the airlines to the complaint posters which were sender,
message, channel, and receiver.

2.8.4 Part 4: Modeling of Crisis Communication Process of Airline
Business in Digital Period
The modeling utilized the results of part 2 and 3 and applied to create the
model. Below are the concepts and theory.
The researcher used the concepts of the role of the leader in communication
management in crisis as a framework to create the model of the role of airline leader
portion.
For the crisis management process, the researcher applied the concepts of
management

and

communication

management

in

crisis,

the

concepts

of

communication and communication in crisis strategy, and the concepts of crisis as a
framework to create the model in the airline crisis type and management and strategy
process.
In the crisis communication process in social media, the researcher used
concepts of online media, Two-Way Communication theory and crisis communication
in social media as a framework to create the model of the crisis communication
process in social media of airlines
Below is the conceptual framework diagram.
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Part 2: In-depth Interview Airlines Executives and
Staff, and Experts in Communication Management

Part 3: Content Analysis from Social Media
 Concepts of Role of Leader in

 Concepts of Role of Leader in Communication in
Part 1: PR Value Study
Concepts of Crisis

Crisis

Communication in Crisis
 Concepts of Management and

 Concepts of Management and Communication
Management in Crisis

Communication Management in Crisis
 Concepts of Crisis Communication

 Concepts of Crisis Communication Planning and
Strategies

Planning and Strategies
 The Berlo Model
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Part 4: Modeling the Crisis Communication Management Process of Airline on Social Media
 Concepts of Role of Leader in Communication in Crisis
 Concepts of Management and Communication Management in Crisis
 Concepts of Crisis Communication Planning and Strategies
 Concepts of Crisis
 Concepts of Social Media
 Two-Way Communication Theory
 Crisis Communication Process on Social Media Theory

Figure 2.5 Conceptual Framework of the Study

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research “The Process of Communication in Airline Business’
Management of Crisis in Social Media” was a mixed methods research including both
quantitative and qualitative. The research was divided into the following three parts:
Part 1 Studying the data of PR values of Airlines from 2010-2014 which was
utilized in the sample selection of the airline that had the highest PR value and was
used in the in-depth process.
Part 2 was a qualitative study conducted by interviewing airlines’ executives
and staff, as well as, experts in digital communication during a crisis. The interviews
focused on the role of leaders in a crisis, crisis management in airlines, and crisis
communication strategies. The results of the study met objectives 1, 2, and 3.
Part 3 analyzed social media content, which consisted of airline complaint
posts from Pantip website between 2010-2014. The results of the study met objectives
1, 2, and 3.

3.1 Populations and Samples
3.1.1 Populations
The targeted populations of the subject consisted of:
Part 1: Content Analysis; participants were published in Thai newspapers from
2010-2014.
Part 2: In-depth interviews with airlines’ executives and staff, as well as,
experts in social media communication in a crisis.
Part 3: Social Media Content Analysis analyzed social media content, which
reviewed airline complaint posts from Pantip website from 2010-2014.
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3.1.2 Samples
Samples of this study were:
Part 1 : Analyzed data from selected samples including Thai and English
language newspapers in Thailand. The largest published newspapers were chosen as
they caught reader’s attention and influenced the reader’s opinions.
Part 2: In-depth interviews with selected airlines that had the highest PR value.
The in-depth interviews were given by the airlines executives and staff, as well as,
experts in communication in crisis.
Part 3: Pantip website was chosen for social media content analysis. The three
highest responded topics of each year from readers were picked as samples of this
study. The number of readers showed how much interested in the topics there were.
The more people interested in the topic, the more people’s opinions were affected by
web board members and readers.

3.1.3 Sampling Procedures
Below was the sample selection process.
Part 1 Data Analysis: Mass distributed Thai and English newspapers published
in Thailand were selected. According to Matichon’s (2010) report, the bestselling
Thai newspaper was Thai Rath, the second bestselling was Daily News, and the third
bestselling was Khaosod. These three newspapers were chosen by the researcher. For
English newspapers, Bangkok Post was the bestselling English language newspaper
and The Nation was the second bestselling English newspaper. There were five
newspapers used in total in this study.
Below was the airlines’ news from all five newspapers randomly drawn from
each newspaper that was picked twice each year from 2010-2014.
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Table 3.1 The Airlines Published News Per Year and Randomly Drawn News from
2010-2014

Newspaper

Year

All Airline

Month

Airline News

February

18

August

22

January

4

April

8

October

16

December

5

March

7

September

10

June

5

November

5

News
ThaiRath

2010

2011
2012
2013
2014

Daily News

166
90
124
131
99

Total

610

2010

131

2011
2012
2013
2014

Total

122
133
151
183
720

100
February

13

April

9

November

10

December

15

March

7

September

8

January

13

August

13

May

6

June

4
98
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Table 3.1 (Continued)

Newspaper

Year

All Airline

Month

Airline News

June

4

November

11

March

13

February

5

October

16

December

3

January

10

September

6

April

14

August

20

News
Khaosod

2010

2011
2012
2013
2014

Bangkok Post

172
130
125
105
157

Total

689

2010

538

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

418

404

312

354

2026

102
June

20

October

30

January

21

April

21

May

26

September

22

February

20

March

26

July

27

December

30
243
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Table 3.1 (Continued)

Newspaper

Year

All Airline

Month

Airline News

January

27

June

10

April

12

November

19

February

12

December

20

May

25

September

22

March

13

October

9

News
The Nation

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

270
213
256
303
222

Total

1,264

169

Total

5,309

712

The 712 new articles were calculated to find out their inch- column news
space. So 712 news articles were multiplied by the advertising fee of each newspaper
and multiplied again with news scores that were evaluated by four experts. The news
evaluation was divided into three ranges which were Negative (-1), Neutral (+1 ) and
Positive (+2 ) . The entire process led to the PR value of the airlines from 2010-2014.
Here is a list of the experts:
1) Ajarn Napapha Savannarong, Lecturer, Communication Arts,
School of Management and Information Sciences, University of Phayao.
2) Ajarn Ruginun Aurpitaksakul, Lecturer, Communication Arts,
School of Management and Information Sciences, University of Phayao.
3) Ajarn Piyata Soontprnpiyapan, Lecturer, Communication Arts,
Faculty of Management Science Surat Thani Rajabhat University.
4) Ajarn Praewpan Pannuch, Lecturer, Communication Arts, Faculty
of Management Science Surat Thani Rajabhat University.
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Part 2: The in-depth interviews: The samples were chosen from the airlines
that received the three highest PR values from Part 1’s analysis. The interviewees
were airlines executives and communication and public relations staff. The criteria of
the selected interviewees were:
1) Executives or staff who have managed a crisis for an airlines.
2) Executives or staff who worked on policy control or were in charge
of communication and public relations during a previous airlines’ crises.
3) Executives or staff w ho planned communication or public relations
and strategized communication in previous crises.
According to part 1 of the study, the three airlines that had the highest PR
value were Thai airways, Air Asia, and Bangkok Airways, and they were chosen for
the in-depth interview process. The in-depth interviews also included two other
interviews, which were experts in crisis communication in social media. There were a
total of seven in-depth interviews.

Table 3.2 Participants of the In-depth Interview

Number
1

Airline/Company
Thai Airways

Name
Samat Phom-On

Title
Director of Emergency
Management and Crisis

2

Thai Airways

Boonleard Nuanlaor

Digital Social Media Manager

3

Air Asia

Nuttawut Jitarthan

Public Relations Manager

4

Air Asia

Moke Promma

Corporate Communication
Executive

5

Bangkok Airways

Thasorn Taksinapan

Media Relations Manager

6

Diginative Co, Ltd

Kunchalee Sumleerat

Founder

7

AIA Co, Ltd

Chinsin Klungthong

Assistant Digital Marketing
Manager

Part 3 Social media content analysis: The Pantip website was specifically
chosen as it has been the number one Thai website. Pantip has influenced its users’
opinions. This was related by Aphisin Trungganon, Chief Technology Officer ( CTO),
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one of Pantip’s executives. He commented Pantip was a picture web board which
represented Thai society during the 4G time period. The top three posts of each year
were specifically chosen for the analysis.

3.2 Research Tool

Below was the research tool:
Part 1: The data evaluation form for the communication and public relations
experts analyzed the sampling data, which included both Thai and English
newspapers published and released in Thailand.

Table 3.3 Data Evaluation from Communication and Public Relations Experts

Number

Date

News
Headline

PR Value Evaluation Range
-1

+1

+2

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Part 2: The Interview questionnaire was a semi-structured form that included
open-end questions for the in-depth interviews. This allowed the interviewees to
freely voice his/her opinions. The questions combined by concepts of crisis, concepts
of role of leaders in crisis, concepts of communication management in crisis, and
concepts of crisis communication management and strategy. The questions had four
parts as listed:
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3.2.1 Question Part 1: These were for the Executives and Staff who
operated the Communication and Public Relations in Airlines
1) Questions included basic personal information such as name, work
title and responsibilities, work experiences, and years at the airlines.
2) Questions regarding how airlines responded to crises, had the
airlines experienced any crises before? If so, what caused the crises and how did they
resolve the crises?

3.2.2 Question Part 2: These Questions Focused on Role of the Airline
Leaders in Crises
1) Did the interviewee have a role to investigate the problems of the
organization or a role to advise other parties on the crisis communication
management? How?
2) Did the interviewee have a role to build up the information network
for the organization’s crisis communication management? How?
3) Did the interviewee have a role to determine policy of the
organization’s crisis communication management? How?
4) Did the interviewee have a role to propose an annual budget for the
organization’s crisis communication management? How?
5) Did the interviewee have a role to supervise or assess the
organization’s crisis communication management? How?
6) What

were

role

of leaders

during

the

crisis

in

digital

communication? How?

3.2.3 Question Part 3: These Questions Focused on the Crisis
Management of Leaders and Staff who were in Charge of
Communication and Public Relation in Airlines, and the Experts in
Communication in Crisis in Social Media
1) Part 1: Before the Crisis
(1) How did the organization prepare for a crisis?
(2) Did the company train and prepare staff for a crisis? How?
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(3) In the preparation process, did the organization form teams?
How?
(4) Did the organization frequently check safety systems when
there was not a crisis? How?
(5) Did the organization hire consultants in crisis to advise and
help? How?
2) Part 2: During the Crisis
(6) When the crisis happened, did the organization conduct a crisis
analysis? How?
(7) When the crisis was announced, what was the crisis
management process?
(8) Did the organization collect data on the crisis? How?
(9) Was there a public relations center? How?
(10) Was there a meeting to explain and conclude the situation?
How?
(11) Were there target groups for the communication? How?
(12) Was there fixed data for the news conference? How?
(13) How did the organization utilize the communication tools?
(14) Was there a facilitation guide for mass media? How?
(15) Was there a selected spokesperson? How?
(16) Was there a facilitator for news sources? How?
(17) Was there a difference between reacting to a crisis between
historical public relations and digital communication? How?
3) Part 3 The Operation after the Crisis
(18) What was the process after the crisis?
(19) Did the management process work as planned? How?
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3.2.4 Question Part 4: Crisis Communication Management Strategy for
the Executives and Staff of Airlines and the Experts in
Communication in Crisis
1) What strategy was used during the preparation process before the
crisis?
2) What strategy was utilized during the crisis?
3) After the crisis was over, what strategy was utilized or not? How?
4) Were the crisis communication management strategies in digital
communication different than the ones before? How?
The researcher also used three notepads to write down some main during the
interviews, as well as, notes from the data analysis and from other resources.
Part 3: Content analysis of airline complaint posted on Pantip website from
2010-2014. Below is the table of information:

Table 3.4 Topics of Complaint Posts Analysis in Airlines from Pantip Website

Topics

Opinion on

Management

Role of

Strategy and

Process of

and Posts

the Posts

in Airlines

Leaders

Management

Communication
in Airlines

3.3 Tool Testing

The researcher tested for accuracy of the interview materials by using
questions that related to the theories, conceptual framework, and objectives of the
study. The advisor of this dissertation also helped to correct the tools.
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3.4 Data Collecting
The data collecting process were as follows:
3.4.1 Secondary data from related sources; newspapers and social media.
1) Thai and English newspapers that published and released airlines
news in Thailand from 2010-2014
2) Social Media airlines complaint posts on the Pantip web board from
2010-2014.
3.4.2 Data from the in-depth interviews of the airlines’ executives and staff,
as well as, experts in communication in social media. The data included the role of the
leaders in crisis communication management and crisis strategies used to model the
process of communication in crisis as one of the study’s objectives. The interviews
were semi-structured. The interviewer specifically asked questions that related to the
topics for clear responses. The researcher interviewed the interviewees herself and
recorded the interviews for the data analysis accordingly. Below are the in-depth
interview processes:
1) Contacted the interviewees asking for the interviews
2) Prepared the interviews’ questions
3) Introduced herself as the interviewer to the interviewees and went
through the study’s topic
4) Asked the interviewees the prepared questions, then collected the
data for the discussion
5) Conclusion and results analysis

3.5 Data Analysis
The researcher controlled the analysis by analyzing the data to follow the
theories and conceptual framework of the study. This was to confirm the results of the
study.
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3.6 Research Process
The process of this study included four parts, which were:
Part 1: The collection of the PR value of airlines’ news in newspapers from 20102014. This was a criterion to screen the selected airlines and identify if they had great public
relations news management.
Part 2: The in-depth interviews focused on the role of leaders in crisis, process of
crisis management and crisis strategy management.
Part 3: Social media was analyzed from airline complaint posts on the Pantip
website.
Part 4: Modeling the crisis communication management process of airlines business
in social media.
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2

1

Data collecting for the
selected airlines

3

1.InDocumentary
Analysis
depth interviews
with
airlines exacutives and staff
as well as the experts in
communication

Social Media Content
Analysis

- Role of leaders

- Role of leaders

- Crisis management

- Crisis management

- Strategies

- Strategies

4
Modeling Process of Communication in Airline Business’
Management in Social Media
Part 1: Role of leaders in crisis
Part 2: Process of management and crisis strategy
Part 3: Process of communication of crisis in social media

Figure 3.1 Research Process

CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH RESULTS

The study “The Process of Communication in Airline Business’s Management
of Crisis in Social Media” used mixed research methodology and was divided into 3
stages.
1) Data collecting of airlines’ PR value from newspapers from 20102014, this was to screen for selected airlines for the study.
2) In-depth Interview of airlines’ executives and staff in the role of
leaders in crisis, as well as, steps and processes of crisis management and crisis
management strategy.
3) Social media content analysis from airline complaint posts on Pantip
website from 2010-2014.
The results of the study were applied in creating the model of the crisis
communication management process of airlines on social media.
The researcher divided the results of the study into 4 parts as listed below:
Part 1: Presenting the airlines’ PR value from 2010-2014 and the result of the
study to select the airlines that had top three PR value and were conducted in the indepth interviews.
Part 2: Presenting the result of the in-depth interviews of the airlines
executives and staff, as well as, the experts in communication management in crisis in
social media. The results of the study were applied to response the study’s objectives
1, 2, and 3.
Part 3: Presenting data of the content analysis complaint posts of the airlines
on Pantip under the condition of the search ”airline” during 2010-2014 and to use the
results of the study to response the study’s objectives 1,2, and 3.
Part 4 : Modeling the crisis communication management process of airlines on
social media and to use the results of the study to response the study’s objective 4.
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Below are the results of the study.

4.1 Part 1: Presenting the Airlines’ PR Value from 2010-2014 and the
Result of the Study to Select the Airlines that had Top Three PR Value
and were Conducted in the In-depth Interviews

1
Data collecting for
the selected airlines

Figure 4.1 Stage 1 of the Research Process

This is the first stage of the research which was data collecting of PR value of
airlines and finding the airlines that had top three PR value as a sample group used in
the in-depth interview by following the steps listed below.

1. selected
newspapers
which were
Thai Rath,
Daily News,
Khawsod,
Bangkok
Post, and
The Nation

2. Chose
airlines news
and drawn
samples by
picking 2
months of
each year in
the total of
712 news

3. Calulated
news space by
inches and
muliplied by
advertisement
cost rate of
each
newspaper

4. The 4
experts
evaluated
news
contents for
the PR value

5. Chose the
airlines that
had top three
PR value for
the samples
of the indepth
interview

Figure 4.2 The Process of Airlines Sampling Selection for the In-depth Interviews

Below are the list of airlines that had top ten in PR values which were Thai
Airways, Air Asia Airline, Bangkok Airways, Nok Air, Singapore Airlines, Air Berlin
Airlines, Emirates Airlines, Lion Air, Japan Airlines, and Vietjet Air. The airlines that
had the PR value from 11-80 were listed in the appendix.
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4.1.1 Airlines with top ten PR Value
1) Thai Airways (TG)
The results of the study showed that Thai Airways had a total PR value
of 6,812,539 THB. 2,841,019.6 THB in 2010, 1,180,543.3 THB in 2011, 1,971,281.2
THB in 2012, 35720.7 THB in 2013, and 783,974.89 THB in 2014.
2) Air Asia Airlines (AK)
The result of the study showed that Air Asia airline had total PR value
at 3,589,191 THB. 677,802 THB in 2010, 145,467 THB in 2011, 520,398 THB in
2012, 1,169,178 THB in 2013, and 1,076,346 THB in 2014.
3) Bangkok Airways Airlines (PG)
The results of the study showed that Bangkok Airways had a total PR
value of 3,266,015 THB. 907,580 THB in 2010, 882,182 THB in 2011, 509,880 THB
in 2012, 400,247.5 THB in 2013, and 566,125.4 THB in 2014.
4) Nok Air (DD)
The result of the study showed that Nok Air had a total PR value of
2,349,614 THB. 404,321 THB in 2010, 482,057 THB in 2011, 552,160 THB in 2012,
188,871.92 THB in 2013, and 722,204 THB in 2014.
5) Singapore Airlines (SQ)
The results of the study showed that Singapore Airline had a total PR
value of 774,589.54 THB. In 2010, its PR value was 215,787.6 THB, 82,608.20 THB
in 2011, 4,450.70 THB in 2012, 80,280.96 THB in 2013, and 552,024 THB in 2014.
6) Air Berlin Airlines (AB)
The result of the study showed that Air Berlin Airlines had a total PR
value of 620,264 THB. The airline only published news for a year in 2010 and its PR
value was 620,264 THB.
7) Emirates Airlines (EK)
The result of the study showed that Emirates had a total PR value of
602,452.38 THB. In 2010 its PR value was 129,911.42 THB. There was no PR value
in 2011. 118,326 THB in 2012 317736.96 THB in 2013, and 36,478 THB in 2014.
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8) Lion Air Airlines (JT)
The results of the study showed that Lion Air had total PR value at
483,517 THB. There was no PR value in 2010. 14,496 THB in 2011, 207,120 THB in
2012, 242,520 THB in 2013, and 19,381 THB in 2014.
9) Japan Airlines (JL)
The result of the study showed that Japan Airline had a total PR value at
471,672.07 THB. In 2010 its PR value was 219,038.52 THB, -39,990 THB in 2011,
238,752.6 THB in 2012, 80,100.95 THB in 2013, and -26,230 THB in 2014.
10) Vietjet Airlines (VL)
The results of the study showed that Vietjet Airline had a total PR value
of 4 3 4 ,9 4 3 THB. There was no PR value in 2010-2012. In 2013, its PR value was
281,892 THB and 153,051 THB in 2014.
Below is the chart of the airlines PR values.
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Figure 4.3 PR Value of Airlines from 2010-2014
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4.1.2 News Headlines of Airlines that has the most PR Value and the
lowest PR Value
The below table presented news headlines of the top three airlines that had the
most PR value and the least PR value. This showed news categories that the press was
interested. This influenced to the PR value of the airlines.
4.1.2.1 News Headlines of the Airlines that Had the High PR Value
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Table 4.1 News Headlines that Had High PR Value

Airlines

Number

1. Thai

1

Date/Month/Year
14 Nov 2012

Airways
2

4 Oct 2012

News Headlines

Topic

PR Value

Crown Prince Flies 100 VIP,

Thai Airways housed a

Pleased – Charity Flight

charity flight

Fly to Europe –Japan –

Adding flights

513,420

“Danuj” adjusts New

An expanded marketing

490,500

Marketing’s Vision “Thai

strategy to increase the

Airways” Connect All

airline’s incomes creating

Network for Incomes

airline’s network

TAA gears up for daily

Opened a new route to

service to India

India

AirAsia finds new partners

Searched for new partners

for return to Japan

for flights to Japan

Narita, Osaka routes next on

Thai AirAsia X introduced

Thai AirAsia X calendar

its new calendar to Japan

602,635

Australia, Add More
Income! A380 the New
Strength of Jao Jum Pee

2. Air Asia

1

2

3

26 Dec 2012

13 Oct 2010

2 Jul 2014

8 Jul 2014

288,164

183,726

127,314
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

Airlines

Number
1

2

Date/Month/Year
12 Feb 2010

13 Oct 2012

News Headlines

Topic

Doctor Sert’s Heir Helps with

Introduced the airline’s

Crisis, Promotes Bangkok

management plan by the new

Airways to Popular Airline

Managing Director

Bangkok Airways – Dusit

Opened a direct flight from

Takes over a Heaven Island

BKK – Maldives

PR Value
706,500

497,460

Move Thailand to Maldives
7 Apr 2011

Flying Fashion

New flight attendant uniforms

419,580

1

8 Oct 2014

the Bird from BOMBARDIER

Purchased 6 airplanes for

228,312

domestic flights
2

19 Feb 2013

BIRD FLIES THE NEST

Launched a new jet to help

201,870

with the convenience of
passengers
3

5 Oct 2010

Nok to Add 14 Jets to Support

Added 14 jets to support the

Growth Plan

growth plan

118,950
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4. Nok Air

3
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

Airlines

Number

News Headlines

Topic

PR Value

1

12 Oct 2010

Always-on Flight

Standard of the service

185,196

2

9 Dec 2014

SIA to Honor Business Class

Sold tickets for business class

52,704

Tickets Sold at Economy Rates

as economy class

Sia Unveils Long-Haul Budget

Opened new low budget

Carrier

airlines

Air Berlin-In a Class of Its

The convenience of travels

3

6. Air Berlin

Date/Month/Year

1

2 Nov 2011

24 Jun 2010

45,420.8

615,384

Own.

7. Emirates

2

12 Jun 2010

New Phuket Flights

New flights

1

12 Feb 2013

Emirates Sees 2012-13 Income

Foresee more income

Airlines

4,880
190,456

up 18-20%
2

17 May 2013

Emirates Adds Daily Flights to

Added flights to Bangkok

72,624.96

New flights from Dubai-

62,816

Bangkok
3

12 Dec 2012

New Dubai-Phuket Flights

Phuket
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
Airlines

Number
1

9. Japan

Date/Month/Year
20 Mar 2013

News Headlines

Topic

PR Value

From Salesman to Airline

The history of how the airline

210,800

Supremo

was formed

2

26 Sep 2012

CEO: Lion Air Needs more Jets

The need for more jets

71,370

3

3 Jul 2014

TLA Plans New Routes, Jets

Planned new routes

72,346

1

6 Jan 2010

JAL Wins Staff Backing for

The staff agreed to take cuts

64,960

Cuts

to their pension to help with

Airline

the crisis
2

16 Jan 2010

Japan airline considered an

Agreement over Tie-up

offer of help from Delta

50,344

81

Jal, Delta Reach Basic

Airlines
3

5 Feb 2013

47,580

JAL Raises Profit Outlook

The airline expected more

despite Dreamliner Worries

profit

VietJet Air Ready to Soar into

The opening of reginal routes

281,892

Thai VietJet Air Ready to Lift

Celebrated the launching of

118,049

off, at Last

the airline

Fly ”Vietjet” Ticket from 136 THB

The sales promotion of air

10. Vietjet
1

18 Feb 2013

Regional Skies
2

3

22 Dec 2014

17 Aug.2014

tickets

35,002
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4.1.2.2 News Headlines of the Airlines that Had the Least PR Value
The three news headlines of airlines that had the least PR value out of
the eight airlines were Thai Airways, Air Asia Airlines, Bangkok Airways, Nok Air,
Singapore Airlines, Emirates Airlines, Lion Air, and Japan Airlines. While Air Belin
had a total of 2 news and Vietjet had total 3 news that were already presented in the
high PR value portion.
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Table 4.2 News Headlines with the Least PR Value

Airline
Thai

Number
1

Date/Month/Year
19 Jan 2013

Airways

News Headline

Topic

Thai Airways Mob Threaten The strike of staff

PR Value
-262,507.5

for More Money
2

3

6 Feb 2010

27 Apr 2010

747 Thai Airways, Shocked

The explosion of airplane

in the Air, on Fire

engine

50 Years Thai Airways and

The airline’s management

-250,908

-105,637.5

Which Direction?
Air Asia

1

13 Dec 2014

Plane Returns after Boiling The plane had to return after the

83

Water Attack

-215,208

incident; a passenger threw
boiling water at flight attendant

2

11 June 2014

Air Asia Hits Birds

An airline accident , the plane

-118,650

hit birds
3

12 Aug 2014

Broken Air Asia, Stuck at

The plane technical obstruction

-25,542

Bangkok Airways to Sue

The airline sued IATA for lost

-31,720

IATA

ticket sale case

Bangkok Airways Not

The conflict between Thailand

Worried, Thailand Dispute

and Myanmar

Korea
Bangkok

1

18 June 2010

Airways
2

22 Feb 2011

Myanmar

12,650
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Airline

Number
3

Date/Month/Year
5 Nov 2014

News Headline

Topic

Bangkok Airways’ Stock

The airline’s stock continually

Drops, Executives still

dropped

PR Value
26,320

Confident with Firm
Background
Nok Air

1

2

8 Aug 2013

26 Mar 2013

Nok Air Shrugs off Calendar

Got negative comments from

-24,705

Heat, Vows Reprise Next Year

inappropriate calendar launch

Rush to Help Nok Air Skids

Nok Air airplane skidded off the

off the Runway

runway

Flight Walking Stick Ban

The service of staff

-15,372

Emirates Profit Hit by Higher

The profit of the airline dropped

-55,510

Fuel bill

because of the higher fuel bill

-20,047.5

84

3

20 Feb 2013

Angers Scholar
Emirates

1

11 May 2012

Airline
2

9 June 2010

Superjumbo Order

Ordered Superjumbo

6,453.8

3

18 Nov 2011

‘Record’ Emirates Order for

Ordered a new Boeing

16,670.4

Boeing
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Airline

Number

Lion Air

1

Date/Month/Year
21 Aug 2014

News Headline
Shock Pilot Dead on “Boeing”

Topic
A

copilot

was

PR Value
unconscious

-25,542

while on duty and died later
2

25 Nov 2011

Boeing Bags Biggest Deal

The agreement between Boeing

14,496

and Lion Air
3

19 Mar 2013

Lion Air Stuns Again with Purchased an airbus

31,720

$23.8 Billion Airbus Deal
1

20 Jan 2011

JAL Sued over Dismissals

Airlines

The airline’s staff sued the

-111,800

airline because of the lay off
2

12 Jan 2010

JAL Plans to Cut 15,600 Jobs

The airline planned to cut

-54,604.8

15,600 jobs
3

10 Jan 2010

JAL TO FILE FOR
BANKRUPTCY

The airline filed for bankruptcy

-22,227.2
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Japan
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The researcher selected airlines that had the top three highest PR values which
were Thai Airways, Air Asia, and Bangkok Airways as a sample group for conducting
the in-depth interviews. The 3 airlines had effective communication management;
news and information that were released from these airlines had more positive input
and better content than other airlines. With that, they were a good fit as a sample of
the in-depth interview in which to a beneficial data to the knowledge and response to
this study.

4.2 Part 2: Presenting the Results of the In-depth Interviews of the
Airlines Executives and Staff, and the Communication Experts in
Communication Management in Crisis in Social Media
The results answered objectives 1, 2 and 3 were role of leader in crisis event,
airline crisis management, and crisis communication strategy.

2
In depth interviews with airlines
exacutives and staff as well as
the experts in communication

- Role of leaders
- Crisis management
- Strategies

Figure 4.4 Stage 2 of the Research Process

This part presented the in-depth interviews from the sample of airlines that had
a top three PR value. These were the results of the first part of the research, which
was Thai Airways, Air Asia Airlines, and Bangkok Airways. Below is the list of the
interviewees from each airline.
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1) Thai Airways: Mr. Samat Phom-On, Director of Emergency and
Crisis Management and Mr. Boonleard Nuanlaor, Digital Social Media Manager.
2) Air Asia Airlines: Mr. Nuttawut Jitarthan, Public Relations Manager
and Mr. Moke Promma, Corporate Communication Executive.
3) Bangkok Airways: Mr. Thasorn Taksinapan, Media Relations
Manager.
The researcher also conducted interviews with two of communication experts
in crisis in social media who were:
1) Ms. Media Relations Manager, founder of Diginative Co, Ltd.
2) Mr. Chinsin Klungthong, Assistant Digital Marketing Manager of
AIA Co, Ltd.
Below are the details of the results of the study.

4.2.1 Role of Leader in Crisis in Digital Communication
From the interviews of the airline executives, here is the conclusion of the
study.

The related study's
result among the
participants

The non-related
study's result among
the participants

•Role in giving suggestion to other departments about crises
•Role in creating communication connection
•Role in determining crisis communication management
policy
•Role in budgeting
•Role in controlling or evaluating the operation
•Role in utilizing Digital Transformation to the operation and
organization

•Role in checking problems of the organization

Figure 4.5 The Related and Non-related Result among the Participants
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Below are the results in details of the study.
1) Role in Giving Advice to other Departments about Crises
The related study result among the participants of this part showed that
there was a role in giving advices to other departments about crises.
“ The department is in charge of giving advices and solving problems
for all departments including management team or other involved departments”
(Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ Public Relations department of our airline is in charge of giving
advices to the management department to communicate with the press and public both
in normal and not normal situation. Our airlines’ strength is not a lot of staff, so our
authority system is precise. The executives and staff of the airline are pretty close.
The executives are opening up to suggestion and opinion and always work together to
go through problems. This helps with the effective communication management”
(Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ The organization communication is in charge of giving advice to the
company’s spokesman during the crisis on the announcement or what need to be said,
when and where or what not to be said”

( Thasorn Taksinapan,

Personal

communication, May 31, 2016)
2) Role in Checking Problems of the Organization
The result of the study showed that only the executive from Thai
Airways, a director of Emergency Management and Crisis, had a role to check other
problems of the organization that could develop to be crises in the future as he
specifically was in charge of this area.
“. . . The airline has Reduction process which reduces chances of crises.
The process is to study, watch, and check to see if the situation is normal or not, as
well as, estimate the situation and search for upcoming signals. This can be official
and unofficial processes. There is an information network includes internal and
external staff to monitor data from mass media such as newspaper and online media
(Facebook and Line). After getting the information, there will be a evaluating to find
out if it is a fact or not. If it is, the data will be shared to the involved departments of
that crisis, so the departments will find solutions…” (Samat Phum-On, Personal
communication, May 6, 2016)
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3) Role in Creating Communication Connection
The related study’s results among the participants of this part was the
leaders had a role in building communication connections to manage the crisis
communication of the organization internally and externally, as we as, internationally.
The most popular internal communication connection of the airlines was online
media, especially application Line Group.
“ Creating an communication connection both internally and externally
of the organization is very important, especially, using Line Group and Facebook to
communicate within the organization...” ( Samat Phum-On, Personal communication,
May 6, 2016)
“We have the communication connection both internally and externally
the organization. The internal crisis management team is using Line Group as a main
communication tool as it is fast, convenient and fit everyone as they can use the
application and most importantly utilizing online media drives meetings with no limit
on time and place. Most of the time, crisis happens on weekends and no one are in the
office. Sometime it happens at night and everybody is at home, so having a meeting at
the office is difficult. Having online media like Line helps with the crisis
management. Moreover, to connect with other staff, phone and Line are the main
tools. If there is a crisis, the organization should communicate with the internal staff
first for a better understanding of the situation as the staff is an important key to help
stopping the miscommunication such as sharing negative comments of the
organization that can be negative news later” (Natthawut Jitarthan,
communication, May 13, 2016)

Personal
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While Bangkok Airways created the communication connection by
communicating through cell phones via SMS more than Line application.
“The communication connection is in charged by the Internal
Communication department. We will communicate with our staff via SMS as it is
more legitimate than Line. Sometimes the limit of Wi-Fi or out of service, so some
staffs miss the communication from the Line application. . . ” ( Thasorn Taksinapan,
Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
For the external communication connection, the airline partnered with
the press, as well as, the partnered organizations.
“ . . . Our external communication connection is every news agency and
the partnered organizations such as Ministry of Transport, Aeronautical Radio of
Thailand, Airport of Thailand Public Company, and a partnered airline like Nok Air
airline...” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ Our external communication connection includes Line Group of
journalists who related to our organization such as journalists in the transportation
group. This group is in charge of a big picture of economic news and a group of
airlines journalist and other organizations that partner with our airline such as
government

offices.

Our

economic

development

communication and regurary contact. . . ”

team

always

sends

( Natthawut Jitarthan,

out

Personal

communication, May 13, 2016)
“ . . . Our external communication connection is in charged by the
organization communication department. The department will communicate to the
press who are needed the information such as economic news reporters. There is a
Line Group, so our PR person can quickly communicate to the news reporters. Having
good relationship with the press is also building up the communication connection.
We are emphasizing this and this is a part of the organization communication
department job. In the past, there were flights delays or strained passengers at the
airport. The journalists did not publish and release these because we had good
relationship with them. Because we are close, they do not want to broadcast any
negative information of the airline. Sometimes, they call to confirm if we would like
them to broadcast the information or not.. . ” (Thasorn Taksinapan,
communication, May 31, 2016)

Personal
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The executives also have a role in creating an international communication
connection
“ . . . We also have international communication connection as Thai
Airways is one of the 28 Star Alliance airlines, as well as, a part of Association of
Asia Pacific Airlines (AAPA). The alliance airlines will watch and keep their eyes out
for each other. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is also a data source for us when there
are crises oversea...” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ . . . In the international level, we have Line Group among all Air Asia
chain to communicate when crisis happen. For example the crisis with QZ 8501 of
Indonesian Air Asia, All chain received the same message to communication to public
at the same time from the Indonesian Air Asia. In Line Group, there is an Air Asia PR
representative of each country. A new communication strategy is to expand the
communication connection in region of the airline by meeting journalists in the
important strategic area. This is to control any information that could turn into news
from that area. This is an informal visit and just to introducing each other like be out
for meals, so to get to know a well-known journalists of each province. In case, there
is crisis, the journalists will know who to directly contact from PR team for accurate
information and there is not only just from staff from the local area. This will help
with news control as well. The name list of the journalists is provided by the
journalists’ network in Bangkok which helps to introduce the local journalists and
learn culture of each area ...” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13,
2016)
4) Role in Determining Crisis Communication Management Policy
The related study’s result among the participants of this part was the
airlines had already prepared the crisis communication management policy.
“ The airline always has the crisis management policy in place and was
officially announced so everyone acknowledged about the policy. The policy includes
the organization structure that was planned for the crises. If there is a crisis, the Crisis
Management Committee (CMC) will be ready to take actions. The organization
structure clearly determined roles, process, and plan by dividing into cases, such as
plane crashes and the airplanes falling from the sky. This manual is required by the
International Civil Aviation Organization ( ICAO) which all airlines must follow.
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Once the manual was written, it needs to be turned in to the Civil Aviation Authority
of Thailand, then they will give a certification to the airline” ( Samat Phum-On,
Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ the executives of the airline see the importance of crisis management
by having a policy to make a crisis manual with detail of role and responsibility of
each plan on what need to be done if there is a crisis. The manual will be updated
every year and each department will have their own manual for their department, then
all departments will compile the manuals and this will be the organization manual. If
there is a crisis, the airline can follow the steps as planned in the manual” (Natthawut
Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ The airline has this policy as when the crisis occurs, our business
would stop, it might cause the passenger transit problem or compensation which is a
lot of money. This could be other problems that will significantly impact the airline.
So, the company sees the importance of the policy and all staff well acknowledge of
the policy. Every staff in CMT (Crisis Management Team) received the manual as the
guidance of the operation.” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31,
2016)
5) Role in Budgeting
The related results of the study among the participants of this part
showed that the airlines had a budget for crisis management. However, Mr. Samat
Phom-On, the Director of Emergency Management and Crisis from Thai Airways,
was the only one that had a role in asking crisis management budget as his department
was specifically in charge of crises. Therefore, it is important for the department to do
so.
“ When the crisis occurs, there will be a budget called Crisis Account.
This is an extra from the annual budget and was presented by the Emergency and
Crisis Management department to the executives with suggestion and supports each
case. After the budget got approved, it will be sent to the involved departments such
as the Ground service team will take care of the stranded passengers with food and
hotel or the operation team will work with pilot and airplane crew to help with the
crisis. The Emergency and Crisis Management department will filtered and control
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the usage of the budget to see if it was appropriately utilize or not.” (Samat Phum-On,
Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
Bangkok Airways has a budget for crisis management by splitting it out
from the regular budget of the organization.
“ The airline manages the crisis management budget by splitting it out
from the total budget of the company”

( Thasorn Taksinapan,

Personal

communication, May 31, 2016)
While Air Asia Airlines includes the crisis management budget in the
annual budget.
“ The budget of crisis management includes in the annual budget”
(Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
6) Role in Controlling or Evaluating the Operation
The related results of the study among the participants of this part
showed that there was controlling or evaluating the operation of crisis management of
the organization.
“ The control or evaluation of the operation is in charged by the Crisis
Management Committee (CMC). When the crisis happens, all roles are in charged by
our team and the most authority of the team is the president of Thai Airways.” (Samat
Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“The control or evaluation of the operation of crisis management of the
organization is in charged by crisis management team which will be operated right
after the crisis is over. There will be a meeting to conclude the operation of the team
such as what causes the defect and communication problem” ( Natthawut Jitarthan,
Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“The duty belongs to CMT Crisis Management Team. After the crisis is
over, there will be an evaluation to find out the problems and how to improve the
problems in the future.” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31,
2016)
7) The Characteristics of Leaders in Crisis in Digital Communication
The related results of the study among the participants of this part
showed that the characteristics of a leader were much different than before. The leader
in digital communication should be interested in learning new things online.
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“ These days, the leader should be interested and have skills in digital
tools as roles and responsibilities of the leader now are different than before. The
leader cannot work only during office hours but need to be post office hours to review
online data as most leaders are members of online groups from operation level to
leader groups. This also includes external connection groups. Benefits of joining
every group of the leader are to acknowledge the operation from the operation group
and will see decision making among each other from the leader group.” (Samat PhumOn, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ . . . Leaders should update new things at all time, especially, the past
couple years, online social media has been important. A small problem could change
to a major crisis when it is on social media. Leaders now need to pay attention to an
online space.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“Roles of leaders in crisis in the past and present are big different and
the airline emphasizes its importance as online social media plays an important role in
daily life as everyone wants to be a news reporter and share what they witness. Crisis
management that was used by the leader thirty-forty years ago which was from books
may not effective now. For example, when the plane crashed, first thing that needed
to be done was painting the airline logo black. About four to five years ago an airline
painted its logo black to follow the books, so it would not be shown on media.
However, people can find out what the airline is anyway as there was a picture of the
plane with its clear actual color was broadcasted on online media. So, solving
problems by following the old books may not be effective with these days’ crises and
the leaders need to adjust themselves to be up to date with the situation. The airline
emphasizes the importance of this change and sets up the standard of procedure of
online social media in the company crisis manual for the effective crisis management,
for example, in Social Media Monitoring has set up on what need to be done when the
crisis occurred, who will be in charged, and how much time the operation will need”
(Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
Moreover, the leader in digital communication should have a role in
management of normal and abnormal situations with clear actions. The leader should
be knowledgeable, quickly to solve problems and make decisions, partner with
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connection and alliance both domestically and internationally, learn culture, and listen
to others’ opinion.
“ . . . the leader in digital communication should be able to manage both
normal and abnormal situations. The leader should be knowledgeable and be able to
puzzle things during the normal situation, as well as, during the crisis. The leader
needs to be able to make decision promptly and search for connection and alliance
both domestically and internationally. The leader should get to know culture of each
area of the airline routes; in case there is a crisis and the leader needs to visit the area
to manage the problem. This will help to solve the problem effectively. (Samat PhumOn, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ Being a leader in digital communication is different than the past as
the leader needs to make decision quickly and be able to clearly manage the problems.
The leader needs to help the team to work easily and willing to listen to other people
opinion.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
The experts of crisis communication management in online social
media suggested the leaders of the crisis communication management online should
utilize Digital Technology as a main tool to operate the organization which will
change the staff and the leaders.
“Digital Transformation is very important to the organization these days
as it is a change of the organization from the top to the bottom to think digitally. This
will be a slow change and cannot be done within a month or two but it can take up to
a year. After that setting up a process of digital specifically as the old media and a
modern one are different. There are different in management and the leader has to
adapt as well.” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
The experts also wanted the leaders to adjust their attitude on the
negative comments of the consumers on social media.
“begin by thinking that when the customers complain about us on social
media is not a crisis but look at the positive side by thinking that we can improve our
service from the feedback, for example, KFC, every time when customers complain,
they will collect the data and improve their product. The bright side of this is the
customers complain in our space, so we can improve, instead of closing the page
because the customers will complain about us somewhere else anyway. So when the
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customers complain, we should thank them. At the same time, if we provide a better
service, the customers will thank us back because they realize that we utilized their
input to improve our product and service.”

( Kunchalee Sumlee,

Personal

communication, May 5, 2017)

4.2.2 Crisis Management of Airlines
According to the interviews of airlines executives, staff and experts in crisis
management in social media, the results of the study can be divided in to 3 stages
which were pre-crisis, an operation during the crisis, and an operation after the as
listed below.
1) Pre-crisis
From the interviews of the pre-crisis management, the results of the
study are below.

The related study's
result among the
participants

•The preparation for crisis management
•Staff training
•Stimulation
•Forming up crisis operation committee
•Warning signs testing

The non-related
study's result among
the participants

•Hiring an consultant in crisis to give advice and hlep to
organization

Figure 4.6 The Related and Non-related Study’s Result among the Participants
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(1) The Preparation for Crisis Management
The related results of the study among the participants of this part
showed that the airlines were ready to manage the crisis by preparing plan,
connection, and communication tools.
a) The Preparation of Plan
“. . . Thai Airways has 4 stages which are 1. Reduction; reduce
chances to have crisis. 2. Readiness; a preparation of plan, practice, connection
searching, and equipment’s preparation to manage the crisis. 3. Reaction; is to stick
with the plan stimulation as much as possible. 4. Recovery; is to recover the crisis
back to normal situation as soon as possible. The Emergency and Crisis Management
department has a Crisis Management Operation Center (CMOC) to monitor the
situation 24 hours a day both in Thailand and world wild to evaluate the situation and
report the airline executives accordingly…

” (Samat Phum-On, Personal

communication, May 6, 2016)
“Our airline is ready at all time in plan, practice, training, and
building up a connection. We can say that our plan in the crisis manual book has been
updated every year and is ready to be used. We stimulate the plan 2 times a year and
train our staff regularly. The content of the training is up to date and fits with the
actual situation in airline business. Moreover, we plan on creating connection for
effective

information

communication.”

(Natthawut

Jitarthan,

Personal

communication, May 13, 2016)
“We prepare for all situations that could happen either big or
small. We have an ERP (Emergency Response Plan) required by the Civil Aviation
for all airlines. We train our staff every year and join a big stimulation at Don Mueang
every two year. We have a crisis manual book as guidance during crises. We prepare
scenario of situations that could happen and prepare draft statement of each case such
as flight delay or airplane slip out the run way.” (Moke Promma, Personal
communication, May 26, 2016)
b) The Preparation of Plan for Social Media
“ Social media planning should not separate from the
organization primary plan as they should be together. When I was a consultant for my
client, though at first they only asked for a social media plan, I created the total plan
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and they ended up used the total organization plan anyway. This is because some
crises were not caused by social media, but people will post on social media anyway.
What need to be done on top of that are social media monitoring and social listening
tool. The organization also needs to prepare any requirements for the clear standard of
the operation as crises happen very quickly, so the organization should have the set up
plan which determines who will be in charge of each case and what the responsibility
is. The organization should also sort order of importance of situation which one is
green, red, yellow, and orange. This is to help with the perception of staff in the
organization to help with the crisis. Color codes of each organization are different
though they are in the same business type because the sensitivity of each organization
is also different. Some organizations have experienced negative information in a
certain thing, so they will concern on that topic specifically. Organizations have
different part of historical [sic]. Also, topics that prioritized by the executives will be
more important than others. Moreover, the organization must emphasize the
importance of the perceptual speed of the situation for the entire organization by not
letting only marketing and customer service teams dealing with the problems.
Sometime it took up to three days for other departments to acknowledge and deal with
the issue which was quite too late to solve the problem. So everyone needs to be on
board and organize the importance of situations equally the same. If there is any
situation does not get same attention from some departments, there should be a debate
for an agreement. With the same understanding, they will only take up to three hours
to solve the crisis. They will not ignore or pay attention to the problem anymore, so
having same understanding within the organization is needed to be prepared before
hand” (Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
“ Social media plan is substituted in the digital plan as they are
the same. The plan includes Preventive, Proactive, and Reactive. Preventive is to
prevent a problem before it turns to be a crisis. Everything that is related to
communication and we can prevent, we need to notify it. We need to prepare the
information. Reactive is a service, for example, our customer has a problem and calls
1234, our duty is to reactive the call and Customer Service will answer the questions.
Besides, the Customer Service, we need to solve the problems for the customer and
create a good relationship with customers, this is also reactive. Next is proactive; we
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need to jump at the customers. This is an aggressive strategy, for example, our
customers posted complain on social media, we need to get to the customer and use
private engagement which showing them that we can help, service, and take care of
them at all time” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
c) Communication Connection Preparation
“ .. .Building up a connection is the airline vision. We focus on
connecting with internal and external groups of the organization even before the crisis
event as the airline cannot manage the crisis alone. We need help from public and
alliance. This will help us manage the problem and control the damage faster. We join
seminar, train or help other departments as this is a connection building” ( Samat
Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“. . . to be prepare for the crisis, we emphasize building up
connection with groups of people that love Thai Airways. These groups have been
supporting Thai Airways and are called Community Online. The groups consist of an
Influencer group, a blog group, and fans group. An Influencer group is well known on
online and can influence the online users. The users believe on what this group of
people says such as Khun C Chatpawee Trichatchavan, the IT princess and bloggers
that have many followers such as Khun Arkom Suwankanta, a writer at OK Nations
or online journalists, and website airlines week. And the last group is an Advocate fan
of Thai Airways. This group was selected from all fans page by monitoring their
frequently actions such as liking and sharing Thai Airways posts. This group admires
and follows Thai Airways and we always invite them to join our activities such as
attending Thai Airways model plane or visiting Thai Airways kitchen, cooking and
workshop, taking pictures of 7 8 7 airplane. We also have thank you parties for online
media and bloggers. We always invite them to join our activities as well and this helps
with building up connection. The most important reason of inviting them to join our
activities is to show them what Thai Airways is like, so they can understand our
business and if they need to correct any information for us, they will have the correct
information to use not just make-up info.” (Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal
communication, June 3, 2016)
“ In online communication, an influencer group is very
important. We need to have a list of online influencers the list is long enough, so they
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can help us. In the past, PR would talk to journalists, but now PR talks to the
influencers instead. Most of my contact lists are online influencers and when I have
problems, I just call them. This is a value of digital PR. You can call for help and they
can post or unposted for you....” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May
7, 2017)
d) Communication Tools Preparation
“We prepare ourselves for crises all the time, for example
everyone from the Organization Communication department have journalists list on
their laptops, in case there is an urgent situation, we can communicate with them. Our
staffs also have news templates of main events that could happen such as shutting
down the airport, accident, flood or airplane slip off the runway. Everyone in the
department has these tools and be ready any situation and they do not need to come to
the office to find the information” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication,
May 31, 2016)
(2) Staff Training
The related results of the study among the interviewees showed that
there were crisis management trainings of staffs both domestic and oversea, as well as
workshops and academic training.
“ Our airlines provides trainings to staffs who are in Thailand and
other countries with Classroom Training and Computer Based Training (CBT). We
partner with Star Alliance, so our staffs can join the training as long as they can log in
to the system. After completing the training, they will receive a certificate. Some
training the Emergency and Crisis Management department provides to the station
heads such as crisis management, communication, laws and rules and we will evaluate
the training after that.” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ the airline has been setting up crisis training many times such as
there are at least twice a year in the organization communication department. We
include many departments to the training because we want them to learn variety of
techniques that can be applied to help the organization. And the upcoming plan for the
training, the airline will train Station Head of each province to help them understand
crises, crisis operation, and effective communication by inviting the experts and PR
staff to share their experiences as well. The station heads then will be able to manage
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the crisis in their area; this will help to control the situation from spreading. Besides,
training staff, the executives also need the training such as communication training on
how to communicate when there is a crisis by stimulating the training like a real
situation with pressure as same as the staff training...” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal
communication, May 13, 2016)
“ . .. We have training every year with high level of related topics in
both workshop and academic training such as what we need to do during the real
crisis? Which communication channel?

We have an online topic training, an

announcement writing training, giving interviews of the executives training, as well
as, how to pick a place for an outside news conference.” ( Moke Promma, Personal
communication, May 26, 2016)
The airlines also trained their staff on social media as they wanted
them to be able to understand digital communication.
“ . . . New staffs will receive a training of how to communicate on
both normal and abnormal situations such as in a normal situation taking pictures in a
pilot room is prohibited or staff cannot sit on the engine. If these pictures were posted
online and public, it will affect the airline security. While during the abnormal
situation, the staffs should not share their comments, this protects the spreading of the
situation....” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“. ..the airline emphasizes the importance of social media by having
the media usage sheet to remind our staffs such as not using social media while they
are working, the prohibition of not posting any crises’ pictures on their personal
accounts, this one of our policies. Any staffs who force the policy will be punished. In
the past crises, there were no pictures posted by our staff as they did not want to force
the policy.” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
“the organization training on understanding Social media must have
for everyone from the top to junior level as social media crisis actually happens more
often within the organization not outside, so this needs to be protected. In the
organization there are staff who direct and indirect to the digital, so we need to let the
staffs know that it is important and how each department relates to crises and it is not
just one particular team. For an easy example, many people mistaken on how
accounting would be involved with the crisis, actually it is but they just don’t know.
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So we need to explain for the better understanding...” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal
communication, May 7, 2017)
(3) Plan Stimulation
The related results of the study among the participants of the
executives and staff of the 3 airlines said that their organizations conducted the drills
before the actual crisis.
“ . . .The International Civil Aviation Organization asks for the drills
and report the result, record, and comments on the result to them...” (Samat Phum-On,
Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“...the airline always conducts drills to get ready for crisis. We will
do it within the Organization Communication department first, and then we will do it
with the airport too. The drill will follow steps like we are facing the real situation.
The set up situations will be rotated to what people are interested in such as a bomb
drill, the airline will partner with Don Mueang Airport on the steps of threatening and
how to manage the plane, communication, press conference. Every drill, the
executives will take turn to participate as well… (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal
communication, May 13, 2016)
“We conduct the drills twice a year at Don Mueang airport such as a
bomb drill, plane fire drill. Air Asia attends the drill and sponsors an airplane to use in
the drill...” (Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
“We conduct drills twice a year. The airline has Don Mueang head
quarter and Suvarnbhumi as our operation centers. When there is a situation, we
cannot work at Don Mueang, so we will move to Suvarnabhumi branch as we have an
operation center there to stand by as well. For staff, they will conduct Crisis
Management Team drill two times a year. This is to gain skills in crisis situation. An
example of the set up situations is an airplane slip of the runway at Suvarnabhumi
airport and needs fire trucks to the airport. We will communicate via our system and
the situation will be monitored. . . ” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication,
May 31, 2016)
(4) Forming up a Crisis Operation Committee
The related results of the study among the participants, the
executives and staff of the 3 airlines, shared that they had a crisis operation committee
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set up before as to get ready before the actual crises. The committee consisted of
many people from different departments who had ability to manage the crisis. The
operation would be worked on when the crisis plan activated only.
“ The airline set up Crisis Management Committee to manage the
crisis. The committee consists of the Managing Director, the president of the
committee. The members are Exclusive Vice Presidents, PR department, and the Vice
President Aviation Safety, Security and Standards. They are permanent members and
other members will be added later depends on each situation. the Vice President
Aviation Safety, Security and standards will make the decision on the adding
members. The airline believes in one fit all strategy, so we only have one committee
for this as this team will be a team to manage all kind of crises.” (Samat Phum-On,
Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“We set up the committee by having a director and 2 managers. The
managers will take turn as a head of each shift. The list of the members and contact
information is housed in the center system, so they can be used right away. This
information is up to date and ready to be used. The most important is everyone in the
team is standing by and ready to work anytime. This is in our Thai Airways blood.”
(Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal communication, June 3, 2016)
“ We have a Line group and the team stand by at all time to
communicate via this group. We have a meeting and discussion via this Line group
during crises. It is a formal group, no personal pictures or small talks, anything that is
not work related and not important will not be on this group. The members of the
group will not turn off their phones, so the members can be reached out at all time.
The leader of each team and an assistant that are important to the crisis management
will take turn to do the work in case one or the other cannot be reached out. The group
consists of the fellow departments; Fight Operation, Ground Support, Airline Crew,
Engineer, PR, Pilot, Business Development, and Law. Every department has an
important role to manage the crises, while the communication department has well
prepared and determined the team and roles of the members to manage the crises. For
example, a member who has connection with journalists serves as a media
management staff, a staff who has foreign languages skills is in charge of contacting
international media, a staff who has writing skills is in charge of news writing, a staff
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who is good at data searching will monitoring data and information, or a member who
is calm and control him/her self very well will normally on scene when the actual
crisis happen. Every member is ready to work on their roles and if there is someone
cannot serve their role, everyone on the team will be able to work on that role as
well.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“To set up an operation team, it depends on the level of the crisis. If
the crisis is minor such as flights delayed, the involved teams will handle that
problem. If the crisis is more serious and need ERP, many departments will be
involved, as well as, the Communication team.”

( Moke Promma, Personal

communication, May 26, 2016)
“Bangkok Airways has a system called CMT or Crisis Management
Team. This team was set up to operate crises. When the crisis occurs, Crisis Team
Director will activate the plan and each plan will cover each type of crisis such as a
bomb threat, an emergency on the airplane, accidents, flood, shutting down airport,
and branding problem. After the plan is activated, the 5 sections of the CMT will be
operated right away as the roles have been issued. The 5 sections are Crisis Planning,
Crisis Logistics, Crisis Operations,

Crisis Finance & Administration, and Crisis

Communication” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
The experts in crisis communication had set up a social media
operation team before hand as well.
“ Setting up an operation team for social media should be done
during the crisis. The organization clearly divides roles and responsibility beforehand.
If the first staff cannot operate the problem, the second staff will be in charge. Staff
information like email address, home address, Line ID, home phone number need to
be housed in the system. If the crisis happens at 1 or 2 a.m. in the morning, the staffs
need to be available. The staffs need to be fast as we don’t have time to think, so
everything needs to be prepared in order from 1234 ” ( Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal
communication, May 5, 2017)
“Setting up an operation team for social media does not need to be
complex if people in the organization understand the flow of digital. Then everyone
will be able to serve digital the way it is. So the organization does not need many
people from digital area, but it needs a controller who understands how the
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organization transforms.” ( Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7,
2017)
(5) Warning Signs Testing
The related results of the study among the participants found that
the airlines regular checked up their warning signs both internal and external the
organizations.
“One of the airline crisis management tactics called Reduction
which is data and signs searching before this develop to a crisis. This is like finding a
smoke before it turns to be a fire. Crisis Management Operation Center is in charge of
monitoring data and information to always find warning signs from both internal and
external organization.” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ ... In the organization we have Culture team which is in charge of
staff activities. This team knows staff and their information very well as the team is
automatically monitoring the situation in the organization at the same time. For the
airplane crew, we have up to a thousand of them, so they are grouped into houses.
Members of each house will take each other and will report a leader if there is
something wrong within the house, then the leader will pass the information onto the
center management, for example, if a crew posted a negative comment and affects the
airline, other crew will monitor and keep their eyes and ears on that.” ( Natthawut
Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
The warning signs of external organization, especially the data
checkup from social media were necessary for airlines and organizations in the digital
communication period. The airlines had a team that was in charge of this matter.
“ We have a data collecting system from San Roo. Thai Airways
bought this system and input searching keywords such as Thai Airways is bad; when
the system found this sentence, it will collect posts and comments to us. We have a
strategy to look at websites that significantly influence on the web users such as Thai
Rath website, Manager Website, and other outstanding websites. Each week, we have
data from online that related to Thai Airways including how many percentage of
positive, neutral, and negative feedbacks.. . ”
communication, June 5, 2016)

( Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal
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“...For the external organization, we have Social Media monitoring
online data 24 hours a day. We will be notified at all time, especially the negative
feedbacks, hot topics, or posts that are shared many times. Though we are monitoring
data at all time, it is hard for airline business to foresee crises as they always occur
promptly without warning signs such as passengers do not satisfy in the service,
flights delayed or a plane slip out of runway. So, more important than checkup the
warning signs are to prepare and handle the problem and have plans to support the
situation,” (Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
“Watching for the signs by monitoring data and this is in charged by
our Social Media team. The company utilizes Monitor Social Media; this system will
alert the team when the airline is negatively mentioned on online. We will put the
situations in order by grouping them into 3 colors which are green, orange, and red.
When it is orange, we can manage the within the organization. If it is green, this
means everything is normal as it combining with both good and bad feedbacks, so we
can let this go. For red color, we need to manage the situation” (Thasorn Taksinapan,
Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
“ We use social Listening or motoring to help track record of the
information expanding. For example, today 200 internet users share a topic online,
tomorrow 30,000 users will share the same topic and we can assume that the topic is
important. Without, the tool we cannot figure out the in-depth information of the
30.000 internet users like the date they share the topic as we cannot track historical
data, on the other hand, the listening tool help us tracking the information. With that
we can closely monitor the big topics to see if people are interested in the topic more
or less or they move on to something else which means this topic is over. The tool
helps to estimate the topic and understand the expanding of message” ( Kunchalee
Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
“ Social listening usage is necessary in digital communication.
Social listening and Online Reputation Management are the same. A person who
monitor data need to analyze the data flow and be able to predict on what is coming
up, will it affect the organization and how?”
communication, May 7, 2017)

( Chinsin Klungthong, Personal
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(6) Hiring a Crisis Consultant
The non-related result of the study among the participants is about
hiring a crisis consultant as only Bangkok Airways had hired the consultant before.
“ We have experts who are from oversea and had experience in fire
fighter and international crisis management program to help writing a crisis manual of
the airline.” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
Thai Airways and Air Asia did not hire the crisis consultant.
“ Thai Airways does not hire any crisis consultants though there
were couple companies offered themselves to help Emergency Response Service
Providers. They would help us during the crisis and train our staff at the post. After
looking into it, we thought it was expensive and most importantly, the roles would
overlap with the Emergency and Crisis Management department, we don’t need to
hire other parties for this.” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“We don’t hire a crisis consultant but we always ask for advice from
experts from different area by consulting with them on the area of their expertise as
we don’t believe that an expert would know all area.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal
communication, May 13, 2016)
2) The Operation during the Crisis Event
The results of the study from the interviews on the operation during the
crisis event are shown below.
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The related results
of the study among
the participants

•Crisis Analysis
•Crisis Management
•Crisis Data Collecting
•Public Relations Operation Center Set up
•Crisis Summary Meeting
•Communication Target Group Analysis
•Communication Content Design
•Communication Tools Usage Management
•Media Relations
•Informed Source Control

The un-related
results of the study
among the
participants

•Determining a Spokesman

Figure 4.7 The Related and Un-related Results of the Study among the Participants
Here are the Results of the Study in Details

(1) Crisis Analysis
The related results of the study among the participants showed that
the airlines frequently analyzed crises to take the information and manage it in the
next steps.
“ When the crisis occurs, the Vice President Aviation Safety,
Security and Standards as a Crisis Management Committee will analyze the situation
and consider the level of the situation, so the team can appropriately apply the plan to
the situation” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ We analyze the crisis every time when it happens as to find a
solution for the next steps. There are two steps of the analysis, the first step is when
the crisis occurs and the second analysis is when the crisis is over. The process starts
from crisis is notified to the Line group and the members of the group will help to
analyze, solve the problems, and work on their roles right away.”

( Natthawut

Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ There is always an analysis on crisis. If it is a serious crisis, the
Emergency Response Plan will be used, this leads to many staffs from many
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departments will be involved. If it is a minor crisis such as social media topic, we
have the source and information of the poster; it depends on how we will correct the
issue” (Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
“ CMT analyzes and evaluate the crisis hourly to find the best
solution to solve the problem by trying to have the least impact to passengers and our
company. The team will stand by to handle the problem 24 hours a day. For example,
recently, there was a smoke problem in the south and Malaysia, so the planes could
not land and take off from Koh Samui. More than 1,000 passengers grounded. From
the analysis and evaluation of this crisis, the airline transferred the passengers by ferry
boat to Surathani to fly out from there instead. We provided new counters and staffs
to work there for more effective communication, as well as, provided hotel for the
passengers who needed to wait for flights. We had to analyze the situation per hour or
even per minute.” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
Online crisis management also analyzed the situations by collecting
data and analyzes the fire starter first. One of the analysis steps was grouping situation
into 4 colors which were green, yellow, orange, and red. Each color would identify
role and responsibility of each team.
“ . . . To manage an online crisis, the first step is listening to the
situation and analyzing the data. For example, who is the fire starter? Is there a hidden
agenda? We need to analyze who the person is?” ( Chinsin Klungthong, Personal
communication, May 7, 2017)
“ We analyze the situations by grouping them into colors which are
green, yellow, orange, and red. Green means a normal case, yellow is a typically
complaint we can manage by the regular process, red means a crisis and need to be
fixed, and orange is not a crisis but needs attention as it can be developed to a crisis,
so it needs to be monitored. If it was analyzed as orange, the steps of management
will tell the team on how to handle the situation, what PR department needs to do or
what operation department needs to do as they will work together. For example, the
operation will work on finding fact about the situation and PR team will work on that
information, and then they will analyze the situation again. Within the same
department, each staff will work on their own roles, one staff acts as media relations,
a different one draft message or a monitor observer. Moreover, within the color of
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crisis, the level of decision maker is different. For example, in red situation, Country
Manager or Head of Manager or CEO will make the decision. An orange situation,
BU will make the decision. This will depend on organizations and theirs style of
operation.” (Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
(2) Crisis Management
The related results of the study among the participants showed that
the airlines managed crises that needed crisis plan and social media crisis.
High impact crisis management needs a plan and a team. The team
consists of staffs from the organization to operate the plan.
“ . . . This management is in second stage within step 3 called
Reaction. To follow the plan when we face the crisis, Crisis Management Operation
Center, a center that closely monitor the airline data and control the standard of the
operation and correction to reduce risks that may happen. The center will collect data
of the information and present to Crisis Management Committee to consider and
make decision on the management. Then, the Crisis Management Committee will
pass along the decision to the operation team. Moreover, we have the Family
Assistance Support Team. This team was trained to help in crisis by contacting and
helping family and relative of the passengers who are injured or dead” (Samat PhumOn, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“The crisis will be notified via the Line group. The Operation team
in Line group consists of four needed teams for the crisis management which are 1 .
Flight Operation; any situation that related to airplanes the team will know first
because the pilot will notify the team and then the team will alert the Lind group
about the situation by giving brief information such as what is happening? What is the
flight? Where does it happen? 2 . Ground Support team; this team is in charge of the
airport area. 3 . Crew team, they witness the situation, so they can report the group
faster than others. 4 . Engineer team, when airplanes have technique issues, this team
needs to confirm on date and time of the fixed date. There are other four important
teams which are 1 . PR team; this team is in charge of communication and media,
2.Pilot, 3. Business Development, this team works with CAAT and, 4. Law. So, there
are total of 8 teams and 16 people as each team has 2 people; head of the team and the
assistant. Every team will help each other and make decision for one another as they
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are the heads of the teams’ not just regular staff. After the decision has been made, PR
will report serious cases to the executives while small cases, the executive will let the
teams make the decision by themselves. If the journalists need to be notified, PR will
send the data via Line to the executives to recheck the information, and then will send
the data to the journalists via Line as well. The amount of time on working to send
news is about fifteen minutes through Line as a primary tool and if the team wants to
rush the response, they will call the journalist instead.. . . ” ( Natthawut Jitarthan,
Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ . .. The steps of the management are getting data such as from the
scene, and then there will be a meeting for more information and to find the fact of the
situation. If the team needs to evaluate the situation, witnesses are needed such as
camera. If there is no evidence available at the time, the team may need to contact
government officers to help with the data. Normally, if there is an individual crisis
such as a delayed flight or lost luggage, the airline will contact the passenger to ask
about the situation and find a solution by paying back. In the small cases like this, we
do not have a plan to support, but we will look at the case itself and consider it as it is.
For big cases, the airline will announce and use the Emergency Response Plan to
follow the steps. For the communication management, we need to make the tone of
the news from serious to softer” ( Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26,
2016)
“ Crisis management is in charged by Crisis Management Team and
the management is divided into 5 sections which are Crisis Planning, Crisis Logistics,
Crisis Operations, Crisis Finance & Administration and Crisis Communication. After
the plan is activated by the Crisis Team Director, Crisis Planning team will determine
roles of each section, for example, Crisis Logistics is in charge of transportation when
the airport is shut down and the passengers needs to be transferred to a new airport.
Crisis Operations will be on site with the passengers and their family. Crisis Finance
& Administration is in charge of money and budget by giving it to each team to use in
the management. And Crisis Communication is in charge of communication, news
presentation, online and off line media management. This team has a computer system
called CMT. When the crisis happened, the team will receive SMS with notification
that the crisis plan is activated, everyone will then start to work on their roles. They
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can log in to frequently update the situation. There are announcement forms that can
be modified and can be sent to both internal and external organization. Moreover, we
own a system that can rapidly shares news to journalists who listed on the system and
not too many airlines have this same system. For the communication part, the team
will need to make a statement within 30 minutes after the crisis occurred as if it later
than that, the journalists will find the information from other sources and this will lead
to incorrect information and confusion. We will follow and evaluate media and public
feedback during the crisis event at all time by using our Check List. This is to prevent
any forgetful or nervousness from not covering all activities that need to be worked
on. At the last evaluation, the Check List will be looked at again to find out mistakes.”
(Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
Social media crisis management in airline did not use the crisis plan
but directly contacted to the affected person to stop the spreading negative feedback
to a greater area on online.
“...To manage online negative posts to the airline, we manage it in
two different ways. The first one is if the complaint is sent directly to our complaint
system, we will proceed it by following the set up steps; on the other hand, if the
complaint was post on Facebook or in Pantip website, the airline may not be able to
solve the problems for all cases as this will value the off steps by not following the
steps we provide. We will consider case by case to see on how to fix the issue but
mostly we would contact the passengers directly. Some cases, we don’t notify the
public on how we correct the problem, talking directly to the passengers is better.”
(Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“In minor crises such as from online social, the Customer Relations
team is in charge of it by searching for data of the situation. After getting enough
information, the team will get back to the victim or media. One thing that will not be
done is answering question without any information or agree to do things when we are
not sure if the action can be made. For example, the airline will find the solution
within 2 hours as if the airline cannot accommodate that public will give negative
feedback on us, the similar case like this has happened before. . . ” ( Moke Promma,
Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
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“ . .. When we experience negative posts on online media, we prefer
to talk to them in person than on social media and try to stop the issue right away. We
can make the situation better by working promptly on it such as when the journalists
need information, we will accommodate that right away, so they will not need to find
the information from somewhere else that may cause confusion.”

( Thasorn

Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
Thai Airways utilized an online influencer’s connection to help with
online crisis management.
“When we found negative feedback about the airline by monitoring
the online posts, we will not response to all posts, but we will response the situation
on Thai Airways media channels such as Facebook by utilizing as advocate group
who support the airline and online influencers share links of the response on how the
airline solves the issues on Facebook. The Advocate group who supports the airline
will correct the negative feedback to positive feedback. Besides sharing the links, they
post positive events of the airline to object the negative feedback. Normally, no one
seems to argue with the negative post; however, in reality people may disagree with
the post. We ask this group to share the opposite opinion and later this negative
feedback may change to a positive one. In the case of posting fake information about
the airline, the advocate group will monitor that data for us as well.. . . ” ( Boonleard
Nuanlaor, Personal communication, June 5, 2016)
The social media crisis experts shared the process of crisis
management which included Preventive, Proactive, and Reactive. Theses 3
components needed to be worked on at the same time by adding the 3 steps of online
media communication management which listen analyzing, communication, and
evaluation.
“ The steps of crisis management are Preventive, Proactive, and
Reactive and these steps need to be flown together. Preventive; in the communication
process, we need to prevent everything from crises such as bad language in the
content. Reactive means service especially when our customers have problems; we
need to provide the customer service as the platform in social media will change to
customer service more. So, customer service will connect directly to digital
communication as the customers will need service through digital. Proactive means
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reaching out to customers. For example, when we receive negative feedback, we will
talk to customers right away. We open to listen to the problems via our page, so they
know that we can help them. There are 3 steps of online communication management.
The first one is listening analysis by listening to the crisis and the fire starter, and then
data analyzing. The second step is communication by applying communication style
to the audiences as we cannot communicate to everyone with the same style. Some
cases don’t need communication or sometime personal engagement works better. The
third step is an evaluation, we need to evaluate the situation on its position to see if it
is almost over or it still continue to grow. So, the flowchart of crisis management will
tell us on what need to be done. At the evaluation stage, we need to check 2 things
which are listening analysis and communicate, then back to the evaluation. We will
keep checking this until the situation calming down, and then will be the twist which
means the situation is over. Twist cannot be too soon or too late as this will show that
we made a mistake during the evaluation. If we think the situation is over but actually
it is not, this means we twist too soon and this will create a new crisis. Some time we
try to fix the problem but it makes the story even worst. Crisis has a bouncing
moment; the situation is almost over but a new topic bounce the crisis back. We need
to end the crisis as soon as possible. The node and voice spread needs to limit node
and bounce. We need to control the tone of the content. We do not need to say
everything we know.” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
Moreover,

the

experts

emphasized

the

importance

of

communication and the organization should not be silence as media may assume the
negativity. This included hourly data monitoring.
“ The operation team will find the fact of the situation while PR is
monitoring data by paying attention on some abnormal signs such as reaction of how
people pick up the topic or are they interested in the topic or not. While the operation
team may need time to find the fact, PR needs to talk to the organization on how to
response as the team cannot leave the situation by not responding. Moreover, if the
crisis will be picked up by media, Media Relations team needs to take action by
calling to lobby the media to not publish the crisis yet as we are working on it and we
will have a press release tomorrow. By talking to the journalists will help the
organization from being attack. During the monitoring, we have to see if any
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influencers pick up the topic. Is the topic spreading out? PR team needs to prepare
questions and answers that can be asked by journalists and social media. Lastly, we
need to work on the statement on when to release it or should we release it or not? If
we will what kind of the statement will be? If the crisis is minor, the press release may
not need as we don’t want to emphasis the issue to public. We have to think carefully
as we may handle the situation by answering the questions via social media and don’t
need to post on the wall of our page. We need to discuss response strategy on sending
messages or press conference. The next part is monitoring the data hourly. We look at
the spreading of the topic as if it spread a lot means people are interested in the topic
and the press release may not enough and may need a press conference. On the other
hand, the topic that is starting to be quiet, we don’t need to do anything else as it may
make it come back. The monitoring helps us predict the right directions. Nest is
discussion to see if the situation needs crisis recovery or not. Is it a serious crisis and
need to recovery? If it needs the recovery, what is the standard? Communication step
may not the only problem, an operation step may cause problem, so the recovery will
be made such as product recall or product savage to gain the credibility” ( Kunchalee
Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
(3) Crisis Data Collecting
The related results of the study among the participants showed the
airlines had crisis data collecting.
“ When the crisis occurred, the important step is to finding data by
the Crisis Management Operation Center. The center will collect all related
information of the crisis as a data, One Stop Service and will report to the Crisis
Management Committee to consider for the management”

( Samat Phum-On,

Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ The data collecting during this time period is more serious by
utilizing data searching system from online that mentioned about Thai Airways by
looking at online channels and pages. The members of Line group will frequently
share links of the information via Internal Line Communication. Social media team,
PR team, and marketing team also have a Line group called Communication Line”
(Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal communication, June 5, 2016)
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“ We have data collecting for two parts, the first one is during the
operation step such as the order of the crisis and this needs to report to the related
departments by following the data notification time schedule. The second one is data
collecting during the communication step. For example, what is the crisis? What is the
executive announcement? When is date and time of news release? And monitor the
trend of the data that already presented. If the trend is negative, the team needs to
figure out how to fix it.” ( Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13,
2016)
The crisis communication management experts in online social
media emphasized the importance of the frequently data evaluation among online
influencers and fire starter groups.
“ We monitor data hourly. With a serious case, we will monitor 5
times a day just to make sure. We monitor online feedback by checking the
influencers and their activities on telling news. Such as what is Drama-addict page
attacking and check the topic spreading? Which topic that people are interested in?
How big of the spreading? If the spreading is big means many people are interested in
it and this will help us on how to tackle the issue. The monitoring helps us moving to
the right direction” (Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
“...This is part of the first step, listening by checking the stage of the
situation, especially, listen to the fire starter and analyze them to see if there is any
hidden agenda” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
(4) Public Relation Operation Center Set Up
The related results of the study among the participants showed that
the airline set up public relation operation center when the crisis plan activated only.
“The airline set up Crisis Management Operation Center, center that
work on public relations communication as one stop service. The center can answer
all questions about the crisis.” ( Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6,
2016)
“ When the crisis occurs, the airline office will use a room for the
crisis management center. This is a special room as it will not be used for other
purpose. The room is next to the CEO’a room and has management tool and
equipment such as TV for monitoring data and news from TV programs and other
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communication tools. The team members who have role and responsibility will use
the room for meetings right away.” ( Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication,
May 13, 2016)
“ The crisis that need the plan to be activated, will have a public
relation operation center.” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31,
2016)
(5) Crisis Summary Meeting
The related results of the study among the participants showed that
the airline always had crisis conclusion meeting.
“We always have a summary meeting, especially during the peak of
the crisis we have a Morning Brief meeting every day, For example, the late politic
crisis, we had the meeting every day at the Crisis Management Operation Center as
the incorrect data was presented to public by media, so the team needed to meet every
day to find a solution and use in decision making to quickly solve the problem.”
(Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ The airline emphasized the importance of the summary meeting
among the internal and the external target groups at all time. This protects the airline
from having communication problem and misunderstanding as the airline is trying our
best to be clear and without any doubt which leads to effective management.”
(Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“For most minor crises, we will directly clarify with the victims. On
the other hand, the serious crises such as plane crash may need time up to weeks or
months, so we need to have a report to officially clarify and periodically or daily as
the numbers can be updated all the time as real time update such as numbers of people
who got injured, death, or number of people who admitted at the hospitals. We have
forms ready for the clarification such as data collecting from the victims.” ( Moke
Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
“ We always have meetings for the Crisis Management Team to
clarify and summarize the situation” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication,
May 31, 2016)
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(6) Communication Target Groups Analysis
The related results of the study among the participants showed that
the airlines determined the communication target groups and each group had different
content of data.
“ . . . We determine target groups of the communication every time
before releasing any information. Each target group may receive different data by
considering the appropriate data to each group and each crisis.” ( Samat Phum-On,
Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ The airline determines target group of the communication. Fist
thing, we need to know what is the message and who are we talking to? How to
deliver the message? If we want to communicate to the media, we need to know their
needs. What the basic information that each group should know? PR team is in charge
of the communication to these groups. To communicate to passengers, PR will pass
the information along to the Customer Relations and then the team will contact the
passengers as they know the passengers really well. Role and responsibility is clearly
divided per the teams’ expertise; at the same time, the teams always meet for
updates....” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
Air Asia and Bangkok Airways mostly communicated to the first
target group which were a group that affected by the crisis and media group.
“ . . . In a crisis like plane crash, the target group that needs to be
contacted is the first group, family and relatives of injured or death victims. The
airline should communicate to internal group before communicating to the external
group such as journalists. If we don’t effectively communicate to the internal group,
this may cause mistakes, misunderstanding and more issues.” ( Natthawut Jitarthan,
Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“We determine target groups of the communication by focusing on
the affected group of people first as this helps to control the problem. This group
needs to be contacted by the airline first not media. If we wait until media reach out to
them first, they may have doubt on us and think why we do not contact them, why we
communicate through media. We need to communicate directly to the affected group
by providing information and help. This group is very important, so the well
communication management is needed. This also helps stop the spreading of the
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problem and word of mouth in online communication. Moreover, we need to
proactively communicate with the media group that related to the airline business. We
need to show them that we are on it and working through the issue. Working with the
journalists helps to stop the spreading of negative feedback as receiving data directly
from the airline will stop confusion instead of getting the data from other sources. The
press does not release all news to public as they know it is such a small issue and does
not need to follow up as the airline will be able to well manage the problem. So they
let the issue solve itself.” (Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
“We determine the target groups of the communication. In the past,
the airline would directly communicate or made an agreement with the affected
passengers, but nowadays, we need to communicate to those who are not affected by
the situation as well.” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
The experts in crisis communication management in online social
media emphasized the importance of the communication to the online influencers, the
fire starter, and the stakeholders. The experts also thought that the communication of
target groups depended on cases and could not fix the certain target groups as it would
depend on each case.
“ It depends on the case, if you have 60 cases, you will manage 60
different ways. There are three social media management factors; node, spread, and
voice. We need to understand the voice to be able to control the situation. When the
voice is high, the situation will spread bigger and this starts to be a crisis. The
important factors are voice and spread. As a digital PR, we need to cut down the
spread or kill the spread as soon as possible. Node is important as it makes the spread
and the node causes the fire starter and online influencers. We need to communicate
to these groups. Especially the node as the influencers, we need to communicate to
this group a lot. After the communication with the group, they should delete the posts
to stop the spread. Some cases, we do not need to engage, especially we need to
understand the node of the target groups. With someone that are non-sense, aggressive
and rude, we should ignore this people, as well as, the drug addict or gambler. We do
not need to engage these groups as there is no value on what they say. So the listening
analysis is important and we need to hold the node and the voice. The main keys of
crises are the node; it will tell us who said that and the voice; what one said. So, what
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cause the crisis are the voice and the node but not the spread. When you are facing the
crisis, catch the node and the voice at the same time and as soon as possible.”
(Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
“First thing during the crisis event, we need to verify the size of the
target groups. Is it big or small? And we need to manage them together. The second
target group is a stakeholder mapping, this includes staff or supply chain, distribution,
and customers. We need to prioritize the target groups, for example, hazardous
material in the product. We need to recall the product but it is not that easy as we need
to work with the distribution and retails first as they need to stock the product. We
need to list the order of the groups that need to be communicated to; this could be
customers, staff, distributors or others. Some cases, the external partners are involved
such as Sor Kor Bor, we may need to notify them first. Again, it depends on cases and
the organization just need to prioritize the order of the groups.” ( Kunchalee Sumlee,
Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
(7) Communication Content Design
The related results of the study among the participants showed the
airlines controlled the content for the crisis communication by following situations.
The content of data was drafted and would be added for completeness depended on
each situation before it was released.
“ We draft the content of the statement first by dividing into cases
such as epidemic disease like Ebola or SARS case with its information type. When
the crisis occurs, we add and adjust more information to the draft and make it
appropriately fit to the situation. The released statement need to include credible
sources, for example, a statement of the epidemic must include the information from
Ministry of Public Health or Nutrition Center. The statement is prepared by the Crisis
Management Operation Center and Public Relations team. The center will research
and check for accurate information and the Public Relation department shares the
information with the press in the appropriate patterns. Moreover, the airline applies
manual book of International Air Transport Association to the statement.” ( Samat
Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ The airline prepares the statement before hand by dividing into
cases such as plane crash or a delayed flight. When the actual crisis happens, the team
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will complete the information and adjust it to fit with the type of the crisis. The airline
keeps the late statements and the past operation process and the information is housed
in the company’s crisis manual book and saved in file drives, so the staff can share the
files, and everyone can work on it right away. After the crisis statement was written, it
will be released in the PR Line group. By doing this, the staffs will have the same
information and if they are asked by the journalists, they will response back with the
same information as they cannot add their personal opinion into it and the message
will be unity. When Air Asia from different countries faces crises, such as the
Indonesian Air Asia Flight QZ 8501 , every country received the message. The airline
released the statements every day at the beginning as to confirm the situation, as well
as, informed all target groups to acknowledge the situation. The airline showed the
sincere and by doing this journalists could not gave negative feedback to the airline.
With the appropriate communication, the target groups understood that it was an
accident and could happen anytime. They were not nervous and had negative
feedback toward the airline. At the same time, if the airline did not have clear
communication and hid the data, this could ruin the airline reputation and
creditibility.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ We define the data regarding the crisis that will be in the
announcement to public. When crises happen, the Organization Communication team
prepares the statement or news within 30 minutes and present to the executives to
approve right away as the team needs the data to be released as soon as possible. The
important components of the content are a new flight schedule, food preparation detail
and hotel as this will help the passengers from being worried by confirming that the
airline can manage the problem. When the passengers feel better about the situation,
they will not post negative feedback via online channels. With the new information,
the airline needs to ensure that it is accurate and the mistake will not happen again as
it will ruin the airline credibility” ( Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26,
2016)
“ We prepared data before crises by setting it up as news templates
for situations that may happen to the airline”
communication, May 31, 2016)

( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal
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The experts in communication management in social media
emphasized the importance of human sense on online media more and the content of
the data depended on each situations.
“The content should be different per cases. Communicating in social
media, we need to use human sense. To response in social media, we need to make
the internet users feel like they are not reading the statement or press release from
computer screen or paper. No one would read that. Using human sense in
communication means do not use formal language as people will think we are a
concrete wall. But we put human sense to the statement by relating ourselves to it
such as we feel really sorry about what happen. If the crisis happens to our family,
how would we feel? Writing it out and make people feel that we really care about
them and we are trying to solve the problem. We may not find a solution now, but we
are trying our best. Make them realize that we are here to help and will make sure that
the same mistake will not happen again. People want to hear these messages. They
want to see changes and not just listen to an apology from us.” ( Kunchalee Sumlee,
Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
“If we know styles of nod, voice, and spread, we will know how to
communicate. It depends on the situation”

( Chinsin Klungthong,

Personal

communication, May 7, 2017)
(8) Communication Tool Usage Management
The related results of the study among the participants showed the
three airlines utilized communication tools to manage crises with external and internal
groups by using offline and online media, especially social media.
“...For online media, we utilize social online and bloggers. Blogger
is new and very interesting and it helps with PR marketing such as when the airline
introduces new routes. They can represent the airline when we face crises as they
influence on the target groups. PR team is in charge of maintaining relationship with
the bloggers.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“The internal organization communication tools are e-mail and
internal social system. While the fastest tools to communicate to the external and
public are Facebook and Twitter. The communications tools that are used to connect
with the journalists that involved in airline business are Line group and e-mail. When
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the journalists urgently need data, we will send them via Line first, and then officially
send an email one more time.” ( Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26,
2016)
“ . . Online media that normally used during the regular time are
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter; however, when the airline faces crises, things will
be changed. We will only keep the same Facebook account as it has many followers
and has been using for a long time. Creating a new Facebook account may lose some
followers and cannot communicate the situation promptly. We will have new
Instagram and Twitter accounts to report the related data of the crisis only.” (Thasorn
Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
“Thai Airways online media that used in marketing and crisis
communication are Line, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and Google Plus.
We do not communicate crises information through Line as it is a one way
communication and we cannot receive real time feedback from our passengers. Line
is emphasizing on marketing communication by looking at customers’ needs. For
example, we avoid including over load data because the customers may get bored and
block our account and then the communication will be failed. We need to utilize
techniques and tricks, so the customers will accept our data. We do not need to
include a lot of information through Line, but focus on the importance and benefit to
the customers such as campaign information. Facebook is a two-ways communication
and it suits for sharing stories, knowledge of traveling of the airline, as well as,
informing crises information. Twitter is utilized when we want to update information
of the airline such flight cancellation due to heavy snow or turbulence. Thai Airways
utilizes Twitter on giving crises or emergency updates more than other media because
it is the fastest and can cover the receivers all over the world. Instagram is
emphasizing the beauty of Thai Airways while YouTube is focusing on the
organization general information to share VDOs of the company that can be shared
online. Google Plus is a platform that is not well known yet; however, we need to
have an account as it may be popular in the future and people can find Thai Airways
appears on it at the moment. Our crisis communication mostly will utilize Twitter and
Facebook as they are a two-way communication and help the airline receiving the
customers’ opinion and feedback right away. At the same time, social media has its
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disadvantages as we need to stop the customers to against the airline and causes
dramatic issues after informing them the information. Sometimes we promote the
airline promotion campaign but they used this post to get back to the company by
being off topic such as “I traveled with you and you lost my bag, what should I do?
Why did you let this happen?” We will not response back to that post, but will contact
them directly instead. This led to an application called Talk with Thai; the application
helps with traveling information and the problems. After receiving the information,
we will solve the problem for the customers as soon as possible. If we need to look
into more information in some cases including cases that happened in oversea, we
may pass this along to customer relations because it might take time in problem
solving and the team will work with the customers accordingly. We have a Line group
for meetings within the organization called Internal Communication Line Network.
The members of the group are head of departments who act as administrative of the
departments. They will spread the data to their staff; the benefit of this
communication is fast, however, the staffs tend to ignore good news but are more
excited about bad news and shared it very quickly…” ( Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal
communication, June 5, 2016)
Communication through SMS was also popular as it was more legit
and does not need Wi-Fi internet.
“ The Crisis Management Operation Center has variety of
communication tools such as Facebook and Line. Line is popular used during normal
situation but not is not legitimate during crises. During the crisis, many Line users use
Line at the same time and this causes networks to break . Line is also limited in some
countries such as China, SMS is more legit as it is part of cell phone functions, it does
not need internet and can connect the whole world. SMS will be more effective when
combining with cell phone by sending the information through SMS and then confirm
with the receivers by calling them gain to ensure that they receive the information.
Within 30 minutes after the crisis, we must manage the communication. Moreover,
communication o media and other target groups will be managed by the Public
Relations team. The Crisis Management Operation Center will collect data and
information and pass it along to the Public Relations team to use in the
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communication plan accordingly.” ( Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May
6, 2016)
“We have CMT computer system communicate with the internal
target group by sending SMS to alert the staff about crises. The staff can log into the
system to update the situation at all time. . . ” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal
communication, May 31, 2016)
Air Asia Airlines utilized mass media in communication during
crises.
“ . . . We utilize mass media, especially newspaper that involved in
airline business which includes Economic and Communication journalists who are in
charge of airlines and policy news, as well as, Economic from TV media. When the
airline faces crises, they will release data about the crises. . . ” ( Natthawut Jitarthan,
Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
The expert in communication management in social media utilized
variety online media for its different functions.
“ The used media has different functions such as website collects
formal data of organizations. Some organization will take down or redirect their
website when they are facing crises and posts clear announcement with key contact
and update data periodically. Facebook and Twitter are similar as a data update
station. Influencers are important because they can influence on other people thought.
The organization alone may not be enough in communicating to people, so using the
influencers as witnesses and utilizing their expertise convincing people to listen to the
other side of the story. This will balance the voice. Final media is YouTube; it adds
emotion to the story and shows that the organization is trying, so this fits well in the
recovery stage. So, it is important to choose the right media. In different countries,
they tend to stop writing a statement because people do not read them; on the other
hand, they release VDO clips of CEO. These days, we do not have to wait for
journalists to contact us as we can start the communication. Making the VDO clips of
the executive is also good in term of it can be redone many times while giving live
interview is harder to control.” (Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5,
2017)
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Another expert applied Paid-Owned-Earned Media in social media
communication management.
“. ..Type of media is Paid-Owned-Earned Media. We have to work
hard on Own media as we need to be strong in our organization. Paid media, we need
to monitor the media we paid for and if there are crises. Earned media; do not risk
ourselves with this one as it is not our space. We may create a crisis which can’t be
controlled. We should let people run to us in the controlled environment, so we can
control the situation. The management needs to be done case by case and does not
need to stick with media. If the crisis caused by online, then let it be done in online
space. Where it starts, let it finishes there such as the situation caused by Twitter, let it
finishes the problem. As I mentioned Node, Voice, and Spread. For example, the
crisis came from Twitter, do not spread somewhere else. Facebook is not the place for
this crisis. If the crisis starts in Facebook, then let it be done in Facebook. It is very
simple, except, the crisis has already spread everywhere.” ( Chinsin Klungthong,
Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
(9) Media Relations
The related results of the study among the participants showed the
three airlines facilitated the media during the crisis and this arranged by the public
relations team of the airlines.
“ The airline facilitates the media when they are on duty during the
crisis of the organization. The public relations department is in charge of helping
them.” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ During the serious crisis, the airline will have media facilitation
such as in a plane crash situation. The airline will partner with the airport and use the
airport as a center.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ We facilitate the media by arranging a room for the journalists to
work and the room will be using for news conference and sharing information.”
(Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
(10) A Spokesman Determining
The non-related results of the study among the participants showed
Air Asia Airlines and Bangkok Airways had a spokesman for crises.
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“CEO of the airline is a spoke person of the crises. The content of
the data expresses regret on what happened and shows the responsibility, as well as,
updates the process of management and will provide more information later on”
(Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
“The airline determines a spokesman and the person is the president
of the company as the spokesman needs to be well known among public and creates
credibility in the communication. The spoke person was titled before crises, as well
as, a replacement in case the president cannot do the work.” ( Thasorn Taksinapan,
Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
Thai Airways has not announced a spokesman.
“ Recently, Thai Airways has not titled a spokesman during crises.
The best spoke person is a person who is directly in charge of the situation. For
example, if the crisis is about safety, the Vice President of Aviation Safety, Security
and Standards is a spoke person. If the pilot strike, the Vice President in Operation or
in some cases, CEO has to be. We need to consider this per situation and cases. . . ”
(Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
(11) Informed Source Control
The related results of the study among the participants showed the
three airlines paid attention to the forced news resources, especially with the staff or
the organizations.
“The airline asks the staff to not give any information to the press in
the exception of those who have direct responsibility. The problem we have seen
recently is that the staff don’t understand what the appropriate way of giving
information is. For example, posting information about the organization to their
personal online accounts, they think it is okay to do so because they post on their
personal space. But it is wrong because they are sharing the company information to
the public. In the past, a person who released the news was one of the crew on that
flight. Later on, the crew was warned as the action damaged the company reputation.”
(Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“During crises, we communicate to staff and ask them to corporate
by being careful about sharing negative feedback and comments on online space.
They are not allowed to give information to the press or act like news resource
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because it can spread the problem even more.” ( Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal
communication, May 13, 2016)
“ Within the organization, our staff have realized that they cannot
comment about crises of Air Asia, as well as, other airlines. This is part of the
operation rules.” (Moke Promma, Bangkok, Interviewd May 26, 2016)
“ The airline explains the operation rules to our staff in the Remind
Staff work sheet. During the work operation, the staff cannot post any pictures that
related to the crises via their personal accounts as this is part of the company rules to
stop the spreading of the data. For the external forced news resources, we create
relationship with journalists who involved to the crises. Having good relationship with
the journalists can make the tone of news softer. Sometimes, the journalists help us by
not publishing the news. Creating good relationship with the press is one of the forced
new resources.” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
(12) The

Differences

of

the

Crisis

Operation

in

Digital

Communication
The related results of the study among the participants showed the
three airlines agreed on the difference of the operation, especially, the crisis operation
in airline business has changed in the digital communication.
“ . . . As everyone can be a data sender, the information spread very
quickly. This includes data that has not been filtered, so it is hard to control and
manage. It takes longer time to manage the information because we need to filter fact
and non-fact to fine the truth. If organizations don’t have an effective process to filter
the information, they will make mistakes and slow the operation down, as well as,
lose their credibility. Having connection outside the organization is a way to help the
company to filter the information. We utilize the connection by asking for information
while we cannot trust the information from online…” ( Samat Phum-On, Personal
communication, May 6, 2016)
“ . .. If you ask me is it harder or not to manage? I have to say yes.
Firstly, we need to understand Thai culture on using online social media. Thai tend to
share negative issue, this includes staffs of organizations. Like what people always
say ‘posing bad news is free while we need to pay a lot of money to post good news’.
Changing Thai habit on posting is hard, so we need to pay attention on the posted
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data. Any information that can cause long term impact and can turn to be crises, we
need to fix it first. On the other hand, we choose to ignore data that will not impact the
organization. Some data, the more we pay attention to, the worse it will be, instead of
the data will be forgotten, it can take up to days to be over if we try to manage. Fixing
issues that are from online needs tips and tricks. We need to have a plan and analyze
how to manage it as it can be worse if we make a mistake. The importance of fixing
the problem is directly talking to the posters within the controlled subject. Moreover,
the organization needs to be cautious on not posting anything online that would cause
the public to be upset. . . ” ( Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal communication, June 5,
2016)
“In digital communication, online social media has ability to spread
information very quickly, as well as, influence on the receivers’ opinion. The airline
needs to adjust the management to response the change by acting, giving feedback,
and communication faster. This is to control the news topic and the airline will get the
most benefit accordingly. When facing with the crisis, we need to share the
information and we should not hide it. These days we cannot hind and we need to be
the first party that shows the information to public. The press utilizes online social
media as their news resource and monitors news for the airline all the time. When the
press finds out about the post, they will quickly reach out to PR team to find the
solutions. So PR needs to be quick and calm but not nervous. The information will be
flown to the team all the time so they should not turn off their cell phones, it needs to
be on 24 hours. When got reached out by the press, they need to consider on the
responses case by case. For example, the team will release a statement in serious cases
but if it is not a serious topic, they will consider something else. We will not response
to all topics from online social media. If we response to every topic, it will decrease
the ability of the regular channel we prepared for the public to send the complaints”
(Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“The Organization Communication department needs to be hundred
times faster in preparing information than before. From spending a whole day in
finding on what happen and releasing the information to the public, these days we
need to release it within 30 minutes. It is more difficult these days to manage the issue
as we need to communicate to people who are not involved in the situation but they
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can spread out the problem, while in the past, we directly communicated to
passengers or who were directly affected. It is difficult because the airline needs to
manage two target groups who have different goals,” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal
communication, May 31, 2016)
The

communication

tools

had

also

changed

in

digital

communication and it impacted the operation of airlines.
“...It is very different when it comes to the communication tools. In
the past, there was only a telephone that used for the communication. When there was
a crisis, it took a long time to reach out to people and caused the delay in the crisis
management. The bright side of it was everything was also slow including the
organization and the press. It was easy to control the information. There are many
communications tools now and it is easy and convenient to communicate... ” ( Samat
Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“There are differences in speed and difficulty. In the past, the only
channel that provided the information was the Organization Communication team.
The press needed to wait for the statement or press conference for the information. On
the other hand, these days everyone has cell phones and can post pictures of the
situation within a second to public...” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication,
May 31, 2016)
The communication experts in crisis management in social media
presented three differences which were speed, transparency, and message controlled
in digital communication.
“ There are three differences of crises during social media. The first
one is speed, this is the highest challenge. In the past we could wait 2 -3 days before
releasing press statement but we cannot do that now because people will not wait for
us and everything is moving fast. In the past, we had time to find fact but we don’t
have that now though the hardest part of crisis management now is to find the fact.
Sometimes, we cannot cover all the fact and we are not sure if the organization causes
the crisis. Many times it is not clear or the fact can’t be analyzed at the time because
law is involved. Since there are many reasons that we cannot reveal the information
and the public want to know, we have to think what we can share because if we keep
silent, people will blame us too. This is why it is difficult. The second is
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Transparency, this is hard as well. When we deliver the message, we do not
communicate to people who faced the issue, but we also communicate to people who
are not involved in the situation, especially the audiences; this group of people was
not in the situation and they strongly believe in rumors. However, crisis management
is making the majority of people understand the situation, so transparency and
message need to be able to cover all target groups not only the involved group. The
third one is message control. Anyone can be media and this is hard to manage the
crisis. In the past, during crises, we would predict what the press would ask but now
we can only predict half of the question as the other half is rumor. Instead of
correcting the problem, we need to fix the rumor. This is because everyone has media
and everyone over thinks and it causes topics after topics. The topics are distorted and
make it harder on how to control the message. The hardest part is to deal with nonsense topics, without social media, crises would not exist. In the past, crises caused by
something serious with its impact, but these days crises caused rumor that is or is not
true. So, the meaning of crisis is unclear. The old days we would divided crises into
colors; green is normal situation, yellow is general complaint, red is the crisis that
need to be managed. These days we added orange, not quite yet red and not yet a
crises but it is an unpleasant situation and needs to be monitored. If it got shared
online a lot, it can turn to red. We need to watch and cannot let it turn to be a crisis as
it can be too late to take action. Dividing crisis into color code is different among
organizations as each business has different concern.” ( Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal
communication, May 5, 2017)
Moreover, the expert explained there were the differences of the
crisis management plans as the plan to manage crises on social media was flexible.
“ An online crisis management is very different than an offline crisis
management because

the online management is not a fix plan. The online crisis

management focuses on a minute timing and we only have about three hours to
manage before the crisis goes viral. How to manage the crisis within three hours is
challenging. It is similar to games playing as we need to predict the action and result.
The prediction is important, so we need a lot of experience and digital knowledge to
be able to read the situation. Every time online crises occur, there will be an online
opportunity. Therefore, digital transformation is very important. If your organization
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does not value digital transformation, you are done. It is changing the whole
organization to become digital and many brands that are not willing to change; they
are not going to survive. Digital crises are variety, in Thailand mostly on Facebook
and Pantip. The company I am managing, AIA separates itself from Pantip like others
companies as we focus on Node, Voice, and Spread. If we rely on Pantip, we would
add another space that we cannot control or if we tie ourselves with earn media, we
would need to monitor data at all time which add more work to ourselves. Can we
wholly owe Pantip? Nope, we can’t. At the same time, we can control our own media,
so why we bother to tie ourselves to the earn media as the own media is still not that
strong” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
3) The Operation of the Post Crisis
According to the interviews, below are the results of the study divided
per topic.

The related results
of the study among
the particioants

•The Summary of the Situation
•The Revovery Back to Normal of the Crisis
•The Evaluation of the Management Plan

The non-related
results of the study
among the
participants

•-

Figure 4.8 The Related and Non-Related Results of the Study among the Participants

(1) Summary of Situation
The related results of the study among the participants showed that
the airlines summarized the crises in writing as a report and meetings.
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“ . . . After the crisis is over, we need to record the situation as we
need to send it over to ICAO and the alliance airlines to evaluate.” (Samat Phum-On,
Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“After the crisis is over, we will summarize the situation, the
management, timing, what we have learned from the situation, and what need to be
improved. After finished with the summary, present it to the executives. The report
may need to be revised.” ( Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13,
2016)
“We have a meeting to summarize the situation and its effect. There
is an evaluation on how much did the crisis cause. Who were affected? How did the
operation work? We will adapt the mistakes to the future crises. All of the information
will be put in a report and passed onto the airline’s executive.” (Thasorn Taksinapan,
Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
(2) The Recovery Back to Normal of the Crisis
The related result of the study among the participants showed the
airlines paid attention to the recovery of the crisis to be back to normal.
“ The communication management of the post crisis stage depends
on each crisis. For example, accident case, the organization creates campaigns to
recover the credibility of safety back and build up the airline good image such as the
content of the campaign will be about how we take good care of our passengers and
what happened was just an accident and unpredictable situation.”

( Thasorn

Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
“...The management is in stage three, step four called Recovery. We
need to recover the situation to be back to normal as soon as we can and with less
damage. The important thing is finding an opportunity… ”

( Samat Phum-On,

Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
The expert in crisis communication management in social media
also emphasized the importance of the recovery of the crisis.
“ When the crisis is over, there will be a consideration if we should
have crisis recovery or not because recovery in some cases could make it too serious.
We will not have recovery if the case is too small. Sometime we cannot just fix the
communication as the operation caused the problem, so product recall or savage to
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make people believe in the company. For example, Domino pizza case, after a clip of
their staff playing with pizza and spit on the pizza, the company changed their kitchen
of every branch to an open space. This made the customer trust them again as they
can see the process of pizza making. This is a recovery case for permanent problem
solving.” (Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
(3) The Evaluation of the Management Plan
The related results of the study among the participants showed that
the prepared crisis management plan always worked as planned. Although it did not
meet the plan’s goal 100%, it did not fail or was lack of quality.
“When crises occur, the plan will be utilized up to 70 percent as the
situations are different from what we foresee and do not have the same components.
Sometime people who were in the stimulation are not in the real crisis. Time and
place also cannot be controlled. When the real crisis occurs, the prepared plan needs
to be adjusting to fit the situation...” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May
6, 2016)
“ It never meet a 1 0 0 % goal but it meets about 8 0 % because
everything cannot be perfect. Every situation has a lot of details and we cannot
exactly follow the plan. As long as it responses to the main goal, it is good enough.
The rest will be adjusting to the real situation” ( Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal
communication, May 13, 2016)
“ Every plan is a preventive planning, a plan to prevent the
organization from crises. Each crisis has different details and always challenging. The
set up plan will work 9 0 % and another 1 0 % is what we cannot control as it is
unpredictable. The airline always evaluates the situation and will use the data to
improve the plan and cover it more than before.” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal
communication, May 31, 2016)
The expert in crisis communication management in social media
said there was an evaluation and follow up the crisis management in social media like
other situations.
“ We utilize Social Listening for the evaluation and follow up step.
There are two different kinds. The first one is to evaluate the communication to see if
it works and reduces the tension of people. The other one is to see if we can solve the
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problem as some organizations don’t fix the cause of the problem but look at
perception of people, but not the root cause. With that, the same problem will
continue coming back but if we can stop the problem from coming back or decrease
the problem, this means the organization improves the operation” (Kunchalee Sumlee,
Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
...It is third step, evaluation. We need to evaluate the situation to see
if it is at the low or the peak, stop or continue. The evaluation process has two styles
which are listening analyzing communication, and evaluation. We will repeat this
again and again until the situation is calming down, then we will start the second one,
the twist” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
(4) The Crisis that cannot be Managed
The case of online crises cannot be managed by the airlines, the
expert in crisis communication management in social media suggested to have a
Silent Policy.
“ After analyzing and evaluation but the crisis is still in serious
condition, the best way to do is to be silent. You need to have a silent policy. In the
case like this you need to be silent until the situation is back to normal. Keep it silent
on every channel for 3-4 days and people will forget about it.” ( Chinsin Klungthong,
Personal communication, May 7, 2017)

4.2.3 Strategy Used in the Crisis Communication Management of Airline
The interviews on strategies that used in crisis management strategy had
results per listed below.
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Strategy Used during
the Preparation
Period

•Creating Connection
•Preparing for the Crisis
•Preparing Public from not Panic during the Crisis Event

Strategy Used during
Crisis Event

•Following the Plan Stimulation
•Target Group Outreach
•Rapidity
•Closely Media Monitoring
•Dividing Individually Responsibility and Work as a Team

Strategy Used at the
Post Crisis

•The Recovery Back to Normal Situation
•Opportunity Finding
•Lesson Learning and Adapting in the Next Crisis
•Rebuilding Trust
•Reimaging

Figure 4.9 Strategy of Crisis Communication Management in Airlines

1) Strategy Used in the Preparation before the Crisis Event
(1) Creating Connection
The results found that Thai Airways and Bangkok Airways
emphasized the importance of the connection.
“ The airline utilizes Reduction which reduces the chance of the
crisis by creating connection world wild to receive data quickly and accurate like
“Roo Khao, Roo Rao, Roo Roab, Roo Gwaung, Roo Reaw” And evaluate the data for
solving the problem.” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“The relation of journalists and the airline is very important.
Nowadays, the journalists do not need to wait for the airline to give out information
like before as they can search for the information from the internet. Some information
was distorted, so having a good relationship with each other will help the journalists
listen to the airline more than other news sources. This also helps the airline to control
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news topics and sometimes the journalists may skip to publish negative information of
the airline” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
(2) Preparing for the Crisis
Air Asia emphasized the preparation plan and process to handle the
situation.
“The airline utilizes the strategy to prepare plans, tools, training and
stimulation, as well as, communication system. We prepare for a good system both
internal and external the organization. We also make the staff to realize their
responsibility. They need to know their role and responsibility once the crisis occurs.”
(Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“The preparation is the best strategy and this is not only for airline
business but others as well. The organization needs to prepare for the crisis because
when facing the real crisis, we will not have time to think or make a decision. So
being ready by having a manual book, conduct the plan will help to effectively
manage the real situation. It can change from a negative situation to a positive one.
Though it cannot be 100% positive as there is a damage, the well preparation helps to
tone down the information to not too negative.” (Moke Promma, Personal
communication, May 26, 2016)
(3) Preparing Public from not Panic during the Crisis Event
The strategy for the preparation before the social crisis of Thai
Airways was educating people to not be panic during the crisis.
“ Before the crisis, we will monitor and educate public about safety
and security at all time because the knowledge and understanding will help people
from panic from online social media. For example, a case of an airplane tires
explosion; the tires will not explore right away but it will slowly letting air out, or the
airplane computer system; an airplane has 3 computer systems. If the first one is out
of order, the second and third ones still can perform the work. Thai Airways has high
standard, so we will not operate the flight if one of the systems is not working. We
need to educate people on these topics. . . ”

( Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal

communication, June 3, 2016)
The expert in crisis communication management in social media
emphasized the importance of the prevention.
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We need a lot of actions before the crisis event as it is the most
important step of crisis management. Without crises if we detect the problem as soon
as we can, as well as, fix the customer problem, the problem will not spread. Back to
the yellow-orange-red color codes, if we leave the yellow case too long, it will turn to
a crisis. Customers have been complaining and we don’t take any action. The
organization let this change from yellow to orange, and red accordingly because they
underestimated the situation, so it changed quickly from orange to red right away. If
the organization prevents the situation first, there will be less drama. If you effectively
handle the situation by promptly acknowledging the problem, making a decision fast,
quickly solving the problem and compromising with the customers, there will be no
crises.” (Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
2) Strategy Used during the Crisis Event
(1) Following in the Plan Stimulation and Target Group Outreach
The result found that Thai Airways utilized the reaction strategy by
following the prepared plan and reaching out to target groups.
“ The airline utilizes Reaction by trying to stick with the prepared
plan as much as possible. If you can do that, the operation has a high chance to be
successful.” (Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ The important thing during the crisis event is quickly and
appropriately reaching out to target groups via all channels. And the organization
needs to tell the truth.” (Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal communication, June 3, 2016)
(2) Rapidity and Closely Media Monitoring
Air Asia utilized Speed as a main strategy, as well as, closely
monitoring data.
“ The airline utilizes speed strategy by starting with quickly
acknowledge, quickly make a decision, quickly solve the problem, quickly
communicate, and quickly giving feedback in both internal and external target groups.
We need to have a frim communication within the organization and quickly
communication with external organization because time is important for crises, as
well as, clear communication and not hiding information as public understands that
crisis could happen. If the airline has effective communication, everyone would
understand and this will not affect the image of the organization. Moreover, working
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as a team is more beneficial during this limited time.” ( Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal
communication, May 13, 2016)
“Closely monitoring the data will make the crisis management more
effective.” (Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
(3) Dividing Individually Responsibility and Working as a Team
Bangkok Airways emphasized the importance of role dividing and
working as a team to be more efficiency.
“ The strategy of crisis management during the crisis event is
included in the crisis manual. The strategy determines role of each team clearly. The
key of the communication management during this time is to apply technology, a Web
Log system to support the operation. Everyone can login to the system to check the
information of the teams and they do not need to be at the same place. For example,
an operation team in Phuket can login to see what is Bangkok team doing and how far
the operation is. When everyone knows the update of the operation, they can quickly
work together with accuracy. In the past, people were in different directions because
of the unorganized information, so they perceive the data differently. Nowadays, the
information is stored at one place, everyone can work in the same direction and this
leads to teamwork with more efficiency.”

( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal

communication, May 31, 2016)
The expert in crisis communication management in social media
emphasized the importance of an opinion control in online communication, human
sense communication, as well as, opportunity finding and the situation analysis.
“During crisis management we need to control voice and opinion of
the internet users to be neutral. It is not changing from negative feedback to positive
feedback as it is very difficult to make people who hate us to love us. Having a neutral
level is good enough because it is not negative. They don’t need to love us as long as
they do not hate us and revile us on social media. Moreover, the message should be
like human sense, as well as, finding the opportunity and analyzing the situation. For
example, if the crisis is not spreading, we do not need to alert people about it”
(Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
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3) The Strategy of the Post Crisis
The results of the study showed the strategy of the post crisis of the
three airlines were recovery, opportunity finding, lessen learning, and rebuilding trust
and reimaging.
(1) The Recovery Back to Normal Situation and Opportunity Finding
Thai Airways emphasized the importance of the recovery and
opportunity finding.
“ The airline uses Recovery tactic to recover the situation back to
normal as soon as possible by having less damage to the organization and finding
opportunities from the situation as much as possible.” ( Samat Phum-On, Personal
communication, May 6, 2016)
“ We must recover and gain the credibility, as well as, find
opportunities in the crisis to make people realize that we have solution for the
problem by turning the crisis to an opportunity. After the crisis occurred, finding more
opportunities and adding more income”

( Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal

communication, June 3, 2016)
(2) Lesson Learning and Adapting in the Next Crisis
Some airlines used the mistakes as a lesson to learn from.
“After the crisis is over, there is an operation evaluation as to apply
the mistakes of this crisis to improve the next crisis. Since the prepared plan may not
100% complete, we need to learn from the mistakes.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal
communication, May 13, 2016)
(3) Rebuilding Trust and Reimaging
Some airlines believed in gaining credibility and recovering image.
“The post crisis management depends on what the crisis is. In some
situations, we should keep silient or try to recover the situation back. For example, the
oil leak in the sea, the organization could not ignore the problem because public
would be upset. The organization took responsibility by paying money. In conclusion,
crisis management will depend on cases as they have different details. We need to
handle it case by case. What we can do is to prepare the main steps and be ready to
tackle crises at all time.” (Moke Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
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“ the communication is building up credibility and image back to
normal such as the PTT case; leaking oil at Ko Samed. After the crisis was over, there
was communication promoting that the island was as beautiful as before. Thai
Airways has been utilizing the same strategy once crises are over.”

( Thasorn

Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
The expert in crisis communication management in social media
emphasized the recovery as well.
“ Recovery is the best strategy to use in the post crisis event. The
recovery is a major change because we cannot think the recovery is just to change the
perception among people. This is a permanent problem solving and as can persuade
people. We need to take action, not just say it and people will not believe what we say
again.” (Kunchalee Sumlee, Personal communication, May 5, 2017)
4) The differences of crisis communication management strategy in
airlines between the past and the digital period
The data from the interviews was analyzed against each other as the
three airlines agreed that the strategies that being used in the crisis communication
management during this digital period and the ones used in the past were different.
Thai Airways was utilizing fact investigation and the 4 Rs strategies which were
Reduction, Readiness, Response, and Recovery.
“ It is a big different because there are more information now, so the
entire time of the management is to investigate data and regular find out the truth.
This includes looking into the data from domestic and international connections.”
(Samat Phum-On, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“We have been utilizing the 4 Rs strategy since we have worked at the
Emergency and Crisis Management department until now. The 4 Rs are reduction,
readiness, response, and recovery. Reduction is a sign of crises, readiness is
preparation, response is to get back, and recover is bringing everything back to
normal and find opportunity from the crisis. When there is a sign of a crisis, we
should not ignore it because the sign can lead to the crisis. And if we are ready to
handle the sign, we can response back. On the other hand, if we are not ready, we will
not know how to manage the problem. When we are ready, we can move forward
with steps 1 2 3 4. For example, if a plane crashes, we have EAP (emergency accident
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procedure) as an operation management.”

( Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal

communication, June 3, 2016)
Air Asia emphasized an aggressive operation and the prepared plan.
“It is different. Now, we need to be alert at all time because the world is
moving fast. We must adjust ourselves to the world and be a step ahead. We must go
above and beyond such as when a crisis occurred and the journalists have not asked
for data, we need to be proactive by sending the news to them first. This aggressive
tactic will assist the journalists from finding the data themselves and having a high
chance that they would find all negative information. Sending data to the journalists
beforehand also benefits the organization as to confirm that we have nothing to hide.”
(Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ . . . The Organization Communication has the same responsibilities
which are making decision, planning, preparing for an announcement and other
related communication activities. With the management process, we need to prepare
for crisis. For example, training the staff to make sure that they are calm, think before
acting as it can make the situation worse or not too direct to the listeners. Making
wrong decision during this crisis will make the situation more serious.”

(Moke

Promma, Personal communication, May 26, 2016)
Bangkok Airways focused on the affected target group management and
recovery the image.
“ It is different as in the past the airline directly managed only the
affected target group by paying money to help in case the victim was dead. We did
not need to utilize public relations to communicate to public and let them know that
the situation was over. But nowadays, besides taking care of the passengers, we may
need to help and take care the involved factors. In the big picture, this is a big
expense. These days, the important strategy is building up good image to gain the
credibility back as the safety is important for the airline and we need to focus on that.
If we are lack of safety, we will lose the credibility as well. The delayed flight and not
having enough pilots are crises and this is the airline responsibility on how to manage
and gain the confidence of the passengers back.” ( Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal
communication, May 31, 2016)
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4.3 Part 3 Presenting Content Analysis from Airlines Complaint Posts on
Pantip from 2010-2014
The results of the study responded to the objectives 1, 2 and 3 which were the
roles of the leader in crisis, airline crisis management, and crisis communication
management strategy.

3
Social Media Content Analysis

- Role of leaders
- Crisis management
- Strategies

Figure 4.10 Stage 3 of the Research Process

4.3.1 Posts from 2010-2014
The researcher searched Pantip website for the content analysis by using
Smart Search in the website and specified keywords as airlines 2010-2014. The study
found 158 posts and they were divided by year as listed below.
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Table 4.3 Posts from 2010-2014

Year

Post

2010

10

2011

10

2012

12

2013

21

2014

105

Total

158

4.3.2 Amount of Airline Complaint Posts
The researcher listed the complaint posts regarding the airlines from the most
amount to the least amount as listed below.

Table 4.4 Amount of Airline Complaint Posts

Number

Airline

Amount of Post

1

Thai Airway

60

2

Air Asia

28

Nok Air

28

3

Lion Air

9

4

Malysian Airlines

6

5

Orient Thai

4

6

Thai Regional Airlines

3

7

Korean Air

2

Qatar Airways

2

Jet Asia Airways

2

Thai Smile

2

Business Airlines

2

Bangkok Air

1

8
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Table 4.4 (Continued)

Number

Airline

Amount of Post

Kingfisher Airlines

1

Happy Airways

1

U Airlines

1

Tiger Airways

1

Lao Airlines

1

All Nippon Airways

1

Jet Airways

1

Oman Air

1

Air China

1

4.3.3 The study’s Content Analysis Results of the Posts from 2010-2014
4.3.3.1 The Content Analysis of Posts in 2010
Ten posts were found in 2010, including 5 posts from Nok Air, 4 posts
from Thai Airways, and 1 post from Air Asia. They are listed below.
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Table 4.5 Airline Complaint Posts in 2010

Number
1

Date
11 Feb

Post
Thai Staff of AIR ASIA Looks Down on Thai

Airline

Topic

Comments

Air Asia

Service of Staff

121

Nok Air

Communication System

98

Thai Airways

Ticket Price

31

Nok Air

Flight Cancellation and

12

Passengers
2

17 March

:: N O K A I R :: Stop Taking Advantages from
Your Customers

3

7 Apr

Want to complain about Thai Airways about
their tickets price

29 May

Don’t Understand Nok Air’s service

Communication System
5

23 Jun

Again Nok (Air) You Hurt Me

Nok Air

Flight Schedule Change

135

6

20 Jul

To.. Nok Air Executive

Nok Air

Flight Schedule Change

35

7

14 Sep

Thai Airways’ Kitchen Whom You Cook for?

Thai Airways

Thai Airways’ Food

57

8

3 Oct

Looking for Suggested Posts Based on Facts of

Thai Airways

Broken Seats

328

How Bad Thai Airways is?
9

29 Oct

Thai Airways...Love You This Much...Really???

Thai Airways

Service of Staff

46

10

16 Dec

Bad Experience with Nok Air

Nok Air

Switching Seats

20
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Table 4.6 The Top 3 Posts that had most Comments in 2010

Post

Opinion on the Post

Management

Role of Executive

Strategy

S > M> C > R
S=Airline’s department

1. Looking for

Most of the comments

The airlines sent a clarification

There was no action

Suggested Posts based

agreed with the post

letter to the post owner. The

or communication

M=An apology and the

on Facts of How Bad

owner.

poster was satisfied with the

from the airline’s

clarification

apology and airlines

executive.

C= A document file

Thai Airways is?

Excuse Strategy

Communication Process

responsibility and actions.

R= The post owner and
Pantip website members

Most of the comments

There was a communication

There was no action

Excuse Strategy

S=A representative from

You Hurt Me

agreed with the post

responded back to the post that

or communication

the airline

owner.

was a complaint about the

from the airline’s

M= An apology and the

unprofessional communication.

executive.

clarification
C=Pantip post
R= The post owner and
Pantip website members

3. Thai Staff of AIR

Most of the comments

The customer relations of the

There was no action

ASIA Looks Down on

agreed with the post

airlines sent an electronic letter

or communication

M= An apology message

Thai Passengers

owner.

to apologize. The poster

from the airline’s

C=An electronic email

appreciated the response and the

executive.

R= The post owner and

improvement of the airlines.

Excuse Strategy

S = Customer Relations

Pantip website members

147

2. Again Nok (Air)
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Below are the results of the study in detail of the posts.
1) Post “Looking for Suggested Posts based on Facts of How Bad Thai
Airways is?” was posted by the user name jpod posted on 3 October 2010. The
content of the post was a complaint about a broken chair on Thai Airways. There were
3 2 8 comments responded to the post and it was communicated from 3 Oct - 14 Oct
for a total of 12 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.11 The Post in Detail-1
Source: Pantip, 2010c.

(2) Comments to the Post
Most comments agreed with the post owner as they were not satisfied
with the service of Thai Airways. For example, comment 105 from the user snathapon
shared a related opinion to the post as “I have never been satisfied with this airlines.
Everytime I travel, I pay with my own money and I will never choose this airlines.
Every department is bad, as well as, the plane.”
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Figure 4.12 Post Number 105 Detail-1
Souce: Pantip, 2010c.

However, there were some comments that did not agree with the post.
For example, comment 23 from the user Bhadpanjongjarean said “ I have never seen
flight or ground attendants of Thai Airways being arrogant. Last time I flew overseas
for school and had overweight luggage, almost 34 kgs, a ground attendant realized
about it but she let my luggage through :D. Traveling back and forth with the airlines
many times, I only met nice flight attendants. One time I was talking to a flight
attendant at the back of the plane for a long time as we both studied at
Nakhonprathom. He went to Silapakorn and I went to Kasetsart. The most impressive
case was mid-year of last year. I was studying in Chaina, and my dad got very sick.
There was no ticket avaliable, so I was standing in line and waited for a ticket.
Finally, there was a ticket avaliable, I was there first but a foreigner was also waiting
with a gold card for that ticket. I was just a normal student. At first, I thought a
ground manager would come to me and say there was no seat avaliable and ask me to
come back tomorrow as another passenger was waiting with a gold card. I did not
move and just kept waiting. Then the ground manager went to talk to the foreigner
who held a gold card and came to talk to me that the foreigner would not travel this
time and asked me to check in right away. I cried……I thanked the ground staff, ran
to check in, and thanked the foreigner. I was running to catch the flight and was
crying at the same time. It was dramatic. Finally, Thank you "Thai Airways" you gave
me a chance to talk to my dad for the last time before he died. From A low class
student ticket priority”
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Figure 4.13 Post Number 23 Detail-1
Source: Pantip, 2010c.

(3) Airlines Management
Thai Airways International Company Limited responded back to the
post with a clarification letter via Pantip website. The airlines attached a letter file at
the top of the post, so the web board members could clearly see. The response that
was willing to correct the problem made by some members who gave compliment
back to the airlines because they appreciated the apology and responsibility given by
the airlines.
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Figure 4.14 Thai Airways Response-1
Source: Pantip, 2010c.

(4) Executive Action
There was no communication action from the airline executive to this
post though there was a communication from one of the airline’s departments.
(5) Management Strategy
The strategy that was used by the airlines was an apology strategy,
which was a clarification letter from a department of Thai Airways. It was an attached
file posted on the top of the post, so the members would be able to clearly see it.
(6) Communication Process
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Figure 4.15 The Communication Process of the Airline-1
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2) Post “Again Nok (Air) You Hurt Me” was posted by a user name
Muaytuadum on 23 June. The post content was a complaint to Nok Air for the change
of a scheduled flight. There were 135 comments responding to the post. The post was
from 23 June-29 June of total 7 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.16 The Post in Detail-2-1
Source: Pantip, 2010b.

Figure 4.17 The Post in Detail-2-2
Source: Pantip, 2010b.
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(2) Comments to the Post
Most comments agreed with the post owner. For example, the user
named Doo Kong Andaman said “Not sure what happen, it is always in bad situation.
I don’t know if we are using Nok Air or Nok Yea Airlines. Their management is also
bad. I have recommended them so many times. They have the customers’ phone
numbers and SMS sending system is very quick. They could send a message only one
time and reach out to thousands of numbers, why didn’t they do that. In this case, a
passenger already checked in, they must have the passenger name in the system. They
need to find the passenger. I think before providing a service, they should create an
operation manual book first and list its operational steps out one by one so the staff
can put on their necks, and then they will know how to solve the problem properly. If
hanging the manual on the neck still can’t do the work, then no need to hire them,
especially the gate manager.”

Figure 4.18 Post Number 7 Detail-2
Source: Pantip, 2010b.

(3) Airline Management
There were three responses from the airlines to the post, such as “To
Khun MuayTuadum, I am a representative from Nok Air. I’d like to let you know that
the airlines has already acknowledged the problem. We are deeply sorry about the
inconvenience. For the flight schedule change and the technical problem of the
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airplane, we are not ignoring the problem and trying our best to solve the problem.
For the refund problem, I’d like to inform you that after the issue is notified, there will
be an investigation and the bank will be contacted which will follow an actual
timeline and steps for protecting any mistakes. Normally, it will take up to thirty days
to refund the money back to the passengers. We would like you to check your bank
statement within the timeframe. If you don’t receive the money back during the
timeframe, please contact prnokair@hotmail.com. We will then pass this along to the
involved departments to investigate and fix the problem accordingly. I highly hope
that we will be able to service you again in the near future. We apologize once again
and thank you for choosing Nok Air.

Figure 4.19 Post Number 86 Detail-2
Source: Pantip, 2010b.

However, the message from the airline did not help the situation and
many members retaliated back at airlines as they thought it was not a professional
communication since the airline gave out an Hotmail email account instead of the
airline account or a log in to the airline system, which would show more credibility.
Also, the given answer did not solve the problem as the post owner already received
the same information.
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(4) Executive Action
There was no management or communication action from the
airline’s executive to this post. However, there was a communication from the
airline’s representative.
(5) Management Strategy
The strategy used to manage the problem was an apology strategy by
the airline’s representative logged in to the post to apologize and explain.
(6) Communication Process
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Figure 4.20 The Communication Process of the Airline-2
3) Post “Thai Staff of AIR ASIA Looks Down on Thai Passengers” was
posted by the user named smilebox on 11 February. The content of the post was a
complaint about the service of staff of Air Asia. There were 121 comments responded
to the post. It was posted from 10 Feb-20 Feb total of 11 days.
(1) The Content of the Post
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Figure 4.21 The Post in Detail-3-1
Source: Pantip, 2010a.

Figure 4.22 The Post in Detail-3-2
Source: Pantip, 2010a.
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Figure 4.23 The Post in Detail-3-3
Source: Pantip, 2010a.

(2) Comments to the Post
Most comments showed sympathy to the post owner and some
comments wanted the post owner to send the complaint directly to the airline. For
example, the user named David_kop from the comment 3 2 said “ should write a
formal complaint, I am sure the airline will not let this go because appropriate manner
of airplane crew to passengers is very important. Maybe the flight attendant will be
fired before she is supposed to. P.S. I read a scoop and found that many people who
are new generation apply to be flight attendants not because of the service mind but
because of money, travel opportunity, and the smart and dignified look. I don’t think
this is a good attitude. I am not sure before airlines hire their crew, was there an
attitude on service test and how serious was it?” At the same time there were some
comments from members who were satisfied by the service of the airline, for
example, the user named tanbali from comment 40 said “don’t give assumption yet as
there are many good red tail air crew. One of my relatives always gets stomach sick
when he is on an air plane and he asks for medicine every time. When the lights and
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seatbelt alert light off, they will bring him medicine and water ( at first I thought
maybe they only give the med and we need to buy water. haha).”

Figure 4.24 Post Number 32 Detail-3
Source: Pantip, 2010a.

Figure 4.25 Post Number 40 Detail-3
Source: Pantip, 2010a.
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(3) Airline Management
The post owner sent the complaint to the airline’s customer relations
department and received an electronic mail apology from the manager of the
department. The post owner shared the letter and thanked the airline that they did not
ignore the problem. The complaint was also sent to the airline by a member of the
website and the customer relations manager of Air Asia sent out the apology
electronic mail back as well.
(4) Executive Action
There was no management or communication action from the
airline’s executive to this post; however, there was a communication from customer
relations.
(5) Management Strategy
The strategy used to manage this case was an apology strategy by the
manager of the customer relations department of the airline sending an email to
apologize the post owner and a member of Pantip who also sent the complaint.
(6) Communication Process
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Figure 4.26 The Communication Process of the Airline-3

4.3.3.2 The Content Analysis of Posts in 2011
There were 10 posts in 2011, 4 posts were about Nok Air, 2 posts about Air

Asia, 1 post about Happy Airways, 1 post about Kingfisher, 1 post about Orient Thai,
and 1 post about Tiger Airways as listed below.
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Table 4.7 Airline Complaint Posts in 2011

Number
1

Date
6 Jan

Post
Forever Goodbye Air Asia, Pay for Hot Seat Finally You

Airline

Topic

Comment

Air Asia

Switching seats

453

Nok Air

Broken Belonging during

26

Give It to the "Star"!!!!!
2

10 Jan

Why Nok Air Does This to Me?? T_T

the tranfer
3

31 Jan

Happy Air with Bad Service, Not Happy Like Its Name

Happy Airways

Services of Staff

163

4

8 Mar

Air Asia’s New Rule and Super (Bad) Ground Staff of the

Air Asia

Services of Staff

312

Nok Air

Broken Belonging during

36

Year
26 Jun

Nok Air Do Me Again, Broken Form Box Lid..

the transfer
6

19 Jul

Forever Goodbye Kingfisher Airlines

Kingfisher Airlines

Changing Flights’ Schedule

28

7

16 Sep

Very Bad! Tiger Airways Airline

Tiger Airways

Changing Flights’ Schedule

35

8

11 Nov

Sharing My Experience with Nok Air, Very Disappointed

Nok Air

Services of Staff

53

and No More Nok Air
9

30 Nov

Flight Cancelled by Orient Thai, Please Advise!

Orient Thai

Flight Cancel

10

10

30 Dec

Nok Air Very Bad Again!

Nok Air

Changing Flights’ Schedule

18
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The top three posts that showed interest by the website members are listed below.

Table 4.8 The Content Analysis of the Top Three Posts in 2011

Post

Opinion on the

Management

Executive Action

Strategy

Post

Communication Process
S > M> C > R

Most

No communication from the

No action or

No strategy used

No communication from

Asia, Pay for Hot Seat

comments

airline to the post. This made the

communication from

for this post.

the airline, so there was

Finally You Give It to

agreed with

post continually spread out as

executives of the

no data to consider in

the “Star"!!!!!

the post

people requested the airline to

airline.

the communication

owner.

come out and take

process.

responsibility. This damaged the
airline credibility and image.
Air Asia’s New Rule

Most

No communication from the

No action or

No strategy used

No communication from

and Super (Bad)

comments

airline to the post. This made the

communication from

for this post.

the airline, so there was

Ground Staff of the

agreed with

post continually spread out as

executives of the

no data to consider in

Year

the post

people requested the airline to

airline.

the communication

owner.

come out and take
responsibility. This damaged the
airline credibility and image.

process.
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1. Forever Goodbye Air
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Table 4.8 (Continued)

Post

Opinion on the

Management

Executive Action

Strategy

Post

Communication Process
S > M> C > R

3. Sharing My

Most

No communication from the

No action or

No strategy used

No communication from

Experience with Nok

comments did

airline to the post. The airline

communication from

for this post.

the airline, so there was

Air, Very Disappointed

not agreed

may have considered this was

executives of the

no data to consider in

No More Nok Air

with the post

not the airline fault and a web

airline/

the communication

owner.

board member has already

process.

explained.
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Below are the results of the study in detail.
1) Post “Forever Goodbye Air Asia, Pay for Hot Seat Finally You Give
It to the “Star”!!!!! was posted by the user named emarn88 on 6 January 2011. This
was a complaint to Air Asia about its service. There were 453 comments responding
to the post. It was posted from 6 January – 9 January, total 3 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.27 The Post in Detail-4
Source: Pantip, 2011a.

(2) Comments to the Post
This post was popular among the members of Pantip website. It was
voted as a suggested post. Most of the comments expressed sympathy to the post
owner and asked the airline to take responsibility for the situation. Moreover, some
members suggested the airline have staff representatives and communicate on Pantip.
For example, the user named Tygau’s commented “ ctually, all airlines in Thailand
should be like banks which have staff to answer questions on Pantip, such as Sinthorn
room has Pjuk and K8888 . I think they will be able to communicate and reach out to
more customers.” However, there was no communication from the airline responded
back to the comment.
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Figure 4.28 Post Number 386 Detail-4
Source: Pantip, 2011a.

(3) Airline Management
There was no communication from the airline in this case. Since there
was no response to the post owner, people asked the airline to come out and take
responsibility. This post was spreading and ruined the airline’s credibility and image.
(4) Executive Action
There was no action from the airline’s executive to this post.
(5) Management Strategy
There was no management strategy from the airline on this post.
(6) Communication Process
As there was no communication from the airline, the researcher could
not get all information in the communication process.
2) Post “Air Asia’s New Rule and Super (Bad) Ground Staff of the
Year” was posted by the user named emarn88 on 8 March 2011. The complaint was
for Air Asia and its service. There were 312 comments responded to the post and it
was posted from 8 Mar - 21 Mar, total 14 days.
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(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.29 The Post in Detail-5-1
Source: Pantip, 2011b.

Figure 4.30 The Post in Detail-5-2
Source: Pantip, 2011b.
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Figure 4.31 The Post in Detail-5-3
Source: Pantip, 2011b.

Figure 4.32 The Post in Detail-5-4
Source: Pantip, 2011b.
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Figure 4.33 The Post in Detail-5-5
Source: Pantip, 2011b.

(2) Comments to the Post
Most comments agreed with the post owner and expressed their
sympathy to the post owner. The user named tottui from comment 1 1 7 shared his
opinion as “ I think Air Asia forgets to teach its ground staff one thing, SERVICE
MINDED!!!!!”

Figure 4.34 Post Number 117 Detail-5
Source: Pantip, 2011b.

Some members suggested the post owner send the complaint to the airline via
different channels to let the airline know about the situation and improve the service
of the staff. For example, the user named misterku from comment 2 5 3 said “ should
post this on Air Asia Facebook too, so they can have a budget to improve their groud
staff. Their tickets are cheap, their service is cheap too? I had this similar problem
with their ground staff in Singapore.”
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Figure 4.35 Post Number 253 Detail-5
Source: Pantip, 2011b.

However, some posters who received good service from the airline shared
their opinion and praised the airline staff. For example, the user named Mercilulu
from comment 150 said “25 February 2011, I traveled to Udonthani with my family.
There were 5 of us and the system of Air Asia was broken. The ground staff named
Apisara was a tough looking woman with short hair and no much make up. She did
not smile a lot because the system was broken and she could haven been tired. When
we asked her questions, she was nice and did not treat us badly as we were low cost
passengers. I need to tell you, she was an Air Asia staff that made me feel good about
this airline. Within the red tail, there are many nice staff. Sometimes, we don’t
realized that because they do not give us a big smile because they are overloaded.”
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Figure 4.36 Post Number 150 Detail-5
Source: Pantip, 2011b.

(3) Airline Management
There was no action from the airline to the post. Members of the web
board who were customers of the airline found that the airline did not have an online
news monitor, so when the customers complained, there was no response back. The
airline should have a staff who communicates specifically on online communication
channels. This will lead to effective communication and stop the spreading of
negative feedback. With no clarification and responsibility from the airline, they will
continue to have negative feedback and damage to the airline.
(4) Executive Action
There was no communication or management from the airline’s
executive.
(5) Management Strategy
There was no management strategy to this post.
(6) Communication Process
As there was no communication from the airline, the researcher could
not get all information into the communication process.
3) Post “Sharing My Experience with Nok Air, Very Disappointed No
More Nok Air” was posted by the user named cutefaii on 11 November 2011. The
post was a complaint to Nok Air about the service of its staff. There were 53
comments responding to the post. It was posted from 11 Nov – 25 Nov, total 15 days.
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(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.37 The Post in Detail-6
Source: Pantip, 2011c.

(2) Comments to the Post
Most comments did not agree with the post owner about the service
of the staff. For example, the user named khunfreedom, comment 9 said “ lifting
passengers’ belonging is not part of the flight attendant’s duty, so the staff did not do
anything wrong. Personally, she will be kind or not that is her own judgment. There
are more than a hundred of passengers and it takes time to check and get things ready.
If the staff are busy with lifting passengers’ belongings and did not have time to do
anything else, the flight can be delayed because the passengers are not ready to take
off, then who will get blamed? …They will be blamed both ways-_-"”
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Figure 4.38 Post Number 9 Detail-6
Source: Pantip, 2011c.

The reason most comments from the web board members supported
the airline but not the poster, was the understanding of the flight attendant roles and
responsibilities. They did not think that the flight attendant neglected her role. So, the
post owner got a lot of disagreement.
(3) Airline Management
The airline did not respond back to the post because they must have
considered this was not the airline’s fault and did not need to clarify. Moreover, many
comments from the web board showed support for the airline. So, the airline did not
need to clarify anything on this case. According to the case, if there were posts that
the complaint was not based on accuracy, the web board members would immediately
argue and would not support the post owner.
(4) Executive Action
There was no action and communication from the airline’s executive.
(5) Management Strategy
There was no management strategy to this post.
(6) Communication Process
As there was no communication from the airline, the researcher could
not get all information in the communication process.
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4.3.3.3 The Content Analysis of Posts in 2012
There were 12 complaint posts in 2012 including 3 posts about Nok Air,
3 posts about Orient Thai, 2 posts about Thai Airways, 3 posts about Thai regional
Airline, and 1 post about Air Asia. More details are listed below.
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Table 4.9 Airline Complaint Posts in 2012

Number

Date

Post

Airline

Topic

Comments

1

2 Mar

The worst Manner of Thai Airways’ Air Crew

Thai Airways

Service of Staff

193

2

22 Mar

Goodbye Nok Air! Down Grade My Nok Plus and Their Staff

Nok Air

Refund System and Service

517

Force Me to Get a Small Refund
3

2 Apr

Almost Die!! Thai Airways Plane with Broken Hydronic,

of Staff
Thai Airways

Break System

101

Nok Air

Service of Staff

108

Nok Air

Losing Belongings

64

Air Asia

Losing Belonging and

31

Can’t Break!
4

24 Aug

NOK AIR, Do You still Have Common Sense to Service
Passengers?

5

26 Oct

Share True Story “Nok Air Airlines” Lost Passengers’ 3
Luggages from the Hold Loading!!!!!

6

18 Nov

Almost Not Posting This, Air Asia, So Mad, The Worst
Service, Lost Luggages and etc.

Service of Staff

7

8 Dec

A Complaint to Orient-Thai Flight OX8124 (To Warn You)

Orient Thai

Service of Staff

207

8

12 Dec

A Complaint to Orient-Thai Flight OX8124 (Continue an

Orient Thai

Refund System

80

Thai Regional

Complaint the Airline that

55

Apology Letter Update)
9

14 Dec.

Open to Hear Complaints of Thai Regional Airlines

Cannot Follow Its Schedule
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Thank to Orient Thai Airways So Much
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Table 4.9 (Continued)

Number

Date

Post

10

17 Dec

A Complaint Orient-Thai Flight OX8124, the Result from the

Airline
Orient Thai

Airline (Orient-Thai is Over but It’s My Begining)
11

21 Dec

Thai Regional Airlines Cancels All Flights till April 2013

Topic

Comments

Compensation and to Show

79

Responsibility
Thai Regional

Flight Cancellation

201

Flight Cancellation

32

Airlines
12

21 Dec

Finally, the Flight is Cancelled! Thai Regional Airway

Thai Regional
Airlines

174
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The top three posts that had the most comments are listed below.

Table 4.10 The Content Analysis of the Top Three Posts in 2012

Post

Opinion on the Post

Management

Executive Action

Strategy

Communication Process
S > M> C > R

1. Goodbye Nok Air! Down

Most responses

There was an action

CEO of the airline

Excuse and

S= CEO, Secretary, and

Grade My Nok Plus, and

agreed with the post

taken by call center,

had an important role

corrective

Call Center

Their Staff Force Me to Get

owner.

CEO’s secretary, and

in the management

strategies

M= Apology Message and

CEO of the airline.

and communication.

a Small Refund

Clarification
C= The Post, Phone, and

by the post owner

Twitter

and many web board

R=The Post Owner and

members.

Pantip Users

2. A Complaint to Orient-

Most responses

There was a response

No management

Excuse Strategy

S=Customer Relations

Thai Flight OX8124 (To

agreed with the post

as an apology

action from the

M=An Apology Message

Warn You)

owner.

document from the

airline’s executive.

and Clarification

airline after the post

C=Document

owner posted others

R=The Post Owner

3 complaints.
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They were admired
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Table 4.10 (Continued)

Post

Opinion on the Post

Management

Executive Action

Strategy

Communication Process
S > M> C > R

Most responses

There was no

No management

Denial Strategy

S=CEO and Admin fan

Cancels All Flights till April

agreed with the post

communication from

action from the

and Excuse

page

2013

owner.

the airline to the

airline’s exeutive to

Strategy

M= An Apology Message

post, but there was

the post; however,

and Clarification

communication via

the CEO of the

C= Facebook

different channels.

airline posted

R= The Passengers of the

However, not all

messages on his

Airline

passengers received

personal Facebook

the communication

page.

and the
communication was
received had
different messages,
so it caused
confusion among the
receivers.

176

3. Thai Regional airlines
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Below are the details of the study’s result
1) Post “Goodbye Nok Air! Down Grade My Nok Plus and Their Staff
Force Me to Get a Small Refund” was posted by the user named TazzBkk. It was
posted on 22 March 2012. The post was a complaint to Nok Air. There were 517
comments responding to the post. The post was from 22 Mar-3 Apr, total 13 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.39 The Post in Detail-7-1
Source: Pantip, 2012a.
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Figure 4.40 The Post in Detail-7-2
Source: Pantip, 2012a.

Figure 4.41 The Post in Detail-7-3
Source: Pantip, 2012a.
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Figure 4.42 The Post in Detail-7-4
Source: Pantip, 2012a.
(2) Comments to the Post
Pantip web users were very interested in this post as there were 517
comments responding to it. The post was being communicated back and forth for
quite some time. It was voted as a suggested post and most web users agreed with the
post owner. The users were not happy with the situation and showed their sympathy
to the poster. They also requested the airline to take responsibility and clarify the
situation. For example, the user named Yoong Cha Mad Sad Ta Wa Phad comment 90
said “I feel bad for the post owner as the airline needs to reasonably pay back for the
downgrade. They can’t just give him back 8 5 6 THB. It is silly. I hope Nok Air will
consider this and not just apologize with a small refund.”

Figure 4.43 Post Number 90 Detail-7
Souce: Pantip, 2012a.
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(3) Airline Management
From what happened, a member of the web board passed the post
along to Mr. Patee. Later, Mr. Patee tweeted about this case via his Twitter account
and the post owner commented on comment 66 said “received tweet from Nok Air’s
CEO and thank you so much for passing the post along to Mr. Patee”

Figure 4.44 Post Number 66 Detail-7
Source: Pantip, 2012a.

Besides communicating with Mr. Patee, the post owner also talked to
different channels within the airline, such as its call center. The post owner sent the
complaint to them and received a denial which upseted and caused confusion to the
post owner on the miscommunication of the airline. Later, Mr. Patee’s secretary
called the poster on behalf of the airline to apologize and thanked the post owner for
his advice. She promised to get this case taken care of and clarify things in the post
later. She also shared that Mr. Patee called to follow up to this case and express his
concern about the case which very pleased the poster. However, when the secretary
posted to the post later, she confirmed that the airline will only pay the same amount
of money. This made the post owner and other web board members very unsatisfied
and there were many people continually shared their opinion on the case. This
significantly ruined airline’s image. Finally, Mr. Patee took care the problem himself
by reaching out to the post owner and tweeted the case on his twitter account. Later, a
member of the web board shared this on the post.
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Figure 4.45 Post Number 290 Detail-7
Source: Pantip, 2012a.

Figure 4.46 Post Number 292 Detail-7
Source: Pantip, 2012a.
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Figure 4.47 Post Number 334 Detail-7
Source: Pantip, 2012a.

To solve the problem, Mr. Patee invited the post owner to a meeting
because he want the post owner to share his experience and opinion to the airline’s
executives which was very impressed the post owner as he could see that Mr.Patee
was willing to solve the issue. On the post, a user named Nok Jib Jib, a representative
of the airline talked through the meeting again as the result of the meeting. This led to
a company’s policy change in downgrading. This was to please passengers as much as
possible and to have an appropriate policy. The change also included training process
and service of staff. This case ended very well and satisfied the web board members
such as a member named Gay Gi comment number 498 said “with new policy of Nok
Air makes me continually buying Nok Plus. This crisis management by Nok Air is
very good. The post owner helps us to have a better standard. Cheers!”
According to the case management, the airline was monitoring news
and information from the online channel, so the airline acknowledged the negative
feedback from Pantip website members and the airline did not ignore the issue.
Though the first attempt of the problem solving, they got attacked from the web board
members as there was unprofessional communication and confusion. However, Mr.
Patee showed his willingness to fix the issue by having one on one communication
with the post owner, talking through a middle person, and listening to his customer
which led to a policy change. This fixed the problem quickly and right on the spot.
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Mr. Patee utilized his personal online communication tool which was Twitter. The
customers could communicate and share data via the tool and in the same time Mr.
Patee could see their feedback as well.

Figure 4.48 Post Number 498 Detail-7
Source: Pantip, 2012a.

(4) Executive Action
The exection in this case was an important part on successfully
manage the post. Mr. Patee direcly communicated with the post owner, though at first
he communicated through his secretary, later he managed the problem himself and
invited the post owner to attent a meeting and shared experience which solved the
problem and led to a policy change and made the custoners vey satisfied.
With Mr. Patee management, the post owner thanked him and his
willingness on trying to correct the problem. Moreover, Mr. Patee invited the post
owner for a private meal which showed his friendliness that he treated his customer
like friends. This kide of action was hard to find in other axecutives. Morover,
communicating via Twitter to share information helped drawing people attention and
showing the post followers that he did not ignore the problem.
(5) Management Strategy
The CEO of the airline used an apology strategy. Mr. Patee directly
apoligized to his customer and asked the airline’s staff who caused the problem to
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apologize to the post owner as well. Mr. Patee also used correcting trategy to have the
new policy and to be fair to customers which fixed the cause of the problem.
(6) Communication Process
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Figure 4.49 The Communication Process of the Airline-4
2) Post “Complaint to Orient-Thai Flight OX8124 (To Warn You) was
posted by the user named follownet on 8 December 2012. It was a complaint to Orient
Thai airlines about its staff service. There were 207 comments responding to the post.
It was communicated from 8-18 December, total 11 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.50 The Post in Detail-8-1
Source: Pantip, 2012b.
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Figure 4.51 The Post in Detail-8-2
Source: Pantip, 2012b.

Figure 4.52 The Post in Detail-8-3
Source: Pantip, 2012b.
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Figure 4.53 The Post in Detail-8-4
Source: Pantip, 2012b.

Figure 4.54 The Post in Detail-8-5
Source: Pantip, 2012b.
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Figure 4.55 The Post in Detail-8-6
Source: Pantip, 2012b.

(2) Comments to the Post
Pantip web board members were very interested in this post and most
comments agreed with the post owner. The members expressed their sympathy to the
post owner and also shared their own bad experiences with the airline. For example,
user named Shashi from comment 159 said “I had 2 delayed flights in a row. The first
time, I got a message the day before my original flight informed me about the delay
and it was delayed again on the actual day. My plan was over”

Figure 4.56 Post Number 159 Detail-8
Source: Pantip, 2012b.
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(3) Airline Management
The post owner sent a complaint to the airline and received an
apology letter from the airline. However, the post owner was waiting for more
responsibility on other complaints. He wrote two more complaints for a total of three
posts.
The second post was a complaint to Orient-Thai Airlines flight
OX8124 (continued update, the apology letter). This was posted on 12 - 17 December
2012 for a totals of 6 days and it had 80 comment. The comment was to clarify the
pending response on the refund and the meeting’s result. The post owner invited the
post followers to follow the update in the next post.
The third post was a complaint to Orient-Thai Airlines flight OX8124
“The result of the consideration of the airline (Orient-Thai is over but it’s my
beginning)” This was posted on17 -27 Dec 2012, total 11 days. There were 79
comments responding to the post. The post was in regards to the results of the airline
showing that the airline would refund the tickets money but no other expenses. Most
comments were not satisfied with the result. For example, the user named anegi from
comment 19 said “Vote too. I have seen airline posts these days and I have to say I am
“scared” that it will happen to me as it would be upsetting and time wasting.
Organizations that arevin charge of this problem and Office of the Consumer
Protection Board should step in. The way this airline managed the problem was silly
as they could not operate the flight, so just gave money back. This was way too easy.
Passengers did not need to deal with the airline’s mistake, especially, the missing
flight or paying more money for new tickets. All the problems caused by the airline,
such as the delay and overbooking, but in the end, passengers were the ones who
“suffer" and the airline got away with it. It is very bad.”
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Figure 4.57 Post Number 19 Detail-8
Source: Pantip, 2012b.
Overall, the airline’s management was not effective as the post owner
was not satisfied and expressed his feeling continually from post one to post 3.
Moreover, the web board members agreed with the negative feedback toward the
airline included the service of the staff, time management on fixing the problem,
problem follow up, and the refund that took a long time. This made the post owner
upset, as well as, affected the airline image. It would have been better if the airline
took care of the problem since the first post was posted.
(4) Executive Role
There was no action of the airline’s executive to this post. However,
there was a communication from the airline’s customer relations manager.
(5) Management Strategy
The airline used an apology strategy by sending a private apology
letter to apologize and clarify to the post owner. The letter was shared in the post later
by the post owner.
(6) Communication Process
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Figure 4.58 The Communication Process of the Airline-5
3) Post “Thai Regional Airlines Cancels All Flights till April 2013” was
posted by the web user named Pee Nong Phong Pearn on 21 December2012. The post
was a complaint of Thai Regional Airlines’ flight cancellation. There were 2 0 1
comments responding to the post. It was being posted from 2 1 December 2012 - 1 2
March 2013, total 82 days.
(1) The Content of The Post

Figure 4.59 The Post in Detail-9
Source: Pantip, 2012c.
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(2) Comments to the Post
Most comments were the same; complained to the airline that they
could not operate their flights after tickets were booked and paid. Many passengers
who had already paid for tickets shared their frustration as some of them concerned
about the refund process and some were worried about the communication system of
the airline as they could not contact the airline at all and did not receive any
information. For example, the user named Jom Joan Plon Jai from comment 1 19 said
“ until now I still have not been contacted by the airline. I called them all day but no
one picked up the phone. I tried to reach out for more information via their Facebook
page. I have been blocked from the page since then. I sent them an e-mail but looked
like no one read it. Might as well try telepathy …urggggg who know where to find
them? Please let me know. I have no clue at this point.“

Figure 4.60 Post Number 119 Detail-9
Source: Pantip, 2012c.

Most comments believed that this was a scandal as the airline knew
beforehand that they would not be able to operate the flight, but still wanted to sell the
tickets. For example, the user named closefriend said “ this is the biggest scandal of
the year.. take people’s money to earn profit without paying any intrest then give the
money back.”
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Figure 4.61 Post Number 167 Detail-9
Source: Pantip, 2012c.

(3) Airline Management
How the airline handled the situation showed the lack of credibility as
they did not have an effective communication system. For example, some of the
passengers were not contacted by phone, email, or call center for any information.
This included its Facebook fan page as well. The passengers sent the complaints but
never got any response back. Moreover, the comments were deleted and the users
were blocked from the page. This showed that the airline was not sincere and made
the situation even worse. What the airline should have done was effectively manage
the communication system, so the customers could contact them through all channels,
including a call center and social media. This was for information and to show the
responsibility from the airline by refunding money in full plus other expenses. Most
importantly, the CEO of the airline needed to officially apologize to the customers to
show sincerity. Instead of apologizing via social media or staff.
(4) Executive Role
There was no direct communication from the executive but the CEO
posted on his personal Facebook account. The members of the web board shared the
messages through the post.
(5) Management Strategy
The airline used refusing strategy and excuse strategy to handle the
situation as the airline confirmed that they can operate the flights, but actually they
had to cancel all flights. They also excused that the situation was a minor damage and
they could take care of the problem.
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(6) Communication Process
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Figure 4.62 The Communication Process of the Airline-6

4.3.3.4 Post Content Analysis in 2013
There were 21 complaint posts in 2013, including 8 posts about Thai
Airways, 5 posts about Air Asia, 5 posts about Nok Air, 1 post about U Airlines, 1
post about Lao Airlines, and 1 post about Lion Air as listed below.
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Table: 4.11 Airline Complaint Posts in 2013

Number

Date

1

19 Jan

Post
Complain Small Salary-Bonus "Thai Airways" , Strike in the Middle of

Airline

Topic

Comments

Thai Airways

Staff Strike

35

U Airline

Flight

6

"Suvarnabhumi" Board President Says Gave As Much As Possible
2

22 Jan

U Airline Cancels Flight out Again and Again Still Can Fly???

Cancellation
3

1 Feb

Sharing Late Lugguage Experience and Living in 2-13 Celsius Weather with

Air Asia

Air Asia Responsibility
9 Feb

Ministry of Culture Blames Nok Air on the Inappropriate Calendar! Afraid

Broken Luggage
Nok Air

Thai Women Image “Negative”
5

15 Feb

Not Surprised Why Thai Airways Loses Money and Claw Down Hill

26

An Inappropriate

33

Calendar
Thai Airways

Airline Change

44

Nok Air

Flight Scheduel

6

Everyday [Letting It out]
6

11 Apr

Watch, This is How Nok Air Answer My Question!

Change
7

18 May Sharing My Experience, Lost a Luggage from the Plane Holder... Can You

Thai Airways

Lost Luggage

23

Help Who Should I Talk to?
8

13 Jun

So Sick with Air Asia Crew…

Air Asia

Staff Service

14

9

6 Aug

Nok Air Skid the Runway at Trang Airport

Nok Air

Plane Skidding

25

out of Runway
10

15 Aug

Why Thai Airways Loses Money while Nok Air-Thai Air Asia Earn Profit

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

18
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4

Delayed and
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Table: 4.11 (Continued)

Number

Date

11

21 Sep

Post
Air Asia Cancelled Hongkok-Macau Flight Tomorrow, 22 September!!!

Airline
Air Asia

Poor Me!!!!

Topic
Flight

Comments
15

Cancellation

12

16 Oct

Urgent!!! Lao Airplane Sinks in Khong River

Lao Airlines

Plane Sink

17

13

24 Oct

Nok Air First Time and Last Time, Delay Experience almost 5 Hours

Nok Air

Flight Schedule

20

Change
14

31 Oct

Nok Air Takes Advantage over Passengers

Nok Air

Flight Schedule

21

15

14 Nov

Total Income Trimester 3/13 Thai Airways (THAI) Lost 6.194 Millions

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

10

THB.
16

14 Nov

THAI Announces Total Income Third Trimester Lost 6,182 Millions THB

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

15

17

14 Nov

Urggg!! THAI Loses Money Again Who Has Its Stock Come Comfort Each

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

9

Other
18

16 Nov

Talking about Thai Airways Why?

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

13

19

15 Dec

......................Terrified Experience with THAI LION AIR......................

Lion Air

Captain Skills

19

20

26 Dec

Air Asia Changes Flight, 749 THB Fee?

Air Asia

Flight Change Fee

14

21

28 Dec

Frightened Air Asia! Phuket-Chiang Mai Hitch during Landing, No Injures

Air Asia

Plane Hitch

4

195

Change
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Below are the posts with most top 3 comments.

Table 4.12 Content Analysis of the Posts with Top Three Comments in 2013

Post

Comment to the
Post

Communication
Management

Executive Role

Strategy

Process
S > M> C > R

There were two

The airline sent an email to

No action or

An excuse

S=Customer

Thai Airways Loses

groups of comments

apologize and clarified the

management from the

Strategy

Relations

Money and Claw Down

included a group

case with the poster. However,

airline’s executive.

Hill These Days

that agreed with the

the airline provided the

Clarify Messages

post owner and a

incorrect flight number which

C=A Document

group that stood

caused the poster and the web

R=The Post Owner

behind the airline.

board members to be upset.

2. Complain Small

Most comments

There was no communication

No action or

No

As there was no

Salary-Bonus "Thai

disagreed with the

from the airline as it was a

management from the

management

communication

Airways" , Strike in the

strike of Thai

news post.

airline’s executive.

strategy to this

from the airline,

Middle of

Airways’ staff.

post

data could not be

M=An apology and

"Suvarnabhumi" Board

included in the

President Says Gave As

communication

Much As Possible

process
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1. Not Surprised Why
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Table 4.12 (Continued)

Post

Comment to the
Post

Communication
Management

Executive Role

Strategy

Process
S > M> C > R

There were two

There was no

No action or

No

As there was no

Blames Nok Air on

groups of

communication from the

management from

management

communication

the Inappropriate

comments. The

airline but Mr. Patee, Nok

the airline’s

strategy to this

from the airline,

Calendar! Afraid Thai

first group

Air CEO clarified to

executive.

post

data could not be

Women Image

disagreed with the

journalists.

“Negative”

airline and

communication

The second group

process

supported the
airline.

included in the

197

3. Ministry of Culture
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Below are more details of each post.
1) Post “Not Surprised Why Thai Airways Loses Money and Claw
Down Hill These Days [Letting out]” was posted by the web user named bloodstream
was posted on 1 5 February 2013. The complaint was about a Thai Airways flight
schedule change. There were 44 comments responded to the post. The post was from
15 Feb-19 Feb in total 5 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.63 The Post in Detail-10-1
Source: Pantip, 2013b.
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Figure 4.64 The Post in Detail-10-2
Source: Pantip, 2013b.

Figure 4.65 The Post in Detail-10-3
Source: Pantip, 2013b.
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Figure 4.66 The Post in Detail-10-4
Source: Pantip, 2013b.

Figure 4.67 The Post in Detail-10-5
Source: Pantip, 2013b.

Figure 4.68 The Post in Detail-10-6
Source: Pantip, 2013b.
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Figure 4.69 The Post in Detail-10-7
Source: Pantip, 2013b.

Figure 4.70 The Post in Detail-10-8
Source: Pantip, 2013b.
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Figure 4.71 The Post in Detail-10-9
Source: Pantip, 2013b.

Figure 4.72 The Post in Detail-10-10
Source: Pantip, 2013b.

Figure 4.73 The Post in Detail-10-11
Source: Pantip, 2013b.
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(2) Comments to the Post
The commets on this post were divided into two groups. The first
group agreed with the original post and the second one clarified the situation on
behalf of the airline. For example, the user named Maew Mee Pit said “ Urgggg. .
Being upset is right and too bad for 1 5 , 0 0 0 miles, using these miles for domestic
flight is not worth its value though it is a TG flight. I must consider it too as with the
promotion it’s normally cheaper. If you have thousands miles, you should exchange
for hotel because for some hotels you don’t have to pay tax. You can check each place
first, for example. I used 22,000 miles to get 2 nights at Centara Grand Beach Phuket
and updated to a corner room plus tax = 1 ,7 8 4 / night. Per Agoda rate, it would be
10,000++/night (February rate). I think it is worth the money this way better than an
airline ticket. I can’t help the post owner much but wanted to share this information
for other members to compare.”

Figure 4.74 Post Number 3 Detail-10
Source: Pantip, 2013b.

(3) Airline Management
The airline sent the email to apologize and clarified to the post owner.
However, the airline made a mistake by mentioning wrong flight information instead
of Bangkok-Surat Thani flight, they mentioned Bangkok-Ubon Ratchathani flight.
This showed that the airline did not pay attention to this letter and also showed they
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were unprofessional. The post owner and other web board members were very upset
by this mistake.
(4) Executive Role
The executive of the airline did not respond to this post. However, the
customer relations of the airline sent the email.
(5) Management Strategy
The airline used an apology strategy by sending the apology letter to
clarify with the post owner. With the mistake in the letter, they did not solve the
problem but did make it worse.
(6) Communication Process
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Clarification
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C
Document

R
The Post Owner

Figure 4.75 The Communication Process of the Airline-7
2) Post “Complain Small Salary-Bonus “Thai Airways”, Strike in the
Middle of “Suvarnabhumi” Board President Says Gave As Much As Possible” was
posted by the web user named Anemone2526 on 1 9 January 2013. This post was
about the strike of Thai Airways staff. There were 3 5 comments responded to the
post. The post was from 19 Jan – 21 Jan, total 3 days.
(1) The Post Content
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Figure 4.76 The Post in Detail-11-1
Source: Pantip, 2013c.

Figure 4.77 The Post in Detail-11-2
Source: Pantip, 2013c.
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Figure 4.78 The Post in Detail-11-3
Source: Pantip, 2013c.

(2) Comments to the Post
Most comments from this post disagreed with the strike of Thai
Airway staff as the strike caused inconvenience to the passengers of the airline.
People thought this was an internal organization problem and needed to be solved as
soon as possible, so it would not affect the organization image and its passengers. For
example, a comment number 10 said “you can strike but this impacts passengers who
are not involved, Is this right ? What make you think that?”

Figure 4.79 Post Number 10 Detail-11
Source: Pantip, 2013c.
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(3) Airline Management
There was no communication from the airline to the post. As this was
an internal issue, the airline might have communicated with their staff and did not
reveal it to the public. However, the airline needed to quickly communicate to their
staff to find a solution as soon as possible. If they could not find the solution, this
would have impacted the airline credibility and image.
(4) Executive Action
There was no action from the airline executive to this post.
(5) Management Strategy
There was no management strategy to this post.
(6) Communication Process
Since no communication from the airline, there was no information to
include in the communication process.
3) Post “Ministry of Culture Blames Nok Air on the Inappropriate
Calendar! Afraid Thai Women Image “Negative” was posted by the user named
Grasshopper on 9 February 2013. The content of the post was a complaint about
releasing airline calendars that affected Thai women image. There were 33 comments
responded to the post. It was posted from 9 Feb – 12 Feb total of 4 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.80 The Post in Detail-12-1
Source: Pantip, 2013a.
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Figure 4.81 The Post in Detail-12-2
Source: Pantip, 2013a.

Figure 4.82 The Post in Detail-12-3
Source: Pantip, 2013a.

(2) Comments to the Post
The opinions of people from the post were divided into two groups.
The first group disageed with the airline and the other group supported the airline. For
example, the user named Ethanol from comment 7 said “This is unprofessional as part
of the airline business needs to have credibility and showing almost naked woman to
public like this has caused the airline’s credibility to be damaged. Lets think if the
national airline had launched calendars of models with purple bikini lying on the
plane’s wings. Can’t imagin what the picture will be like” However, there was no
communicarion from the airline to this post.
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Figure 4.83 Post Number 7 Detail-12
Source: Pantip, 2013a.

(3) Airline Management
The airline did not communicate to this post; however. Mr. Patee
Sarasin, the CEO of the airline clarified the issue to the mass media.
(4) Executive Role
There was no communication or management from the airline
executive to this post.
(5) Management Strategy
The airline did not use any management strategy to this post.
(6) Communication Process
Since there was no communication from the airline, the data could not
be included in the communication process.
4.3.3.5 The Content Analysis of Posts in 2014
In 2014, there were 105 posts including Thai Airways 46 posts, Air
Asia 19 posts, Nok Air 11 posts, Lion Air 8 posts, Malaysian Airlines 6 posts, Korean
Air 2 posts, Qatar Air 2 posts, Jet Asia Airways 2 posts, Business Air 2 posts, Thai
Smile 2 posts, Bangkok Airways 1 post, All Nippon Airways 1, Jet Air 1 post, Oman
Air 1 post, and Air China 1 post.
Please see details below.
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Table 4.13 The Airline Complaint Posts in 2014

Number

Date

Post

Airline

Topic

Comments

2 Jan

Thai Airways Loses Money, Staff Get Layoff?

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

14

2

8 Jan.

Why Thai Airways Loses Money?

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

85

3

9 Jan

One More Post for Thai Airways

Thai Airways

Purchasing Airplane

8

4

21 Jan

ANA Airlines Leaves a 14 Years Old at Narita Airport (Japan) Please Vote!

All Nippon Airways

Negative Revenue

145

5

23 Jan

!!! A National Airline and Its Selfish Problem Solving!!!

Thai Airways

Flight Cancellation

18

6

5 Feb.

It’s My Turn, Very Disappointed Thai Lion Air

Lion Air

Flight Cancellation

95

7

7 Feb

Thai Airways Passengers Please Fasten Your Seat Belt

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

18

8

26 Feb

Thai Airways (Public) Loses (13,437,992,000)

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

17

9

26 Feb

Thai Airways Ltd (Public) Stock Will be 1 Baht or1 Stang?

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

7

10

26 Feb

THAI Must Adjust Its Organization Structure Fast before It Go Broke Like

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

33

Air Asia

Hitched Online

32

Other Airlines
11

27 Feb

Air Asia, Why You Do This to Me?

Booking System
12

8 Mar

Urgent!.....Malaysian Airlines Confirms Lost Contact Flight MH370 , Crew

Malaysian Airlines

A Lost Plane

40

and Passengers Total 239 People
13

8 Mar

Malaysian Airline Plane Loses from Radar over Vietnam Sky!!

Malaysian Airlines

A Lost Plane

54

14

6 Apr

What! Nok Air Admits over Booked Seats, Promise Will Not Happen Again

Nok Air

A Passenger on Board

22

without a Ticket
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Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
15

Date
22 Apr

Post
Thai Airways (THAI) Loses Lots of Money, Main Share Holder and

Airline

Topic

Comments

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

33

Air Asia

Delayed Refund

1

Ministry of Finance, What do you think?
16

23 Apr

Air Asia or Bangkok Bank Lies??

System
17

23 Apr

Watched Thai Airways News and Wonder Why? Bad Management? or

Thai Airways

Management

19

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

10

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

28

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

148

Air Asia

Delayed Refund

13

What?
18

23 Apr

Thai Airways Passengers Decrease, Foresee Lose 20 million on First

19

25 Apr

Thai Airways Will Layoff 500-700 Staff because in the Past 3 Years (20112013) Loses 16,015.37 Millions THB

20

26 Apr

Thai Airways, A Thai Company that Thai (Used to) Love …and the Most
Proud of

21

30 Apr

Who Used to Ask for Refund from Air Asia? (Super.. Long) Can It be any
Longer?

22

3 May

Thai Lion Air, the Worst Airline in Thailand

System
Lion Air

System Does Not
Meet Standard and
Flight Schedule
Change

53
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Trimester!
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Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
23

Date
8 May

Post
Jet Airways Cancels Flight Last Songkran Can I Ask for Anything? Please

Airline

Topic

Comments

Jet Airways

Flight Cancellation

7

Advise
24

20 May

My Sister Lost Her Passport and the Service of Air Asia

Air Asia

Service of Staff

52

25

19 May

THAI Thai Airways Go Broke or Bankrupt? Hard to Adjust Organization

Thai Airways

Airlines Union

19

Thai Airways

Airlines Union

17

Structure as Union is Barrier? Not too Long, All Organization Will Lose
Jobs
26

20 May

Airline Union of Thai Airways Is Stupid or Crazy? Will Go Broke but Says
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It Is OK as Always Loses Money? Please Shut Down the Company. I can
Fly with Other Airlines
27

3 Jun

To Thai Lion Air, Question with No Answer

Lion Air

Delayed Refund

8

28

10 Jun

Birds Hit 'Air Asia'

Air Asia

Birds Hits a Plane

2

29

10 Jun

Bird Hit 'Air Asia’ while Landing at Nakhon Sri, Safe-Broken Wings,

Air Asia

A Plane Was Hit by

10

Birds

(Conversation Post)
30

18 Jun

Thai Airways Choices, Waits to Go Broke or Change? The Chance is Here

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

9

Now
31

22 Jun

Why so Many of Thai Airways Staff?

Thai Airways

Amount of Staff

17

32

17 Jul

Malaysia Airline Flight MH17 Crashes in Ukraine

Malaysian Airlines

Plane Crash

21

33

17 Jul

Again Malaysian Airline

Malaysian Airlines

Plane Crash

169
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Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
34

Date
17 Jul

Post
Malaysian Plane Flight MH17 Crashes Again in Ukraine, Still Have No Clue

Airline

Topic

Comments

Malaysian Airlines

Plane Crash

26

on 295 People
15 Aug

Thai Airways Layoff 7,000 Staff and Loans 27,000 Million THB

Thai Airways

Management

38

36

19 Aug

Love You as Sky ... Don’t Want You to Go Broke

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

60

37

24 Aug

In Your Face, Angel Falls from Heaven............Thai Airways Airlines

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

153

38

25 Aug

Post of Thai Airways Pilot about the Quitting 200 Pilots

Thai Airways

Quiting Pilots

8

39

25 Aug

Thai Airways Loses Money because of Politic? After Piyasawad left DD and

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

20

Thai Airways

Overload Staff

17

Thai Airways

Management

13
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35

Replaced with Sarajak, Taksin’s Norminee
40

26 Aug

Oh My God! A Plane (Thai Airways) Needs to Take Care of 240 People;
This Excludes Fuel, Maintenance, Airline Service, Interest. Not Surprised
Why!!

41

26 Aug

**** Please Shut Down Thai Airways – Lots of Issues –from Past till Now –
No Hope for Future *****

42

26 Aug

............How Do You Fell Taking " Kid " Money to Support Thai Airways

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

20

43

26 Aug

The Root Cause of Thai Airways Problem is the Net Cost!

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

16

44

27 Aug

"Thai Airways" more than Coma by Tawee Meengeung ...Oh My God, I am

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

19

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

18

Not Surprised! Not Surprised!
45

27 Aug

What is the Reason Why Use Government Money to Support Thai
Airways???
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Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
46

Date
28 Aug

Post
[Again] Qatar Airways Often Cancels Flights or Changes Flight Schedules

Airline
Qatar Airways

Topic
Flight Cancellation

Comments
19

and Flight Schedule

Who Will Fly with This Airline, Please Check Your Flight!

Change
47

29 Aug

Thai Airways, You Know You Can’t Compete with Others, Why still

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

5

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

11

Trying?
48

29 Aug

Green Light Plan to Recovery Thai Airways, Use People Tax to Carry Thai
Airways!

30 Aug

Why Thai Airways Always a Sick Person of Thai State Enterprise

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

20

50

7 Sep

I am a Thai Airways Fan but They Always Upset Me. Time to Use Different

Thai Airways

Service of Staff

14

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

36

Nok Air

Flight Schedule

19

Airlines!
51

9 Sep

‘Thai Airways’ What a Shame! Only Has Two Months in Cash, Waits to
Loan Savings Bank

52

11 Sep

Who Else Has This Experience?? Nok Air

Change
53

13 Sep

Thai Airways Executive’s Vision VS International’s, Too Different! This is

Thai Airways

The Executive Vision

9

Malaysian Airlines

Obstruction of Auto

8

Not a Bias Post on Thai Airways as Have Nothing to Do with It
54

14 Sep

Terrified Again Malaysian Airline! Turns the Plane Back after Auto Pilot
Not Working

Drive System

214

49
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Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
55

Date
14 Sep

Post
What a Shame Thai Airways! Too Much Corruption on Early Retirement

Airline

Topic

Comments

Thai Airways

Management

20

Project! No Wonder Why It is Going Broke!
16 Sep

Nok Air Responsibility

Nok Air

Flight Cancellation

16

57

19 Sep

Jet Asia Airline Cancels Flight and Deny to Take Responsibility

Jet Asia Airways

Flight Cancellation

26

58

25 Sep

Thai Airways with the Worst Service, Don’t You want to Improve?

Thai Airways

Service of Staff

20

59

1 Oct

Air Asia, Everyone Can Fly or Everyone Can Claw?

Air Asia

Service of Staff

20

60

2 Oct

Thai Airways Still in Bad Shape, Passengers Less Than 2013, Set up a New

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

8

Nok Air

Flight Cancellation,

21

Team to Work Hard
61

7 Oct

Nok Air Very Baddddddd……

Service of Staff and
Delayed Refund
62

15 Oct

Asking about Labor Law as Business Air Airline Haven’t Paid Their Staff

Business Air

for Many Months
63

15 Oct

Chinese Mad, Warn Its People to Avoid "Jet Asia Airways” after the

15 Oct

The Airline Changes Flight Schedule Made Me Wait 14 Hours, Can I Ask
For Anything?

10

Paid
Jet Asia Airways

Passengers Left behind More Than Hours!?
64

Staff Did Not Get

Passengers were Left

1

behind
Oman Air

Flight Schedule
Change

13

215

56

216
Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
65

Date
18 Oct

Post
Help!! Thai Lion Air Robs Me

Airline
Lion Air

Topic
Flight Cancellation

Comments
11

and Delayed Refund
66

18 Oct

Thai Airways Call Center Vey Bad

Thai Airways

Service of Staff

-

67

22 Oct

Ground Staff of Thai Airways is Very Bad

Thai Airways

Service of Staff

15

68

24 Oct

Who Have Last Minutes Flight Cancellation Experience by Thai Smile?

Thai Smile

Flight Cancellation

3

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

48

Nok Air

Flight Schedule

45

How Do They Pay Money Back?
69

29 Oct

Thai Airways Loses Money Every Year? Why they use Thai Tax Money to
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Carry the Company?
70

1 Nov

A Small Passenger to Bird Air’s Executive ( The Complaint with the
Loudest Noise)

71

3 Nov

Thai Airways Plane Flight TG047 Slips off the Runway Today at Khon

Change
Thai Airways

Kaen

72

4 Nov

Thai Airways Plane Flight TG047 Slips off the Runway Today at Khon

A Plane Slip off

12

Runway

Thai Airways

Kaen

A Plane Slip off

12

Runway

73

5 Nov

Confused by Qatar Airways

Qatar Airways

Over Booking

14

74

5 Nov

Why NOK Air Flights Always Delay These Days?

Nok Air

Flight Schedule

10

Change
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Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
75

Date
5 Nov

Post
What Should I do? Lion Air Charges Credit Card Wrong Twice and Don’t

Airline

Topic

Comments

Lion Air

Service of Staff

8

Air Asia

Flight Schedule

8

Refund Money Back
76

10 Nov

Ummmm...Air Asia Are You Kidding Me? (Flight Schedule Change)

Change
14 Nov

Thai Airways in Very Bad Shape (Love You as Sky and What Should I do?)

Thai Airways

Negative Revenue

40

78

17 Nov

Nok Air was Very Bad! Almost Lost My Luggage

Nok Air

Lost Luggage

9

79

20 Nov

The Service that Can’t be Forget From Thai Airways...Love You as Much as

Thai Airways

Service of Staff

141

Air China

Broken Luggage

9

Nok Air

Flight Schedule

9

Sky
80

21 Nov

Sharing Last Year Bad Experience from Air China and Will Try Jet Asia
Airways at the End of This Year, Who Have the Experience Please Share

81

22 Nov

Sharing My Thought on Nok Air, the Executive Please Improve Quickly

Change
82

23 Nov

Booking Nok Air Tickets in Advance Does Not Mean Getting Good Deal,

Nok Air

Tickets Price

17

Air Asia

Confirming Wrong

23

Very Upset
83

26 Nov

Who Have This Same Experience with Air Asia?

Schedule
84

28 Nov

Air Asia, Throws the Passengers under the BUS!

Air Asia

Service of Staff

3

85

30 Nov

Air Asia Changes Flight Schedule and Doesn’t Take any Responsibility to

Air Asia

Flight Schedule

30

Customers?

Change

217

77

218
Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number

Date

Post

Airline

Topic

Comments

86

4 Dec

Air Asia is not Air Asia

Air Asia

Online System Issue

10

87

5 Dec

Air Asia Passengers Watch out! the Dividing Luggage Weight of This

Air Asia

Dividing Luggage

3

Airline
88

8 Dec

“KOREAN AIR” Daughter Throws Staff off the Plane because of Serving

Weight
Korean Air

Management

13

Air Asia

The Rampage

145

Wrong “Nuts”
89

12 Dec

Blaming Air Asia and Don Muang, on Chinese Passenger Rampage on the
Plane!!

13 Dec

Thai Lion Air Have No Call Center Staff?

Lion Air

Customer

7

Information Center
91

14 Dec

15 Hours Flight Delay Experience with International Low Cost Airline and

Business Air

In-depth Reason from the Insider
92

15 Dec

Air Asia Flight FD3355 Delays Since 9 a.m., Do You Know Passengers are

Flight Schedule

10

Change
Air Asia

Affected??

Flight Schedule

11

Change

93

16 Dec

Nok Air with Lost Family’s Antique Buda Image

Nok Air

Lost Luggage

109

94

17 Dec

"Air Asia" Watch out! "Ja Kan Hoo" Criticizes Via IG

Air Asia

Service of Staff

53

95

19 Dec

Warning: Pregnent Women, Traveling with Lion Air, You May Miss Flights

Lion Air

Service of Staff

83

Nok Air

Communication

2

Though Having the Medical Certificate
96

19 Dec

Nok Air, What Are You Doing? Care Only Money?

Channel

218

90

Measure of Passenger

219
Table 4.13 (Continued)

Number
97

Date
21 Dec

Post
Thai Airways (Thai Smile) Very Bad! No Responsibility, This is My Last

Airline

Topic

Comments

Thai Smile

Booking System

32

Time
98

23 Dec

Refund with Air Asia is Very Difficult

Air Asia

Refund System

3

99

23 Dec

Air Asia Refuses to Pay Back the Difference of Refund Money, I Should

Air Asia

Refund System

10

(Continue) or (Stop)?
24 Dec

Whose Seats Were Switched because of Plane Change?

Thai Airways

Switched Seats

10

101

25 Dec

Thai Airways, Don’t Want to Fly? Take the Wings off and Run to Compete

Thai Airways

Management

5

Bangkok Airways

Service of Staff

12

219

100

with Je Geaw, Must Be Better
102

25 Dec

Because of Bad Luck' or 'Bad'? –An unbelievable Experience with Bangkok
Airways

103

29 Dec

Have not You Gone Home during New Year because of Lion Air?

Lion Air

Service of Staff

104

31 Dec

For Me, Will Never Dare to Fly with Air Asia Again!

Air Asia

An Image from News

105

31 Dec

Case "An Angry Daughter" of Korean Air’s CEO, "Nuts" Topic that Causes

Korean Air

Management

a Disaster to the Organization

37
36
44
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The top three posts that people were interested in and gave comments to the most in 2014 are listed below.

Table 4.14 The Content Analysis of the Top Three Posts

Post

Comment to the
Post

Communication
Management

Executive Role

Strategy

Process
S > M> C > R

Most Comments

There was no

No action or

No management

As there was no

Airline!

were similar which

communication from the

management from

strategy to this

communication from the

expressed their

airline to the post as it was

the airline’s

post

airline, the data could

sorrow for the

an international airline.

executive.

not be included in the

victims.

communication process

2. In Your Face,

Comments were

There was no

No action or

No management

As there was no

Angel Falls from

divided into two

communication from the

management from

strategy to this

communication from the

airline to the post.

the airline’s

post

airline, the data could

Heaven............Thai groups, one group
Airways Airlines

agreed with the post
owner and another
disagreed with the
post owner.

executive.

not be included in the
communication process
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1. Again, Malaysian

221
Table 4.14 The Content Analysis of the Top Three Posts

Post

Comment to the
Post

Communication
Management

Executive Role

Strategy

Process
S > M> C > R

3. Thai Airways, A

Most comments

There was no communication

No action or

No management

As there was no

Thai Company that

shared their opinion

from the airline to the post as

management from

strategy to this

communication from the

Thai (Used to)

on the causes that

it was news.

the airline’s

post

airline, the data could

Love …and the

made Thai Airways

Most Proud of

lose money.

executive.

not be included in the

221

communication process
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Below are the details of the study results listed by post.
1) Post “Again, Malaysian Airline” was posted by the user named
ATiVidia_NAME on 1 7

July 2014. The post was a news report of Malaysian

Airline’s plane crash. There were 169 comments responded to the post and the post
was from 17-21 July, total 5 days.
(1) The Post Content

Figure 4.84 The Post in Detail-13
Source: Pantip, 2014b.

(2) Comments to the Post
The post informed news and updated Malaysian Airlines Flight MH
17 which was shot by a missile and crashed in Ukraine. There were 298 deaths in this
incident. This was the second time the airline lost an aiplane after losing its previous
flight, MH 317. Most comments expressed their sorry to the victims. For example, the
user named Snow Huang from comment 59 said “ This is a very sad news of
Malaysian Airlines, I feel bad for the passengers of the flight, the crew and the
victims’ family.”
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Figure 4.85 Post Number 59 Detail-13
Source: Pantip, 2014b.

(3) Airline Management
No management from the airline to the post as this was an international
airline.
(4) Executive Role
There was management or communication from the airline executive.
(5) Management Strategy
There was no management strategy used to this post.
(6) Communication Process
Since there was no communication from the airline, the data could not
be included in the communication process.
2) Post “In Your Face, Angel Falls from Heaven............ Thai Airways
Airlines” was posted by the user named Chai Suandok on 24 August 2014. This was a
complaint to Thai Airways on its Negative Revenue. There were 1 5 3 comments
responded to the post and it was posted from 24 August - 1 2015 total 251 days.
(1) The Post Content
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Figure 4.86 The Post in Detail-14-1
Source: Pantip, 2014c.

Figure 4.87 The Post in Detail-14-2
Source: Pantip, 2014c.
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Figure 4.88 The Post in Detail-14-3
Source: Pantip, 2014c.

(2) Comments to the Post
The comments were divided into different groups as some of them
agreed with the post owner and they did not want the national airline bias on politics.
For example, the user named klab from comment 5 said “...has been a long time not
using Thai Airways service, the more I see their staff behavior....on the politic..makes
me not wanting to use its service. . . . . . I feel bad for staff who are working
hard. . professional. . . affected by this. . ” While, some disagreed with the post owner,
such as the user named member 1 5 8 3 0 9 5 from comment 67 said “I think the post
owner has a bad attitude toward on Thai Airways and tends to close his eyes, use his
imagination, and listen to just one side of story. Do you know that the pilot who
expelled the house of representative from the airplane was suspended from his job for
a month? For the union strike to support Kor Por Por Sor, Do you know who exactly
attend the strike? You said Thai Airways staff welcomed Mr. Sutep, why don’t you
think about the days the staff welcomed Yinglak too?”
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Figure 4.89 Post Number 5 Detail-14
Source: Pantip, 2014c.

Figure 4.90 Post Number 67 Detail-14
Source: Pantip, 2014c.

(3) Airline Management
The airline did not communicate to this post as the issue was an
internal problem and the communication might have been discussed among the
internal staff but not to public.
(4) Executive Role
There was no communication or management from the airline
executive to this post.
(5) Management Strategy
The airline did not use any management strategy to this post.
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(6) Communication Process
Since there was no communication from the airline, the data could not
be included in the communication process.
3) Post “Thai Airways, A Thai Company that Thai ( Used to) Love
…and the Most Proud of” was posted by the user named nozomikung on 2 6 April
2013. The post was a complain to Thai Airways on its on its negative income and
there were 1 4 8 comments responded to this post. The post was from 2 6 April - 1 3
September, total 141 days.
(1) The Content of the Post

Figure 4.91 The Post in Detail-15-1
Source: Pantip, 2014a.
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Figure 4.92 The Post in Detail-15-2
Source: Pantip, 2014a.

Figure 4.93 The Post in Detail-15-3
Source: Pantip, 2014a.
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Figure 4.94 The Post in Detail-15-4
Source: Pantip, 2014a.

Figure 4.95 The Post in Detail-15-5
Source: Pantip, 2014a.
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Figure 4.96 The Post in Detail-15-6
Source: Pantip, 2014a.

Figure 4.97 The Post in Detail-15-7
Source: Pantip, 2014a.
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Figure 4.98 The Post in Detail-15-8
Source: Pantip, 2014a.

Figure 4.99 The Post in Detail-15-9
Source: Pantip, 2014a.

(2) Comments to the Post
The members of the site shared the comments about the causes that
may have made Thai Airways lose money. They were not surprised about the
problem. Some of the members were Thai Airways customers and shared their bad
experiences with the airline. For example, the user named KhunGong from comment
19 said “ The amount of the airline staff are 2-3 times more than others airlines, but
earns less income. I am not surprised why they are struggling. They will need to
operate their structure by decreasing half of the staff they have now. They may
survive then, but I know it will be hard.”
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Figure 4.100 Post Number 19 Detail-15
Source: Pantip, 2014a.

(3) Airline Management
The airline did not communicate to this post.
(4) Executive Role
There was no communication or management from the airline
executive to this post.
(5) Management Strategy
The airline did not use any management strategy to this post.
(6) Communication Process
Since there was no communication from the airline. Therefore, the
data could not be included in the communication process.
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4.4 Part 4 Modeling the Crisis Communication Management Process of
Airlines on Social Media
The researcher applied the results of the study and the concepts of theory to
create a model of the crisis communication management process of airlines on social
media which responded the objective number 4. The model included 3 parts and each
part had theories listed below.

Part 1
Executive Role

Part 2
Strategy and Management
Process

•Executive role in public relations management in
crisis

•Concept of grouping of crisis type
•Concept of crisis communication management
•General rules of crisis management
•Concept of communication strategy in crisis

Part 3

Crisis Communication Process •Model of Two-way Communication Theory

Figure 4.101 Model Components and each Concept and Theory

Below are the components of the model.
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4.4.1 Part 1: Executive
This part responded to objective research number 1, which focused on the role
of leader in crisis. The data was from the in-depth interviews. The researcher applied
concepts of leadership in public relations management in crisis.
The Role of Public Relations Officers Tadsanee Jantorn ( 1990, pp. 627-628)
indicated the role of public relations officers in which to manage the organization as:
1) Determine main policy of public relations by planning with the high
level executives of the organization, as well as, assigning objectives and public
relations guidance of the organization by responding to the main policy and other
departments within the organizations’ operation.
2) Present annual budget of the public relations department
3) Control and evaluate the operations of the organization
Moreover, there were concepts that public relations leaders should do when
crisies occur. Lukaszewski (1991, pp. 68-89) suggested creating an effective
communication connection by utilizing news reporters and appropriate information of
both domestic and international.
Roles of public relations leaders in organizations should focus on the roles
listed below (Butsaba Suteetorn, 1990, p. 7):
1) Be an expert on a subject by researching problems and giving
advices to the organization
2) Be a consultant and give suggestions to departments in the
organization by utilizing public relations to support and benefit the organization
3) Be a middle channel to create the two-way communication between
the organization and public
The executives confirmed the utilized roles gave advice about crises to other
departments, created communication connections, determined crisis communication
management policy, budgeted, and operations control and evaluation. From the result
of the study, only Thai Airways executive, a director of Emergency Management and
Crisis had the problem verifxied role as the department was directly in charge of crisis
management in which the problems could develop to crises later. So that is why the
problem verifying was not listed in the model. Moreover, the results from the experts
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in the

crisis communication management

stud

suggested utilizing

Digital

Transformation in the organization. This role was listed in the model.

Table 4.15 Comparing Data from the In-depth Interviews and Concept Framework
of Roles of Public Relations Leader in Crisis

The Results of the Study that Concept and Theory The Results of the Study that
were Persistent with the

that not Listed on

Additionally found from the

Concepts and Theory

the Model

Concepts and Theory

- Suggestion

-Verifying

- Communication Connection

Problems

- Digital Transformation

- Crisis Policy Management
- Budget
- Control & Evaluation

The researcher applied the results of the study to create the model shown
below.

1

Leadership Roles
Suggestion
Communication Connection
Crisis Policy Management
Budget
Control & Evaluation
Digital Transformation

Figure 4.102 Role of Executive
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4.4.2 Part 2: Crisis Management and Strategy of Airlines in 3 Stages; the
Pre-crisis, during the Crisis Event, and Post the Crisis
1) Types of Crisis
The beginning of the model showed types of crisis that related to
airlines. This was to introduce the plan and the management process. The data was
from the in-depth interviews and the researcher applied the concept of grouping group
types of crisis as a main concept to apply in creating the model listed below.
Researcher from Clemson in USA (as cited in Dlsanza & Legge, 2005)
divided crisis into 9 types.
1) Natural Disasters
2) Malevolence
3) Technical Breakdowns
4) Human Breakdowns
5) Challenges
6) Mega damage
7) Organizational Misdeed
8) Workplace Violence
9) Rumor
The results of the study found airlines considered any situation as a
crisis if it impacted 6 factors, which were passenger, environment, property,
reputation, journalist, and the impact stopped the airline from operating or not and
how fast it could be back to normal. This would be part of the plan activation and
followed with the management process. For online cases, they needed to be
considered the effect if there was a small impact, and then the plan would not be
activated.
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Table 4.16 Comparing Data from the Interviews in Crisis of Airlines and Concept
of Crisis Types Grouping

The Results of

Theory that not Listed

The Results of the Study that

the Study that

on the Model

Additionally found from the

were Persistent

Concepts and Theory

with the Theory
-

- Natural Disasters

- Crisies that affected were

- Malevolence

passenger, environment, property,

- Technical

reputation, journalist. and business

Breakdowns

interruption

- Human Breakdowns

- Crisis in social media

- Challenges
- Mega damage
- Organizational Misdeed
- Workplace Violence
- Rumor

Below is the model from the study.

2
Airline Crisis

Passengers, Environment, Property, Reputation
Journalists, Business Interruption
Crisis Team
Activate Plan

Figure 4.103 Types of Crisis that Related to Airlines

Social Media

Social Media Team
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2) Crisis Management
This part of the model responded to the study’s objective number 2,
which was the crisis management of airlines in the three stages of digital
communication. They were the pre-crisis, during the crisis event, and the post crisis
by utilizing the data from the interviews result. The researcher mainly valued the
concepts of crisis communication and general principles of crisis management during
the 3 stages of the management as below.
The 3 stages of crisis communication were: Sirintorn Mahamontri
(2004, p. 24)
Stage 1 : The preparation of the pre-crisis. (Bland, 1998, p. 31)
suggested to survey if there was any crises during this time and monitored the
warning signs.
Saffir and Tarrant (1992, pp. 86-88) presented the general principles of
crisis management which were:
1) Set up a team to work on the crisis and solve problems. To be
a center to control during the crisis information flow, prepare the information, train
how to act to the situation among the organization, information presenting strategy,
and determine a spoke person to give the information to the press.
2) Adjust Strategy to support the crisis.
3) Control media usage as to stop the situation.
4) Be aware of the supporters by identifying the groups of
people or independent groups that could help with the crises occur.
5) Prepare for long term crisis plan.
6) Prepare crisis operations that covers all details.
7) Train the team that will work on the crisis.
The airline executives and staff confirmed that the preparation of the
pre-crisis was operated in their organizations, which were the preparation of crisis
management. For example, the crisis plan, connection or communication tool, as well
as, training the staff who were in Thailand and oversea on crisis management. This
included informatic training and practical training while providing information to
understand social media. The airlines had the plan simulation, setting up a team to
work on a pre-crisis as to be ready for the crisis event. The team consisted of staff
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from many departments that were needed in crisis management, and most
importantly, the operation of the team would be operated after the crisis plan was
activated only. The airlines always checked their internal and external warning signs,
as well as, verifying data from social media. For crisis consultant hiring, the results of
the study was conflicted as only Bangkok Airways hired the consultant, but Thai
Airways and Air Asia did not, according to their executives and staff.

Table 4.17 Comparing Data from the Interviews on the Preparation of the Pre-crisis
and Concepts of Crisis Communication Management and General
Principles of Crisis Management

The Results of the Study

Concept and Theory that

The Results of the

that were Persistent with

not Listed on the Model

Study that

the Theory

Additionally found
from the Concepts
and Theory

- Preparing Crisis Plan,

Hiring a crisis consultant

-

Communication Tools and
Connections
- Training
- Simulation
- Crisis Team
- Warning Signs
Stage 2 : The operation of crisis event focused on minimizing the crisis
to have the least effect by effectively and quickly controlling the situation.
Duangtip Woraphan ( as cited in Sirintorn Mahamontri, 2004, p. 31)
gave the guidance of crisis operation as listed below.
1) After the crisis was notified, the staff was informed who had
name listed on the crisis plan, as well as, alerted the public relations operations center,
data management and update the leader who authorizes the operation or staff that was
named.
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2) Send a team to collect primary data.
3) Set up an operations center to help media as media relations.
4) Set up meetings to update the situation.
5) Verify roled and responsibilities and an operations team.
6) Conduct a target group analysis.
7) Provide media relations.
8) Design the content.
9) Verify public relation tools and strategies.
10) Determine a spokesperson.
11) Determine an informed source control.
According to the interviews, the executives and staff confirmed that
their organizations utilized the operation of the crisis event which was regularly
analyzing the crisis to utilize data and correct the situation. The airlines managed
major crisis by using the crisis plan and managed the minor crisis on social media.
They collected data related to the crisis, as well as, setup a public relations operations
center when when the crisis plan was activated. The airlines also regularly setup
meetings and determined target group in communication as each group would have
different data. The airlines designed content to communicate during the crisis, as well
as, utilized online and off-line communication tools to manage the crisis with both
internal and external target groups. They valued media relations by facilitating
convenience to media during the crisis, as well as, the informed source control,
especially with the staff of the organizations. The results of the study on determining
a spokesman was conflicted as Air Asia and Bangkok Airways had a spokesman for
the crisis; however, Thai Airways did not have one.
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Table 4.18 Comparing Data from the Interviews on the Crisis Event and Concepts
of Crisis Communication Management and General Principles of Crisis
Management

The Results of the Study

Concept and Theory

The Results of the Study

that were Persistent with

that not Listed on the

that Additionally found

the Theory

Model

from the Concepts and
Theory

- Analysis

- A spokesman

-

- Management
- Data Collecting
- Operation Center
- Meeting
-Target Group Analysis
- Content Design
- Communication Tool
Using
- Media Relations
- Informed Source Control
Stage 3 : The operation of the post crisis. After the crisis over, Bland
(1998, p. 73) suggested the staff should have a meeting and discuss what they learned
from the crisis, as well as, create a report to conclude the situation and make
recommendations of the crisis operation by considering target groups who were still
following up the situation as it could happen again.
The executives and staff confirmed that their organizations utilized the
operation of post crisis which concluded the crisis by recording as a meeting report
and evaluating the management plan.
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Table 4.19 Comparing Data from the Interviews on the Post Crisis and Concepts of
Crisis Communication Management and General Principles of Crisis
Management

The Results of the Study

Concept and Theory

The Results of the Study

that were Persistent with

that not Listed on the

that Additionally found

the Theory

Model

from the Concepts and
Theory

- Summary Meeting

-

-

- Evaluation

The researcher collected the related results to create the model as shown
below.

2
Pre Crisis

Crisis Event

• Prepare Crisis
Plan,
Communication
Tools and
Connections
• Training
• Simulation
• Crisis Team
• Warning Signs

• Data Collecting
• Analysis
• Management
• Operation Center
• Meeting
• Target Group Analysis
• Content Design
• Communication Tool
Using
• Media Relations
• Informed Source Control

Figure 4.104 The 3 Stages Crisis Management

Post Crisis

• Summary Meeting
• Evaluation
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3) Crisis Management Strategy
The model responded the objective number 3 which were strategies
utilized in crisis communication management of airlines by collecting data from the
in-depth interviews and posts content analysis on Pantip website. The researcher
applied crisis communication strategy and concepts to create the model listed below.
Coomb (1996) said each organization would react to crisis differently
and would not handle the crisis the same either as it would depend on situations.
Below were the crisis management strategies organizations normally used to react to
crises.
1) Attack the Accuser strategy: a method of an organization to
attack the accuser if the organization proves that the accuser is lying or vague.
2) Denial strategy: an organization refuses that there is no crisis in
the organization.
3) Excuse Strategy: an organization will apologize to public and
accept that the crisis caused by the organization.
4) Justification Strategy: an organization will justify that the
incident is a minor crisis or victims just got a minor injury.
5) Ingratiation Strategy: an organization will ingratiate its
consumers by making the consumers satisfied.
6) Corrective Action Strategy: an organization will correct the
situation to alleviate the damages from the crisis. At the same time, laying down
measure to prevent the same crisis from happening again.
7) Full Apology Strategy: an organization takes full responsibility
for the crisis. This strategy is frequently utilized by organizations. Many times
organizations pay money to victims and also offer other helps with it.
According to the interviews, the strategies that were used at the post
crisis preparation were preparation, connection, education to public to prevent the
frightening when crisis occur. While the strategies used to manage at the crisis event
were reaction by following the plan, reaching target groups, rapidity and closely
monitoring data, as well as, valued role and responsibility of each team for the
effective outcome. Lastly, the strategies used at the post crisis stage were recovery
from the situation, finding opportunity and learning from the mistakes, as well as,
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rebuilding trust and reimaging. According to the results of the content analysis study
of social media, the strategies used were an apology and correction strategies.

Table 4.20 Comparing Data from the Interviews to Crisis Communication Strategy

The Results of the

Concept and Theory

The Results of the Study that

Study that were

that not Listed on

Additionally found from the

Persistent with the

the Model

Concepts and Theory

Theory
- Excuse

- Attack the Accuser

- Prepare & Prevent

- Corrective action

- Denial

- Connection

- Excuse

- Education

- Justification

- Reaction

- Ingratiation

- Reach Target

- Corrective action

- Rapidity

- Fully apology

- Media Monitor
- Teamwork
- Recovery
- Opportunity Finding
- Lesson Learning
- Rebuilding Trust
- Reimaging
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The researcher applied the study results creating the below model.

2
Prepare &
Prevent

Excuse &
Corrective Action
Reaction

Connection

Reach Target
Rapidity
Media Monitor

Education

Teamwork

Recovery
Opportunity Finding
Lesson Learning
Rebuilding Trust
Reimaging

Figure 4.105 Crisis Management Strategies of the Pre-crisis, the Crisis Event, and
the Post Crisis

4.4.3 Part 3: Crisis Communication Process
The researcher utilized the Two-way Communication Process Model to apply
in the creating the model.
The Two-way Communication Process Model consisted of 4 components
which were sender, message, channel, and receiver. The process started by the sender
designed data into a message and sent it through the channel to the receiver. Then, the
sender and the receiver responded back and forward as two-way communication.
Below is the picture showing the process.
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Messenger

Encoder

Receiver
Message

Interpreter

Interpreter
Decoder

Decoder

Channel

Encoder

Message

Channel

Messenger

Receiver
Response
Figure 4.106 Two-way Communication Process Model
Source: Steuer, 1992.

The communication process from the study found that the airlines
communicated to the fire starter or the complainer, the online influencer, and the
followers. The communication used was the two-way communication which included
4 parts; sender, message, channel, and receiver. The sender and the receiver would
communicate back and forward as two-way communication According to the results
of the study, the crisis communication experts on social media found factors of the
communication which were

control voice or opinion in online communication,

control the spreading of data if possible, With this, online crisis management would
be more effective. The content analysis of posts on Pantip found that the important
factor of communication were time management and the accuracy of data.
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Table 4.21 Comparing Data from the Interviews on Crisis Communication Process
to Two-way Communication Theory

The Results of the Study

Concept and Theory

The Results of the Study

that were Persistent with

that not Listed on

that Additionally found

the Theory

the Model

from the Concepts and
Theory

- Sender was airlines

-

- Control Voice

- Message was contents that

- Control Spread

was sent in different forms

- Control Time

- Channel was online media

- Accuracy

- Receiver was Fire Starter ,
Online Influencer and Social
Media Followers
The researcher applied the study’s results to create the communication model
as Sender (airlines), Message (Content); the sender would send different messages to
the receiver such as a message, VDO clip, voice mail, pictures or infographic.
Channel (Online Media) and Receiver (target groups in social media) which were Fire
Starter, Online Influencer and Social Media Followers. There was feedback back and
forward between the sender and the receiver. The important factors of the
communication were voice control, spreading control, time control, and accuracy of
data. (Control Voice/Spread/Time/Accuracy) This is shown below.
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3
Control Voice/ Spread/ Time/ Accuracy

Organization

Fire Starter
Online Influencer
Social Media Followers

Encoder

Content

Online Media

Decoder

Decoder

Encoder
Online Media

Content

Fire Starter

Organization

Online Influencer
Social Media Followers

Feedback

Figure 4.107 Crisis Communication Process

4.4.4 Complete Model
After combining the 3 parts, below is the complete model.
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Figure 4.108 The Process of Communication in Airline Business’ Management of Crisis in Social Media

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusion, discussion, and recommendations of the research “The
Process of Communication in Airline Business’s Management of Crisis in Social
Media” is divided into 4 parts listed below.
1) The conclusion and discussion of the study: presenting PR value of
the airlines from 2010-2014.
2) The conclusion and discussion of the study: the in-depth interviews
of the airlines’ executives and staff, as well as, the experts in communication
management in crisis in social media.
3) The conclusion and discussion of the study: presenting content
analysis from airline complaint posts on Pantip website.
4) The conclusion and discussion of the study: modeling the crisis
communication management process of airlines on social media.

5.1 The Conclusion
5.1.1 The Conclusion of the Study: Presenting PR Value of the Airlines
from 2010-2014
According to PR values collecting, the three airlines that had top PR values
were Thai Airways, Air Asia, and Bangkok Airways. The airlines were chosen for indepth interviews.
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5.1.2 The Conclusion of the Study: the In-depth Interviews of the
Airlines’ Executives and Staff, as well as, the Experts in
Communication Management in Crisis In Social Media
1) Roles of Leader in Crisis
The results of the study showed that leader in crisis gave suggestions to
other departments, created communication connection, managed crisis policy,
budgeted, controlled and evaluated the operation, and used technological
transformation in the operation of the organization.
2) Crisis Management of Airlines
The results of the study were divided into 3 stages. The first stage was
the pre-crisis. This included preparing for the crisis by training the staff, having plan
stimulation, forming up an operation committee team, and testing warning signs.
The second stage was during the crisis. This included crisis analysis,
crisis management, data collecting, public relations operation center set up, summary
meeting, communication target group analysis, communication content design,
managing communication tools using, media relations, and informed source control.
The third stage was the post crisis. This included the summary of the
crisis, the recovery back to normal of the crisis, and the evaluation of the plan.
3) Strategy Used in the Crisis Communication Management of Airline
The results of the study were divided into 3 stages including strategies
that were used during the pre-crisis, which were creating the connection, preparing for
the crisis, and providing knowledge to the public from not panic during the crisis.
The strategies used during the crisis event were excuse, correctiveness,
plan stimulation, target group outreach, close media monitoring, and dividing
individually responsibility and working as a team.
The strategies used at the post crisis were recovery, finding
opportunities, learning lessons and adapting for the next crisis, rebuilding trust, and
reimaging.
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5.1.3 The Conclusion of the Study: Presenting Content Analysis from
Airlines Complaint Posts on Pantip from 2010-2014
1) Executive Role to Manage the Complaint Posts
There was only one executive from Nok Air that took action on the
communication to the complaint posts and this led to new policies of the organization.
2) Airlines Management
The communication management of the airlines received both positive
and negative responses. The positive feedback was from taking responsibility and
solving the problems. On the other hand, the negative feedback was about the delay in
the management and the airlines communicated incorrect information. Also there
were cases that the airlines did not take any actions. This made the posts spread and
caused more serious problems, as well as, ruined the airlines credibility and crated
bad image.
3) Airlines Strategy
The effective strategies of the management were an excuse strategy and
corrective strategy. These strategies showed that the airlines took responsibility and
solved the root cause of the problems.
4) Communication Process from the airlines to the Post Owners
The communication process consisted of 4 components including 1) the
senders which were the executive, secretary, call center, customer relations staff, 2)
messages which were an apology and clarification messages, 3) communication
channels which were online media and off line media; social media, email, phone, and
4) the receivers which were the post owners and social media followers.
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5.1.4 The Conclusion of the Study: Modeling the Crisis Communication
Management Process of Airlines on Social Media
The modeling had 3 components which were:

Table 5.1 The Result of the Study of the Modeling of Crisis Communication
Management Process

The Components of the Model

The Result of the Study Found in the Model

Component 1: Roles of Leader

Giving suggestions, creating communication

in Crisis

connections, managing policies, budgeting,
controlling evaluating the operation, and utilizing
technology digital transformation in the
organization operation

Components 2: Crisis Strategy

Crisis Types

and Management

The crisis that affected passengers, environment,
property, reputation, journalists, business
interruption, and social media crisis
Crisis Management
Stage 1: the preparation of the plan, connection,
communication tools usage, staff training,
stimulation, forming up committee, and testing the
warning signs.
Stage 2; the crisis analysis, crisis management, data
collecting, PR operation center set up, summary
meeting, target groups analysis, communication
content design, communication tools using, media
relations, and informed source control.
Stage 3; the crisis summary, and the evaluation of
the plan.
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Table 5.1 (Continued)

The Components of the Model

The Result of the Study Found in the Model
Crisis Management Strategy
The strategies used during the post crisis were the
preparing for the crisis, creating connection, and
providing knowledge to the public
The strategies used during the crisis event were an
excuse, corrective, plan stimulation, target group
outreach, rapidity, closely media monitoring, and
working as a team.
The strategies used at the post crisis were the
recovery, opportunity finding, lessen learning,
rebuilding trust, and reimaging.

Component 3 : Communication

Consisted of the sender, message, channel, and the

Process

receiver. There was a communication back and
forward and led to feedback. Moreover, important
factors of the communication were found as they
were online voice control, spread control, time
control, and data accuracy.

5.2 Discussion
The results discussion were divided into 4 parts.

5.2.1 Data Collecting of Airline PR Values
The results of the study on the airlines’ PR values was consistent with the
results of the qualitative study, the in-depth interview of airlines executives and staff
as the airlines created external communication connection with the press who was
involved in airline business. The airlines had created this relationship with the press
and with this good relationship they would treat each other like friends. When there
was a negative feedback about the airlines, the press may not publish the issue or
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decrease the tone of the negativity before it got published. During a crisis, the press
would present data or topics that promoted the airlines. This helped to support the
good image of the airline. Overall, this helped with PR values of the airlines as well.
“ . . . Our external communication connection is every news agency and the
partnered organizations such as Ministry of Transport, Aeronautical Radio of
Thailand, Airport of Thailand Public Company, and a partnered airline like Nok Air
...” (Samat Phum-On, Bangkok, Personal communication, May 6, 2016)
“ Our external communication connection includes Line Group of journalists
who are related to our organization, such as journalists in the transportation group.
This group is in charge of a big picture of economic news and a group of airlines
journalist and other organizations who are partnering with our airline such as
government

offices.

Our

economic

development

team

always

sends

out

communication and regular contact...” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication,
May 13, 2016)
“ . . . Our external communication connection is charged by the organization
communication department. The department will communicate to the press who
needed the information such as economic news reporters. There is a Line Group, so
our PR person can quickly communicate to the news reporters. Having good
relationship with the press is also building up the communication connection. We are
emphasizing this and this is a part of the organization communication department job.
In the past, there were flights delays or strained passengers at the airport. The
journalists did not publish and release these because we had good relationship with
them. Because we are close, they do not want to broadcast any negative information
of the airline. Sometimes, they call to confirm if we would like them to broadcast the
information or not...” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
Moreover, having the effective crisis communication management during the
pre-crisis, the crisis event, and the post crisis strongly helped the airlines to solve and
control problems, as well as, recovered the situation back to normal. This made the
overall published news positively and reflected to the positive PR values of the
airlines.
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5.2.2 The In-depth Interviews of the Airlines Executives and Staff, and
the Experts in Communication Management in Crisis in Social
Media
The interviews were divided into 3 parts, which were roles of leaders in crisis,
the airline’s crisis management, and strategies used in the crisis.
1) Roles of Leader in Crisis
The results of the study showed that the roles of leader in giving
suggestions to other departments about crises, creating communication connection,
determining crisis communication management policy, budgeting, controlling or
evaluating the operation, and utilizing digital transformation to the operation and
organization were consistent with the concepts of roles of public relations leader in
crisis as below.
Roles in giving the suggestion: the results of the study found that all
airlines, such as Thai Airways, had an Emergency and Crisis Management department
to give out advice and help with problem solving to other departments during the
crisis. Air Asia had a Public Relations department to suggest to the management team
on communication and public relations to the press and public in both normal and not
normal situation. Bangkok Airways had the Communication Organization department
to give suggestion to the organization’s spokesman during the crisis on the
announcement and what need to be addressed when, and why. These were important
roles during the crisis of the organization
The airlines’ leaders had a role in creating communication connection.
This included the internal connection with the staff of the organization in which to set
up knowledge and understanding about the crisis among the staff as they were an
important key to help control the problem from misunderstanding or un-predicting
event. For the external connection, the airlines maintained good relationship with the
journalists who were involved in the airline business. This helped to control news
topics and prevented negative information from being over- released. Having
connections with overseas was also important as the airline business covered many
countries. The international connection helped with airline operations, especially
during the crisis.
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For roles in determining crisis communication management policy: the
study found that the airline executives emphasized the importance of this role. For
example, Bangkok Airways’ staff realized what the direction of the policy was and
the department that was directly in charge of crisis management received the
operation manual as guidance.
Roles in budgeting: the airlines prepared the crisis communication
management beforehand. Thai Airways had a department, Emergency and Crisis, to
specifically take care of crises. With that, the Director of the department had a role in
presenting crisis management budget. Bangkok Airways separated the crisis budget
from an organization annual budget while Air Asia included the crisis budget to the
annual budget.
Roles in control and evaluation the operation: Air Asia had a summary
meeting of departments on the operation after the crisis was over including what
caused the mistakes or other problem such as a communication problem.
2) Crisis Management of the Airlines
From the results of the study, the crisis management process found that
it were consistent with the concepts of communication management in crisis and
concepts of crisis management.
Warning signs testing, public relations operation centers, media relations,
summary meetings, communication target group analysis, content communication design,
summary and evaluation all were included in the concepts of the communication
management in crisis.
This concept emphasized the importance of the communication in crisis,
which was an important key helping the organization from crises or the least effect.
The concept included stage1: the preparation of the pre-crisis, stage 2” the operation
during the crisis, and stage 3: the operation of the post crisis. The researcher applied
the concept as the framework of the crisis timing divition. ( Sirintorn Mahamontri,
2004, p. 24)
At the beginning of the preparation of the pre-crisis, Duangtip Worapan
( as cited in Sirintorn Mahamontri, 2 004) suggested that forecasting the crisis is
necessary by paying attention to the current situations that may cause a crisis or
considering the previous crises. The warning sign test helped prepare the airlines to be
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aware the situation from a minor problem before it turned to a crisis and would be
hard to control. The pre-crisis was the most important timing to prevent any crises.
The study found that the airlines regularly conducted safety sings testing both internal
and external the organizations. During the digital communication, the airlines focused
on social media data checking. For example they utilized Online Reputation
Management

and

Social Listening

in

the

organizations.

The

the

digital

communication of airlines acknowledged problems from online and manage them
before they turn to crises.
There was a public relations operation center set up during the crisis
event. This is to facilitate and organize the press and the staff on the operation. For
example, Thai Airways had the Crisis Management Operation Center, the center
worked as a one stop service to provide information about the crisis. The center
provided quick and effective management with the same direction of the information.
The airlines provided facilities to the press to help them work effectively
on presenting the airlines news and information during the crisis. The study found that
this was in charged by the Public Relations department. The department regularly
updated information to the press and provided a room with facilities for the press to
operate their work. These facilities helped the press effectively and promptly publish
news and information of the airlines during the crisis. With this, the airlines were able
to control news topics as well.
The airlines had summary meetings to update information and create the
same understanding. For example, Air Asia communicated directly the victims if the
crisis was minor. On the other hand, the airline had a meeting to summarize the
situation everyday as there could be rumor from online media and the press during the
bigger level of crisis. The meetings helped the team get accurate information and used
it to make decisions and solve problems. The meetings protected the airline from
misunderstanding and communicating, It led to effective management.
The airlines analyzed their communication target groups. Each group
needed different data and information and different level of the emergency on getting
the information. The airlines considered the differences so they would fit with the
target groups and the situation. For example, Bangkok Airways communicated to the
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group that got affected from the situation first as this could fix the problem at the right
spot.
The communication content design of the airline during the crisis was
divided per situations. The content was a draft and would be adjusted after to fit with
the situations. This was consistent with the concept that said after realizing the target
group and it need; the released content would be determined to meet the target group
need.
Informed source control in both internal and external organization was
another strategy that the airlines paid attention to. They especially focused on the
internal organization which was the staff of the organization. For example, Air Asia
communicated to their staff during the crisis by asking the staff to be cautious on
releasing the negative comments of the airline. The organization emailed every staff
not to comment and shared them online, as well as, not to give interview to the press
or act as a news source which could make the crisis more serious.
The crisis summary and the evaluation of the plan were done after the
crisis was over. This was consistent with (Bland, 1 9 9 8 , p. 7 3 ) as he suggested that
after the crisis was over, the operation team needed to meet and analyze what was
learned from the crisis, as well as, prepare a report to summarize the situation. This
also included what needs to be improved from the operation by focusing on some
target groups that are still interested in or following up to the situation as the crisis
may relapse.
Moreover, there was a process of recovering from the situation. For
example, the Organization Communication department of Bangkok Airways managed
the crisis that was an accident by launching campaigns to rebuild the credibility and
safety, as well as, good image of the airline back. This was consistent with Bland
(1998) as he suggested that after the crisis was over, the operation team needed to
meet and analyze what was learned from the crisis, as well as, prepare a report to
conclude the situation. This also included what needed to be improved from the
operation by focusing on some target groups that were still interested or following to
the situation as the crisis may relapse.
The crisis management preparation process, the plan stimulation before
the crisis, the operation committee set up, the data collecting, and the informed source
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control were included in the concept of crisis management along with Saffir and
Tarrant (1 9 9 2 ) . T he y presented the crisis management principles to heal the crisis,
also called “the preventing and reducing the effect” from the crisis as much as
possible. The results of the study that were consistent with this concept were listed
below.
For the preparation for the crisis, the airlines prepared the plan,
communication connections and communication tool. For example, Thai Airways had
connection with the advocate group, and an online group that supported the airline.
They helped to correct rumors and checked data of the airline in social media.
The crisis plan stimulation: after the processes of the plan had setup, the
airline tested the plan to see if it worked or not. This also prepared the staff on their
roles and responsibilities when the crisis occurred and helped them to work
effectively. It also helped to foresee any mistakes. The results of the study found that
the airlines valued the stimulation. For example, Thai Airways utilized the stimulation
by having a report, recording the results of the plan, as well as, giving the comments
on the result.
The process of the operation committee: the airlines formed up the team
that consisted of many members who were important to the crisis management. For
example, Bangkok Airways had the Crisis Management Team to manage the crisis
which was consistent with the research of Cloudman and Hallahan (2006). They
studied the Crisis Communications Preparedness among U.S. Organizations:
Activities and Assessments by Public Relations Practitioners. The study reviewed
crisis communication preparation of organizations in USA. The researchers found ¾
of the participating organizations had a team to work on crises and concrete crisis
management

plan.

Seventy-nine percent

of the

participants had

a

crisis

communication plan in place as part of the crisis management plan and some were
exclusive plans. Most of the crisis management teams included a person from public
relations. Tan (2 0 0 3 ) studied Singapore Airlines in a case study of its crisis
communication and found it was very hat important the airlines had a well-trained
communication crisis team. The well preparation quickly brought out the operation
staff during the crisis as they already realized what their roles and responsibilities
were.
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Data collecting to find out more about the crisis should come with the
background of the information. Since the crisis occurred very quickly, the airline
should prepare data and information that was needed for the press, as well as,
pictures. The press needed the information to release to the public. Without the
information from the airlines, the press needed to find the information from other
news sources instead and the airlines would lose control of the positive direction of
the information of the organization. Providing the information to the press by the
airlines helped to control positive topics of the information. For example, Air Asia
divided the data collecting into 2 parts. The first part was organized by the Operation
team such as conducting the order of the situation and sharing with other involved
teams. The second part was managed by the PR team by collecting communication
information, as well as, collecting data from people who were involved in the
situation. The organization was open to receive the data from other news sources. The
result of the study from the communication expert in crisis in social media showed
that there was data evaluation, especially with the online influencer and the fire
starter.
3) Crisis Communication Management Strategy
The results of the study in management strategy found that it was
consistent with the concepts of crisis communication planning and crisis
communication strategy.
From the results of the study, the preparation strategy, the target group
outreach, rapidity, media monitoring were considered as the concepts of crisis
communication planning as below.
The preparation was one of the important strategies of the airlines and
this was consistent with Truit and Kelly (1989, p. 8). They presented the
considerations of crisis as part of the planning such as the messenger needs to
consider the factors of training and support, the experts of the situation must use
technology, the crisis operation team, the crisis information flow, an effect, the
organization background or the similar situation that happened in the past, decision
making, anticipating the effects that may happen, and media plan. The preparation
was focused by the airlines.
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Rapidity and monitoring data closely because once the organization
acknowledged data fast, they could make decision and solved the problem fast. With
the fast communication, the airlines would receive fast feedback. This led to effective
management. This consistent with the crisis communication planning of Pacific
Telesis Company (as cited in Wilcox, 1994, p. 238). It focused on the communication
factors that needed to be fast and constant. The communication needs to be cleared,
revealing, suits the receiver, and no technical terms. So the rapidity was one of the
important strategies in crisis management.
Target group outreach was also an important strategy of the
communication. It was done by providing information as it was the airlines’
responsibility, as well as, the informed news sources through media or the spokesman
determining who could make a decision on giving the information. All of these helped
the airlines effectively communicate to the target groups. For example, Thai Airways
emphasized on the communication that quickly reached to the target groups with
accuracy of all communication channels, as well as, telling the truth to the target
groups.
Moreover, the result of the study found the recovery strategy, rebuilding trust
strategy, reimaging strategy, and lesson learning from the mistakes strategy which
was listed in crisis communication strategies by Coomb (1996) as each organization
will respond to the crisis differently. To use the same strategy or not depends on what
will suit to the situation.
The recovery was consistent with the corrective action strategy as an
organization will correct the situation to alleviate and heal the damage from the crisis.
At the same time, laying down measures and preventing the same crisis from
happening again. This was a strategy that truly fixed the problem and showed
responsibility of the organization to public. Moreover, they were consistent with the
full apology; an organization takes full responsibility for the crisis. Sometimes the
organization paid compensation to the victims or helps the victims on other forms.
Both strategies helped with the recovery of the credibility and image as they fixed the
cause of the problem by finding the problem prevention and taking responsibility.
These two strategies were commonly used to manage crises by the airlines.
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Moreover, the result of the study on the strategy were consistent with other
study as listed below.
The target group outreach was focused by Thai Airways by promptly and
accurately communicating the fact to the target groups via all channels. This was per
consistent sistent with the study by Grundy and Moxon (2 0 1 3 ) . They studied the
Efficiency of Crisis Management and Brand Protection: A case Study of British
Airways. The study found that the crisis affected the brand’s credibility. The study
focused on four crises. The first one was the Heathrow Airport in London. This crisis
affected the airline’s safety image, experience, and convenience. In this case, the
airline communication was efficient and delivered positive results. The organization’s
concern was sent to the victims, not only during the crisis, but also after the crisis was
over. On the other hand, the airline did not successfully manage station number 5; as
there was not much communication evidence of both internal and external the
organization. The airline split its communication, as well as, there was no effective
leader. The crisis threatened brand value, especially its experience and quality of its
service. Both cases showed the importance of crisis planning. Moreover, the study
gave the example of volcano Eyjafjallajokull, which the airline was successful in their
communication. The airline split the communication to the stakeholder group. The
communication to the press focused on the economy and compensation by utilizing
the airline website and Twitter. This was the appropriate communication to the target
group. The last crisis was the industrial disputes due to the cabin crew strike in 2010.
The airline efficiently managed this crisis as both new media and traditional media
were applied in the problem solving. So, the communication to target group outreach
was very important during the crisis.
Dividing roles and responsibilities for the operations team members helped
with the effective teamwork. The airlines utilized this strategy during the crisis which
was consistent with Tan (2003) who studied Singapore Airlines in a case study of its
crisis communication found it was very important that the airline had a well-trained
communication crisis team.
The recovery of the crisis for the organization and the opportunity from the
crisis strategies matched with the study of Chatsuda Wongsaun ( 2005) who studied
Crisis Communication Management of Crisis Management Operation Center
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(CMOC) of Thai Airways International Public Company (Limited). It was found that
the operations, format, and the process of crisis management in active and passive
management relied on the 4 R’s Practices. Reduction: information and signs searching
for a pre-crisis to notify chances that might cause the crisis. If it had potential the
cause of the crisis, then prepare the next step. Readiness: to prepare a management
and plan when the crisis happens as a management manual. Response: to respond
back to the situation that may happen. Recovery: come back to normal situation as
soon as possible. The airlines used this strategy to build up the credibility back from
the passengers. Rebuilding trust and reimage strategies were utilized by Air Asia and
Bangkok Airways. The airlines applied the strategies after the crisis was over by
considering the type of crisis. Some situations were better to just wait and be silent or
some situations it was better to tackle with the recover strategy. Sometimes, being
silent upset the public. This was consistent with Hobbs (1995) who studied a case
study of the public relations in crisis of Toshiba Company The study found the battle
between protecting the organization’s image during the middle of the crisis and after
the crisis. This identified the image public relations in crisis to connect public and the
organization, and make the customers satisfy in products and services, so the image of
the organization needed to be emphasized. Toshiba utilized this strategy to gain
credibility back to the organization by expressing an apology to its customers and
proved the case. The company utilized properly strategy to show the organization’s
goals which was good for public and created the adoration by doing substantial
performance to correct the problem in the future.

5.2.3 The Content Analysis Complaint Posts of the Airlines on Pantip
from 2010-2014
The results of the study were divided into 3 parts including roles of leader in
crisis in social media, crisis management in social media, and strategy used in crisis
communication management in social media as below.
1) Roles of Leader in Crisis in Social Media
The results of the study of roles of leaders in crisis in social media were
consistent with the concepts of roles of leader in public relations, concept of role of
leader in public relations in crisis, and concept of online media.
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The results of the study that responded to the concepts of roles of leader
in public were giving suggestion to other departments, acting as intermediary for the
two-way communication between an airline and target groups, managing policy, and
making decision and communication.
According to the study, only Nok Air CEO, Mr. Patee Sarasin had an
important role in the communication management. His roles were consistent with
concepts of roles of leader in public relations as listed below.
The executive had both internal and external organization roles. The
internal organization roles were giving advice and suggestion to departments on the
organization problem solving, as well as, coordinating with teams to solve problems
and made both the airline and the post owner satisfy. The external organization roles
including acting as a intermediary for the two-way communication between the airline
and public for good relationship and same understanding. The CEO of Nok Air acted
as the intermediary between the airline and the post owner to solve the problem by
asking the staff to apologize to the post owner, inviting the post owner to join the
airline meeting. The CEO had a role in managing the public relations policy as after
joining the meeting to share the experience of the post owner, a policy change and a
permanent problem solving of the airline occured. According to the post, we could see
that the executive made decision promptly and managed the problem quickly.
Roles of the leader in communication was also important that helped to
manage the problem effectively. For example, opening up for information from all
channels and evaluating to find the best problem solution. The CEO of the airline
received the information from his secretary as a coordinator of the situation at first but
the problem did not get resolved. He found more information from other channels
such as a vertical world from an online channel and invited the post owner to
experience the real world by having him at the company meeting to share the post
owner experience about the airline service. This led to a policy change of the airline.
This matched with an important skill of communication for leader communication
management which was from top to bottom, bottom to top, and horizontal.
Moreover, crisis analysis role was consistent with the concept of the
roles of leader of public relations in crisis. The leaders had a role in data collecting
from many channels to analyze the situation and communicate to the public through
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personal Twitter account which consistent with Lukaszewski (1991). L ukaszew sk i
suggested what the leader of public relations should do when facing a crisis. One part
of what he suggested was the leader should analyze the situation to see what went
wrong, and then make decisions based on delivering news to the management team
and the public by focusing on getting and understanding correct information and
sending it to the news receivers. The leader should continually provide data, partner
or control trend of data, content, a spokesman, and plans.
The concept of online media explained the roles of leader in online
media usage as a communication tool. This was an important part on managing this
complaint post. The CEO used his personal Twitter account to solve the problem by
communicating and updating the situation. Utilizing online media reflected that the
CEO adjusted himself to response the change of the world to a leader in digital period.
This was consistent with Boyd and Ellison (2 0 0 7 ) who defined the importance of
social media as the ability to communicate to others. This created participation and
acceptance of online communities, as well as, other activities, such as searching,
sharing, and introducing new products or services, and getting to know new friends
who have the same interests. The leader in digital emphasized this media as a
communication tool to send the message to the receiver. Having an online channel
helped the leader reach data that related to the organization. The leader could directly
monitor data of the airline from the press and consumers. At the same time, having
online channels was easy to reach out to customers and public. This helped with the
exchanging the information such as sending complaint and the leader could easily
response back.
2) Crisis Management of the Airlines in Social Media
The results of the study of crisis management were consistent with the
two-way communication process theory, concept of crisis management, crisis
communication process on social media theory, and concept of crisis communication
strategy.
The two-way communication process theory explained the process of the
response from the airlines to the post owners.
The airline that had effective communication management was “Looking
for Suggested Posts based on Facts of How Bad Thai Airways is?” It was a complaint
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post to Thai Airways and the response back from the airline was a clarify letter to the
post. The website users praised the airline that took the responsibility and apologized.
Post “Thai Staff of AIR ASIA Looks Down on Thai Passengers”, a complaint post to
Air Asia was also successfully managed by the airline. The customer relations
manager of the airline responded back with an electronic mail to apologize and the
post owner appreciated the airline’s action that was willing to correct the problem.
Post “Goodbye Nok Air! Down Grade My Nok Plus and Their Staff Force Me to Get
a Small Refund”

was a complaint post to Nok Air. The airline managed the

communication by call center and the secretary of the airline CEO. The effective
communication management was caused by the response from the airline because it
showed that the airlines were sincere and responsible. The airlines wanted to take
responsibility and listen to the problems of the customers. This made the post owners
and the social media followers satisfy and received good image. Communication
through social media in the digital world was a tool to help with social media crisis
management and effective communication as the massagers and the receivers
responded back and forward in real time. This led to promptly management and
earned satisfaction as Steuer (1992) defined two-way communication as a process of
communication between two people, one was the messenger and the other was the
receiver. The two parties communicated through an interpreter, not face to face. Both
parties changed and corrected data and exchanged the message through the
interpreter. Roles of the messenger and the receiver switched in the process of this
communication as the messenger took a sender role by sending the message to the
receiver. After receiving the message, the receiver took the role as the messenger to
send the message back as the below figure.
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Figure 5.1 Two-way Communication Process Model
Source: Steuer, 1992.

The concept of crisis management that matched with the result of the
study on affirmative and accuracy of the information.
The airline that did not manage the post effectively was Nok Air on the
post “ Again Nok (Air) You Hurt Me”, a complaint post to Nok Air. The airline
responded to the post but the airline got blamed for sending out an unprofessional
communication. Next, the complaint post to Thai Airways “ Not Surprised Why Thai
Airways Loses Money and Claw Down Hill Everyday” The airline responded back to
the post to apologize with the clarification; however, it provided incorrect flight
detail. This made the post owner and the followers very upset.
The mistakes were caused by the airlines communication, such as lack of
preparation and no data checking caused doubt and not confident among the public to
the airline. Crisis management principle by Saffir and Tarrant (1992) presented about
the affirming on accuracy as the organization can affirm the accuracy of the
information that presented to the public and media by inspecting. The organization
can affirm the accuracy of the information that was published by inspecting media, for
example, proof reading before the information got published and shared.

So, the

communication that was sent out by the airlines needed to be inspected, especially
during the crisis as it was sensitive.
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The results of the study that matched with the crisis communication
process on social media theory were the communication with the social media
followers as it was an important component of the crisis communication on social
media.
Air Asia did not communicate back to the posts “ Forever Goodbye Air
Asia, Pay for Hot Seat Finally You Give It to the “Star”!! !! !, and “ Air Asia’s New
Rule and Super (Bad) Ground Staff of the Year.” By not responding back, the airline
caused more serious effects as the followers wanted the airline to come out and take
responsibility on the cases. There were many negative comments and ruined the
credibility and image of the airline. The researcher discussed the results by utilizing
the crisis communication process on social media as the crisis communication on
social media had an important component which was Social Media Followers. This
group mainly received and followed data from social media and they influenced
people who did not follow the organizations information from social media as well.
Besides communicating with the post owners the airlines needed to communicate to
the followers on social media as well. This was to prevent the spreading of the
situation by the Pantip website members and web board members as the below model.
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Figure 5.2 Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model
Source: Liu, Jin, and Austin, 2013.

The results of the study that could be discussed with the crisis
communication strategy were emphasizing on public, taking responsibility, being
honest, determining a spokesman, setting up an information center, controlling the
flow of data, and communicating to the groups’ leaders
“Thai Regional Airlines Cancels All Flights till April 2013”, a complaint
post to Thai Regional Airlines did not have a communication management directly
related to the post. Although there was communication from the airline in response to
other channels, they were not effective. For example, many customers could not get a
hold of the airline through the communication system. The airline representatives
communicated with different information and lack of unity of the data. The airline
denied and deleted the complaint comments about the airline on social media. There
was no apology. The airline did not apologize on what happened and this made the
situation even worse and affected customers negatively. With the failed
communication management by the airline, the researcher discussed the result of this
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study by using the concepts of crisis communication strategy and techniques of
Coomb (1996) on the factors that made the crisis more badly.
1) The airline did not value the public who affected by the crisis, such
as the customers who purchased the tickets from the airline.
2) The airline did not take responsibility at first nor solved the
problem right away.
3) The airline was not honest and transparent to the public. The
organization communicated to the public with unclear information, so there was a
doubt on the airline.
4) The airline did not have a spokesman who could bring a unity of
the communication, so it caused confusion as there were many channels used in the
communication.
5) The airline did not set up an information center to provide
information to media and the victims.
6) The airline blocked the communication, such as blocking
complaint comments and posts on social media. This action caused doubt and
negativity.
7) The airline did not communicate to the leader of the situation. If
there was a communication, the problem was seen as not serious.
A complaint post to Nok Air “Sharing My Experience with Nok Air,
Very Disappointed No More Nok Air” had no communication management from the
airline to the post. After consideration, it was not the staff’s fault and this could be the
reason why the airline did not get back to the post. Moreover, the members of the web
board clarified the situation on behalf of the airline and this was consistent with the
results of the study from the in-depth interviews on the online crisis management that
the airlines had good relationship with a supporter group and the group monitored
online information that related to the airlines. After finding the negative information
of the airline, this group would clarify the issue on behalf of the airlines immediately
such as the study of Thai Airways.
“When we found negative feedback about the airline by monitoring the
online posts, we will not respond to all posts, but we will respond to the situation on
Thai Airways media channels such as Facebook by utilizing an advocate group who
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support the airline and online influencers share links of the responses on how the
airline solves the issues on Facebook. The advocate group who supports the airline
corrected the negative feedback. Besides sharing the links, they post the positive
events of the airline to object the negative feedback. In the case of posting fake
information about the airline, the advocate group will monitor that data for us as well.
The airline asked this group to post and correct the information because they
influence people and internet users believe them more than the airline. For the
negative posts about Thai Airways on Pantip website, we clarified on Thai Airways
fan page or Thaiairways website. However, we also asked the group that loves Thai
Airways to post the clarification links that were released by the airline to be posted for
Pantip users as well. This helped the situation better. . . ” ( Boonleard Nuanlaor,
Personal communication, June 3, 2016)
So, in the communication management process to the post owner, the
messenger did not need to come from the airlines only. It could be from the post
followers or a group of people that loved and followed the airlines.
Moreover, the crisis management in social media strategy discussed an
apology strategy, corrective strategy, denial strategy, and excuse strategy
The results of the study showed that the airlines utilized management
strategies differently as they depended on each unique situation. They applied the
same strategies on crises by adjusting the strategies to rely on the crises.
The apology strategy was utilized in the communication management to the
complaint posts by the airlines the most including post “Looking for Suggested Posts
based on Facts of How Bad Thai Airways is?”, post “Thai Staff of AIR ASIA Looks
Down on Thai Passengers”, post “Again Nok (Air) You Hurt Me”, post “A Complaint
to Orient-Thai Flight OX8124 (To Warn You) ” , and post “Not Surprised Why Thai
Airways Loses Money and Claw Down Hill These days” By using this strategy, the
airlines got compliments from the post followers because the airline showed the
responsibility, acknowledgement of the problems, and not ignore the problems. This
was consistent with Coomb (1996) who presented how an organization apologizes to
public if the crisis was caused by the organization. This strategy should be used with
an unexpected situation or natural disaster. The airline used this strategy after
affirming that the crisis was caused by the airline by utilizing communication
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channels such as an attached file of the apology letter to the complaint post, an
electronic mail, or a phone call to directly apologize the victim. On the other hand,
there were posts that were managed by the excuse strategy but got different results as
they got blamed by the post owner and the page members. This was because the
airline waited too long to apologize and the situation was spread out. People gave
negative feedback to the airline and the situation could not be controlled. Moreover,
some airlines apologized to the post owners but included incorrect information to the
letter which showed unprofessional and lack of attention. So, using the excuse
strategy of airlines needed to include other factors such as time and accuracy of
information.
The corrective strategy was used on the post “Goodbye Nok Air! Down Grade
My Nok Plus and Their Staff Force Me to Get a Small Refund” The airline combined
this strategy with the excuse strategy by apologizing first and then correcting the
policy of the airline. This related to Coomb (1 9 9 6 ) said that an organization will
correct the situation to the alleviated and healing the damage from the crisis. At the
same time, laying down measures and preventing the same crisis from happening
again. This is a strategy that the organization should utilize the most because it truly
fixes the problem and shows responsibility of the organization to public. According to
National Reaearch Council of Thailand, Thailand characteristic was forgiveness so
the strategies were appropriately applied to Thai society.
Denial strategy and justification strategy were applied to the post “ Thai
Regional Airlines Cancels All Flights till April 2013”. The airline refused the truth
and excused the situation. This management style should not be used at all because it
caused more problems and was hard to control. This was consistent with Coomb
(19 9 6) said on the denial strategy as an organization refuses that there is no crisis in
the organization. For example, the airline denied the rumor about the flights
cancellation but later they actually got cancelled. The airline also used excuses about
the situation but did not accept nor correct the problem. This made the situation
worse. Coomb mentioned the justification strategy as an organization will justify that
the incident is a minor crisis or victims just have minor injuries. Some organizations
may justify the crisis by blaming the victims.
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5.2.4 The Creation of the Crisis Communication Management Process of
Airline Business on Social Media
The researcher discussed the results in 3 parts below.
1) Part 1: Roles of Leader in Crisis
The creation of the model included 6 roles of the leader in crisis which
were role in suggesting other departments on crisis, role in creating communication
connection for crisis communication both internal and external organization, as well
as, international, role in managing policy of crisis communication of the organization,
role in budgeting for the crisis communication, role in controlling and evaluating the
crisis operation of the organization, and role in utilizing the digital transformation to
the organization’s operation. Below shows the roles of the leader.

1

Leadership Roles
Suggestion
Communication Connection
Crisis Policy Management
Budget
Control & Evaluation
Digital Transformation

Figure 5.3 Model of Roles of Leader

(1) Concept and Theory Used in the Model
The researcher applied the concept of roles of public relations leader
in crisis as a main reference to create the model. The roles were suggesting other
departments

on

crisis,

checking

on

the

organization

problems,

creating

communication connection, managing crisis communication policy, budgeting, and
controlling and evaluating the crisis operation. These roles were consistent with the
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in-depth interview study. The roles were also consistent with the recent roles of the
airline executives who supported and managed crises from the beginning of the
problem until it got resolved.
The results of the study that consistent with the concept and theory
According to the in-depth interview, below were the roles operated by
the airline executives.
Giving suggestions to other departments on crisis role: for example,
the Emergency and Crisis Management department of Thai Airways provided help
and advice to departments within the organization. Air Asia had the Public Relations
helped with suggestion to the management teams on communicating in public
relations to the press and the public in both normal situation and during crises.
Bangkok Airways had the Organization Communication department help the
spokesman of the company during crises on the announcement and what need to say
or what not, as well as when and where need to say.
Creating communication connection role: the airlines had internal and
external communication connection, as well as, at the international level. Online
media was utilized the most for creating the internal connection, especially, the Line
Group application while Bangkok Airways created the connection by using SMS
more than Line. For the external connection, the three airlines’ executives focused on
the press and the organizations that related to the airlines.
Managing crisis communication policy role: according to the
executives, there was a role in managing crisis communication policy in place
beforehand. For example, Thai Airways had a crisis management policy and all staff
were informed about it. Air Asia had the policy and crisis manual that notified role
and responsibility of each department to guide what need to be done when a crisis
occurs. Bangkok Airways managed the policy and everyone in the organization
needed to know the direction of the policy.
Budgeting role: the executives mentioned that the airlines had a
budget for crisis communication. Mr. Samat Phom-On, a director of Emergency and
Crisis Management from Thai Airways, was the only executive who had a role in
presenting the budget as he was directly in charged in the crisis management.
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Controlling and evaluating the operation role:

the executives

mentioned that the airlines controlled and evaluated the operation of crisis
management. The Crisis Management Committee was in charge in this role for Thai
Airways. Air Asia had the Crisis Management team took care of this role and the
Crisis Management team of Bangkok Airways was in charge of the operation control
and evaluation.
(2) Concepts not listed in the model
The interviews that discussed the roles of public relations leader in
crisis showed that there was only an executive from Thai Airways who was a director
the Emergency and Crisis Management had the checking the organization problem
role as he was directly in charge of crisis management and needed to monitor
situations that could develop to crises. Air Asia and Bangkok Airways did not have
the role, so this role was not listed on the model.
The results of the study found the concepts and theory
The communication experts in crisis management suggested a digital
transformation role to be used in the organization operation this affected the
executives and staff in the digital communication. This concept was found during the
in-depth interview process.
“ Digital Transformation is very important to the organization these
days as it is a change of the organization from the top to the bottom to think digitally.
This will be a slow change and cannot be done within a month or two but it can take
up to a year. After that, setting up a process of digital specifically as the old media
and a modern one are different. There are different in management and the leader has
to adapt as well.” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
2) Part 2: The management and crisis strategy of the airlines during the
3 stages of crisis; the pre-crisis, during the crisis event, and the post crisis.
(1) Crisis types that realeted to airlines
The creation of the model on crisis type that related to the airlines
was divided into 2 types including the crisis that affected the passengers,
envoironment, property, reputation, journalists, and business interruption with the
activated crisis plan, and crisis on social media as below.
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2
Airline Crisis

Passengers, Environment, Property, Reputation
Journalists, Business Interruption

Crisis Team

Social Media

Social Media Team

Activate Plan

Figure 5.4 Crisis Types that Related to Airlines

(2) Concept and Theory Used in the Model Creation
The researcher utilized crisis grouping concept of the researcher from
Clemson, USA (as cited in Dlsanza & Legge, 2005) as a main reference to create the
model because it covered all of the up to date crises. The crises were divided into 9
different groups.
1) Natural Disasters
2) Malevolence
3) Technical Breakdowns
4) Human Breakdowns
5) Challenges
6) Megadamage
7) Organizational Misdeed
8) Workplace Violence
9) Rumor
The results of the study that were consistent with the concept and
theory
The creation of the model on the crisis type did not have a result that
was consistent with the selected concept and theory because the study focused on
crisis in airline business, so the interviews of the airline executives and staff were
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conducted. The received result of the study was specially the airline crisis but not the
selected concept and theory of general crisis.
(3) Concept and Theory that not Listed on the Model
The in-depth interviews of the airlines executives and staff showed 9
types of crisis that related to the airlines that were not part of the conceptaul
framwork, so they were not listed on the model.
The results of the study that additionally found from the concepts and
theory
The in-depth interview showed the results of the study that
additionally found from the concepts and theory including the crisis type that affected
customers, environment, property, reputation, journalists, and business interruption
with the activated crisis plan and crisis in social media.
“To consider if the situation is the airline’s crisis or not, we need to
see if it affects the 6 fellow factors which are customers, environment, property,
reputation, journalists, and business interruption and how fast can it be back to
normal. We consider from the 6 factors. For situation on online, we will consider its
effect. If it does have small effect, the plan will not be activated.”

( Thasorn

Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
After the crisis plan was activated by the crisis management team, the
management process will be the next step.
“ Bangkok Airways has a system called CMT or Crisis Management
Team. This team was set up to operate crises. When the crisis occurs, the plan will be
activated.” (Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
“To set up an operation team, it depends on the level of the crisis. If
the crisis is minor such as flights delayed, the involved teams will handle that
problem. If the crisis is more serious and need ERP, many departments will be
involved, as well as, the Communication team.”

( Moke Promma, Personal

communication, May 26, 2016)
Social Media Crisis is a comment posting or a complaint post in
online media by a customer or a passenger. The post can be about a flight cancelation,
a delayed flight, or unsatisfied services of the airline or its staff. The post will be
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interested by people and shared on online and then will cause the airline negative
image. A social media team of the airlinewill be in charge of the crisis.
“For the external organization, social media team is in charge of
online media, as well as monitor organization news by watching and reporting any at
risk information on online space, so the airline can fix the problem right away.”
(Nuttawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
“ . . . For the external organization, we have Social Media monitoring
online data 24 hours a day. We will be notified at all time, especially the negative
feedbacks, hot topics, or posts that are shared many times.” (Moke Promma, Personal
communication, May 26, 2016)
(4) Crisis Management
The model creation was divided into 3 periods as below.
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Pre Crisis

Crisis Event

• Prepare Crisis Plan,
Communication Tools
and Connections
• Training
• Simulation
• Crisis Team
• Warning Signs

• Data Collecting
• Analysis
• Management
• Operation Center
• Meeting
• Targer Group Analysis
• Content Design
• Communication Tool
Using
• Media Relations
• Informed Source Control

Post Crisis

•Summary Meeting
•Evaluation

Figure 5.5 The 3 Stage of Crisis Management

a) Concept and Theory Used on the Model Creation
The researcher applied the conceptd of crisis communication
management and the genersal crisis management as main references to create the
management model in 3 stages including 1. the preparation of the crisis, 2 the
operation during the crisis event, and 2. The post crisis.
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The results of the study that consistent with the concepts and
theory
The creation of the model had the results of the study that were
consistent with the concept and theory per below.
Stage 1: The preparation of the crisis was the preparation of the
crisis management. This included the crisis plan, connection, communication tool,
staff training on the crisis management, the plan stimuation, crisis committee form up,
and warning sign testing.
Stage 2: the opertation of the crisis event included crisis analysis,
crisis management, data collecting, an information operation cencer, summary
meeting, target group analysis, content design, communication tool using, media
relations, and informed source control.
Stage 3: the operation of the post crisis included the summary of
the crisis and the evaluation of the management plan.
b) Concept and that not listed on the model
The interviews found that during the stage 1, the preparation for
crisis Bangkok Airways was the only airline hired a consultant in crisis while Thai
Airways and Air Asia did not hire the consultant. Moreover, the stage 2, the operation
during the crisis event Air Asia and Bangkok Airways determined the spokesman
while Thai Airways did not. With that, the hiring consultant in crisis and determining
a spoksman were not listed on the model.
The results of the study found from the concepts and theory
The creation of the model of the 3 stages of the crisis management did not have the
results of the study that additionally found from the concepts and theory.
c) Crisis Management Strategy
The creation of the model was divided into 3 stages as follows.
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Figure 5.6 Crisis Management Strategies of the Pre-crisis, during the Crisis Event,
and the Post Crisis

d) Concept and Theory Used in the Model Creation
The researcher applied crisis communication strategies to the
cration of the model which were 1) Attack the accuser strategy, 2) Denial strategy, 3)
Apology strategy, 4 ) Excuse strategy, 5 ) Ingratiation strategy, 6 ) Corrective Action
strategy, and 7) Full Apology strategy.
The results of the study that consistent with the concepts and
theory
The Excuse and Corrective Action strategies were consistent with
the concepts and theory. The results was from the study of the content analysis on
social media. The strategies were effectively used in managing the complaint posts on
Pantip website by the airlines.
e) Concept that not listed on the model
The in-depth interviews found strategies from the theoretical
framwork.
The results of the study that additionally found from the concepts
and theory
According to the in-depth interviews, there were 3 stages of the
management strategy including the pre-crisis stage and the strategies were
preparation, communication connection, and giving suggection.
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During the crisis event; the strategies were planned stimulation,
target group outreach, rapidity, media monitoring, and teamwork.
The post crisis; the strategies were recovery, opportunity finding,
lesson learning, trust building, and reimaging.
3) Part 3 Crisis Communication Process
The creation of the communication process model included 4 parts 1)
messenger, which was the organization or the airline, 2) message, a content that was
sent by the messenger to the receiver such as messenger, video clip, voice clip,
pictures, and infographic, 3) Channel was online media, and 4) receiver was a target
group to receive the message from social media. There was a communication back
and forward between the messenger and the receiver. There were important factors of
the communication, including voice control, spread, time, and accuracy per the figure
below.

Figure 5.7 Crisis Communication Process

(1) Conceptual and Theory Framwork of the Model Creation
The researcher applied the Two-way Communication Process Model
as a main reference to create the model as it had all 4 components. It was consistent
with the results of study on the content analysis from social media which was
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feedback between the sender and the receiver. The two-way communication was an
important qualification of digital communication.
The results of the study that were consistent with the selected
concepts and theories
The model creation had the results of the study that was consistent
with the selected concept and theory as below.
There were 4 components including sender, message, channel, and
receiver.
The study found that the main target group of the communication was
the fire starter. The communication to this group was most likely a direct
communication, not online communication as it was a public space.
“...When we experience negative posts on online media, we prefer to
talk to them in person than on social media and try to stop the issue right away.”
(Thasorn Taksinapan, Personal communication, May 31, 2016)
“if the complaint was posted on Facebook or in Pantip website, the
airline may not be able to solve the problems for all cases as this will value the off
steps by not following the steps we provide. We will consider case by case to see on
how to fix the issue but mostly we would contact the passengers directly. Some cases,
we don’t notify the public on how we correct the problem, talking directly to the
passengers is better.” (Natthawut Jitarthan, Personal communication, May 13, 2016)
Moreover, the study found that there were two main target groups in
the communication which were online influencers and social media followers.
“In online communication, an influencer group is very important. We
need to have a list of online influencers the list is long enough, so they can help us. In
the past, PR would talk to journalists, but now PR talks to the influencers instead.
Most of my contact lists are online influencers and when I have problems, I just call
them. This is the value of digital PR. You can call for help and they can post or
unposted for you....” (Chinsin Klungthong, Personal communication, May 7, 2017)
Blogging is new and very interesting and it helps with PR marketing,
such as when the airline introduces new routes. They can represent the airline when
we face crises as they influence on the target groups. PR team is in charge of
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maintaining relationship with the bloggers.” ( Natthawut Jitarthan,

Personal

communication, May 13, 2016)
“...to be prepared for the crisis, we emphasize building up connection
with groups of people that love Thai Airways. These groups have been supporting
Thai Airways and are called Community Online. The groups consist of an influencer
group, a blog group, and fans group. An influencer group is well known on online and
can influence the online users. The users believe what this group of people says, such
as Khun C Chatpawee Trichatchavan, the IT princess and bloggers that have many
followers, such as Khun Arkom Suwankanta, a writer at OK Nations or online
journalists, and websites about airlines. The last group is an advocate fan of Thai
Airways. This group was selected from all fans by monitoring their frequent actions,
such as liking and sharing Thai Airways posts. This group admires and follows Thai
Airways and we always invite them to join our activities such as attending Thai
Airways model plane or visiting Thai Airways kitchen, cooking and workshop, taking
pictures of 7 8 7 airplane. We also have thank you parties for online media and
bloggers. We always invite them to join our activities as well and this helps with
building up connection. The most important reason for inviting them to join our
activities is to show them what Thai Airways is like, so they can understand our
business and if they need to correct any information for us, they will have the correct
information to use not just make-up info.” (Boonleard Nuanlaor, Personal
communication, June 3, 2016)
The communication with online influencers and social media
followers was consistent with the theory Social – mediated Crisis Communication
Model (SMCC). Online influencers influenced the social media followers and the
social media inactive on the information receiving. Moreover, the influencers helped
to quickly and broadly spread the organization data. The organizations should have
good relationships with this group of people as they can be a center of information
and a communicator to pass the organization data onto other groups. The social media
followers was a group that received information and mainly followed the information
from social media. They followed many news sources, such as directly from the
organization, the online influencers, and the traditional media. The social media
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followers also influenced the social media inactive group, so communication with
these two groups was important and the airline should not overlook.
(2) The concepts not listed in the model
The results of the study were consistent with the selected concept and
theory, so there was no concept and theory that was not listed in the model.
The results of the study found the concepts and theory
The result of the study found important factor of the communication
which were the control voice in online, control the spread of data, control time, and
control accuracy of the content

5.3 The Limitation of the Research
PR Values collected from the airlines from newspapers as selected samples of
the study were published only in Thailand. The limitation of the study was the result
of the study of PR values were only from the newspapers that published in Thailand.
So, the sample selection of the airline business specifically was only in Thailand.
There were newspapers publishing airlines news from around the world and not only
in Thailand.

5.4 Recommendation for Future Research
For the next research should study newspapers that published airlines’ news in
different countries as airline business covers all over the world and news and
information is published in many countries. Studying airline news from different
countries will lead to different selected organizations and there will be an opportunity
to study airline business of different countries.
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5.5 Application of Research
The researcher has recommended airlines on how to apply the research results
as follows.

5.5.1 Roles of Leaders
1) The leaders should have vision and realize the importance of crises.
This will help with the effective management more than those who do not emphasize
the importance of crises. The leader needs to listen to staff at all level as each has
interesting data and different interests. This will be helpful for the crisis analysis and
problem solving.
2) The leader should be interested in learning communication tools in
this digital period to up to date the customers and the airline passengers’ behavior
change. The leader should also check on online space as a small issue from online can
develop to a crisis.
3) The leader should pay attention to cultural differences of areas that
have the airline’s passengers there. Paying attention to different communication
culture makes the customers have good feeling toward the airline. On the other hand,
overlooking some sensitive culture issues can change them to crises as culture is a
sensitive topic.
4) The leader should value the communication connection and internal
and external alliance of the organization, as well as the international ones. The
connection can help the airline both during normal situation and crises. Having
connections will help the airline getting useful information as well.
5) The leader should emphasize to the staff to love and sacrifice
themselves to the organization and make them feel that they are part of the airline.
When there is a crisis, they will help to solve the problems. With good teamwork and
collaboration, the airline will be able to get through the problem very quickly.
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5.5.2 Communication Management and Strategy
1) Airlines staff and executives of all departments should receive the
training and knowledge about crises regularly and continually. Crises are related to all
staff not just the executives because everyone is important to the crisis management.
When the staff understand about the situation, they can help to stop the spread and
manage the problem promptly and it is important to have the understanding at the
very beginning of their career with the airlines.
2) The content used for airlines executives and staff training needs to be
up-to-date as things are always changing in the digital world. The traditional strategy
and principle may not work with this online media period.
3) The crisis management system needs to be concise, fast, and easy to
access.
4) The data filter system for online information used for crisis
management needs to be set up because there are both accurate and fake information
online. The airlines that have the data filter system that is fast and trustworthy will
help to manage crises promptly and effectively.
5) Airlines should create good relationships with loyal customers
because this group of people will help to communicate and correct negative data of
the airlines to public, especially on online space.
6) The crisis operation center should be setup as a one stop service
which has a role in providing data and information about the crisis. Having just a one
center will help with the unity of the information and prevent mistakes in
communication that come from many channels and departments.
7) Airlines need to educate the public about the operation of airline
business, as well as, the safety of the airlines so people can understand and will not
panic with negative comments from online.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
Table of the Airlines PR Values between 2010-2014
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

1

Thai Airways

6,812,539

2

Air Asia

3,589,191

3

Bangkok Airways

3,266,015

4

Nok Air

2,349,614

5

Singapore Airlines

774,589.54

6

Air Berlin

7

Emirates Airlines

8

Lion Air

9

Japan Airlines

10

Vietjet Air

11

Qatar Airways

405,105.8

12

Garuda

373,594.60

13

Easy Jet

307,867

14

Jet Asia Airways

305,080.40

15

All Nippon Airways

290,533.75

16

Tiger Airways

285,970.84

17

Palestinian Airlines

251,900

18

Thai Smile Airways

245,052

19

Vistara Airlines

228,248

20

Qantas Airways

214,771

21

Jetstar Airways

214,127.6

22

British Airways

209,481.94

23

Orient Thai Airlines

201,303.4

24

Lao Central Airlines

191,052

25

Hongkong Airlines

147,430

26

Turkish Airlines

620,264
602,452.38
483,517
471,672.07
434,943

146,127.2

303
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

27

Oman Air

143,198.4

28

Ryan Air

137,457.4

29

Cebu Pacific Air

30

KLM Airlines

31

Asia Pacific Airlines

32

China Eastern Airlines

103,257.5

33

Southwest Airlines

100,866.80

34

City Airways

89,518

35

Tibet Airlines

89,182

36

Delta Airlines

81,548

37

Etihad Airways

80,403.4

38

US Airways

79,739.5

39

Lao Airlines

77,916

40

Scandinavian Airlines

76,494

41

Vietnam Airlines

42

Philippine Airlines

71,760

43

China Airlines

64,960

44

Jet Airways

64,050

45

Air France

61,221

46

American Airlines

47

Crystal Thai Airlines

50,752

48

Finnair

50,508

49

Asiana Airlines

47,580

50

Virgin Airlines

45,381.2

51

Korean Air

44,412.04

52

Thai Regional Airlines

43,875

53

United Airlines

35,717

54

Air Bagan

31,394

55

Transasia Airways

28,853

56

Alitalia

27,450

128,253
108,704.5
103,284

73,232.48

56,100.5

304
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

57

Skymark Airlines

26,516.28

58

Austrian Airlines

23,920

59

Mandala Airlines

23,918.4

60

Gulf Air

15,018.2

61

Myanmar Airways

14,496

62

Happy Air

13,892

63

Air China

12,100

64

Lufthansa

10,830.5

65

EVA Air

9,724.7

66

Asia Atlantic Airlines

8,910

67

Hainan Airlines

8,052

68

Kingfisher Airlines

69

Iberia Airlines

7,335

70

Air Mandalay

6,644

71

Spicejet

5,490

72

Mexicana Airlines

5,460

73

Spring Airlines

-5,060

74

Swiss International Airlines

75

Air India

-19,470.32

76

Asian Air

-22,275

77

Mandala Airlines PT

-109,560

78

Cathay Pacific

-175,629.66

79

Malaysia Airlines

-345,302.40

80

P.C. Air

-2,543,572

7,762.5

- 6,694.2

Appendix B
The research results of the airlines in No. 1 -10 from 2010 to 2014 are as
follows.

In 2010
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

1

Thai Airways International (TG)

2,841,019.6

2

AirAsia (AK)

677,802

3

Bangkok Airways (PG)

907,580

4

Nok Air (DD)

404,321

5

Singapore Airlines (SQ)

6

Air Berlin (AB)

7

Emirates Airlines (EK)

129,911.42

8

Japan Airlines (JL)

219,038.52

9

Lion Air (JT)

-

10

Vietjet Air (VJ)

-

215,787.6
620,264

Below is the chart of the airlines PR values in 2010
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The Nation
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In 2011
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

1

Thai Airways International (TG)

1,180,543.3

2

AirAsia (AK)

145,467

3

Bangkok Airways (PG)

882,182

4

Nok Air (DD)

482,057

5

Singapore Airlines (SQ)

6

Air Berlin (AB)

-

7

Emirates Airlines (EK)

-

8

Japan Airlines (JL)

-39,990

9

Lion Air (JT)

14,496

10

Vietjet Air (VJ)

82,608.20

-

Below is the chart of the airlines PR values in 2011
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In 2012
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

1

Thai Airways International (TG)

1,971,281.2

2

AirAsia (AK)

520,398

3

Bangkok Airways (PG)

509,880

4

Nok Air (DD)

552,160

5

Singapore Airlines (SQ)

4,450.70

6

Air Berlin (AB)

7

Emirates Airlines (EK)

8

Japan Airlines (JL)

9

Lion Air (JT)

10

Vietjet Air (VJ)

118,326
238,752.6
207,120
-

Below is the chart of the airlines PR values in 2012
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In 2013
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

1

Thai Airways International (TG)

35720.7

2

AirAsia (AK)

1,169,178

3

Bangkok Airways (PG)

400,247.5

4

Nok Air (DD)

188,871.92

5

Singapore Airlines (SQ)

-80,280.96

6

Air Berlin (AB)

7

Emirates Airlines (EK)

317,736.96

8

Japan Airlines (JL)

80,100.95

9

Lion Air (JT)

242,520

10

Vietjet Air (VJ)

281,892

-

Below is the chart of the airlines PR values in 2013
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In 2014
No.

Airlines

PR Value (Baht)

1

Thai Airways International (TG)

783,974.89

2

AirAsia (AK)

1,076,346

3

Bangkok Airways (PG)

566,125.4

4

Nok Air (DD)

722,204

5

Singapore Airlines (SQ)

552,024

6

Air Berlin (AB)

7

Emirates Airlines (EK)

36,478

8

Japan Airlines (JL)

-26,230

9

Lion Air (JT)

19,381

10

Vietjet Air (VJ)

153,051

-

Below is the chart of the airlines PR values in 2014
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Appendix C
Below is the Table of the Airlines PR Values Classified by Airlines

Newspaper

1. Thai Airways

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod

2. Air Asia

3. Bangkok Airways

2010
505,136
405,166.5
1024,556
872,615
33,546.16
2,841,019.6
6,812,539
109,760
105,975
439,616.12
22,451
677,802
3,589,191
771,460
32,400
44,550

2011
212,848
161,581.5
267,789.5
409,467
128,857.36
1,180,543.3

PR Value
2012
1336,952
428,584
101,332
-52,542.2
156,955.44
1,971,281.2

2013
-15,810
-397,441.5
-77,297
389,100.80
137,168.4
35720.7

2014
-19,152
10,192.5
509,633.19
108,564
174,737.2
783,974.89

73,575
71892.4
145,467

33,600
327,342.40
159,456
520,398

17,820
373,608
239,392.40
538,357.28
1,169,178

-58,266
127,062
-18,447
564,153
461,844
1,076,346

115,360
12,650

497,460
12,420
-

141,900
87,763.5
-

26,320
-

310

Airlines

311

Airlines

4. Nok Air

6. Air Berlin

Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation

2010
59,170
907,580
3,266,015
196,560
181,789
25,972
404,321
2,349,614
197,274
18,513.6
215,787.6
774,589.54
620,264
-

2011
754,172
882,182

PR Value
2012
509,880

2013
170,584
400,247.5

2014
523,135
16,670.4
566,125.4

322,920
6,325
152,812
482,057

58,624
304,848
28,380
160,308
552,160

-125,955
185,583
129,243.92
188,871.92

32,751
88,605
377,972
222,876
722,204

59,475
23,133.20
82,608.20

10,304
-7,762.5
54,215.6
-52306.40
4,450.70

-41,480
-38,800.96
-80,280.96

414,312
137,712
552,024

-

-

-

-

311

5.Singapore Airlines

Newspaper

312

Airlines

7. Emirates Airlines

9. Japan Airlines

Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010
620,264
620,264
6,453.8
123,457.62
129,911.42
602,452.38
483,517
39,345
179,693.52
219,038.52
471,672.07

2011

PR Value
2012

2013

2014

-

55,510
62,816
118,326

245,112
72,624.96
317736.96

36,478
36,478

14,496
14,496

207,120
207,120

242,520
242,520

-52,965
72,346
19,381

-39,990
-39,990

224,256.6
14,496
238,752.6

10,293.75
47,580
22,227.2
80,100.95

-26,230
-26,230

312

8. Lion Air

Newspaper

313

Airlines
10. Vietjet Air

12. Garuda

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total

2010
434,943
3,172
3,172

Grand Total

405,105.8

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

275,502
275,502
373,594.60

2011
-

PR Value
2012
-

2013
281,892
281,892

2014
35,002
118,049
153,051

-

20,777.6
20,777.6

77,795.2
77,795.2

303,361
303,361

73,993
5,979.60
79,972.60

-

18,120
18,120

-

313

11. Qatar Airways

Newspaper

314

Airlines
13. Easy Jet

14. Jet Asia Airways

16. Tiger Airways

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod

2010
272,182
272,182
307,867
305,080.40
24,692.8
-6,764.8
17,928
290,533.75
-

2011
35,685
35,685

PR Value
2012
-

2013
-

2014
-

-

19,328
19,328

-

285,752.40
285,752.40

-71,415
21,960
-49,455

164,053
164,053

9,936
51,468.75
-10,879
76,614
22,227.2
149,366.95

-8,000
16,640.8
8,640.8

-

-

-

-

314

15. All Nippon
Airways

Newspaper

315

Airlines

Newspaper

2011
26,230
4,832
31,062

2013
-7,876.16
-7,876.16

2014
7,972.8
7,972.8

-

251,900
251,900

-

-

-

15,525
15,525

-

92,112
35,365
8,418
53,152
189,047

40,480
40,480

-

-

-

-

228,248
228,248

251,900

245,052

315

Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
17. Palestinian Airlines Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
18. Thai Smile Airways Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
19. Vistara
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total

2010
41,175
213,637.2
254,812
285,970.84
-

PR Value
2012
-

316

Airlines
20. Qantas Airways

22. British Airways

23. Orient Thai
Airlines

Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews

2010
228,248
-89,408
-6,710
24,933.12
-71,184.88
214,771
7821.8
7821.8
214,127.6
45760
74,115
119,875
209,481.94
-

2011

PR Value
2012

2013

2014

-45,562.5
92,659
-262,522.56
-215,426.06

244,470.7
200,081.04
444,551.74

10,560
81,984
-41,676.60
50,867.40

-7,986
110,166
-96,217.2
5,962.8

14,520
14,520

-

165,616.8
165,616.8

26,169
26,169

15,097.5
15,097.5

74,509.44
74,509.44

-

-

-

-

-

-

316

21. Jetstar Airways

Newspaper

317

Airlines

24. Lao Central
Airlines

26. Turkish Airlines

Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation

2010
2,416
2,416
201,303.4
-

2011
-

PR Value
2012
120,570
120,570

2013
18,920
59,397.4
78,317.4

2014
-

-

-

191,052
191,052

-

-

8,694
8,694

82,225
82,225

-

-

-

-

-

191,052
56,511
56,511
147,430
23,920
122,207.2

317

25. Hongkong Airlines

Newspaper

318

Airlines

27. Oman Air

29. Cebu Pacific Air

Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010
23,920
146,127.2
104,602.8
27,482
132,084.8
143,198.4
137,457.4
51,545
51,545
128,253

2011

PR Value
2012

2013

2014

-

-

11,113.6
11,113.6

-

-

28,328.4
28,328.4

35,685
35,685

73,444
73,444

-

44,696
44,696

32,012
32,012

-

318

28. Ryan Air

Newspaper

319

Airlines
30. KLM Airlines

32. China Eastern
Airlines

33. Southwest Airlines

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod

2010
9,8212.5
98,212.5
108,704.5
-

2011
-

PR Value
2012
-

2013
10,492
10,492

2014
-

-

103,284
103,284

-

-

-7,762.5
47580
39,817.5

-

-

63,440
63,440

-23,680
-

-

-

-

103,284
103,257.5
26,880
-

319

31. Asia Pacific
Airlines

Newspaper

320

Airlines

34. City Airways

36. Delta Airlines

Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total

2010
26,880
100,866.80
-

2011
97,666.80
73,986.80

PR Value
2012
-

2013
-

2014
-

-

-

-

89,518
89,518

-

-

-

-

-

38,656
38,656

-7,452
-7,452

-

89,518
89,182
89,182
89,182
50,344
50,344

320

35. Tibet Airlines

Newspaper

321

Airlines
37. Etihad Airways

39. Lao Airlines

40. Scandinavian
Airlines

Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews

2010
81,548
-

2011

PR Value
2012

2013

2014

66,873.8
66,873.8

-

13,529.6
13,529.6

-

80,403.4
-

-

-

69,918.5
69,918.5

9,821
9,821

79,739.5
-

-

-

77,916
77,916

-

-

-

-

-

77,916
-

321

38. US Airways

Newspaper

322

Airlines

41. Vietnam Airlines

43. China Airlines

Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation

2010
-

2011
-

PR Value
2012
-

2013
52,338
52,338

2014
24,156
24,156

76,494
38,430
38,430
73,232.48
12,627
12,627
71,760
-

-

-

34,802.48
34,802.48

-

-

53,314
53,314

-

5,819
5,819

-

64,960
-

-

-

322

42. Philippine Airlines

Newspaper

323

Airlines

44. Jet Airways

46. American Airlines

Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010

2011

PR Value
2012
64,960

2013

2014

64,960
-

-

-

-

64,050
64,050

44,591
44,591

63,440
63,440

-

-

-8,694
66,686
57,992

-11,040
-11,040

69,918.5
69,918.5

-

64,050
-46,810
-46,810
61,221
12,825
12,825
56,100.5

323

45. Air France

Newspaper

324

Newspaper

47. Crystal Thai
Airlines

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod

48. Finnair

49. Asiana Airlines

50. Virgin Airlines

2010
-

2011
50,752
50,752

PR Value
2012
-

2013
-

2014
-

50,752
-

-

-

50,508
50,508

-

-

47,580
47,580

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,590

50,508

47,580

324

Airlines

325

Airlines

51. Korean Air

53. United Airlines

Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total

2010
45,381.2
44,412.04
-

2011
-

PR Value
2012
34,892
34,892

2013
19,328
19,328

2014
-16,428.8
-8838.8

34,283.04
34,283.04

-

-

10,129
10,129

-

-

43,875
43,875

-

-

-

29,898
29,898

5,819
-

43,875
33,824
33,824

325

52. Thai Regional
Airlines

Newspaper

326

Airlines
54. Air Bagan

56. Alitalia

Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010
35,717
6,644
6,644
31,394
-

2011

PR Value
2012

2013

2014

24,750
24,750

-

-

-

-

-

-

28,853
28,853

-

-

27,450
27,450

-

28,853
27,450

326

55. Transasia Airways

Newspaper

327

Airlines
57. Skymark Airlines

58. Austrian Airlines

60. Gulf Air

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod

2010
26,516.28
-

2011
-

PR Value
2012
-

2013
-

2014
35,685
-9,168.72
26,516.28

23,920
23,920

-

-

-

-

-

23,918.4
23,918.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

23,920

23,918.4

327

59. Mandala Airlines

Newspaper

328

Airlines

61. Myanmar Airways

63. Air China

Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total

2010
53,314
53,314
15,018.2
-

2011
-

PR Value
2012
-

2013
-38,295.8
-38,295.8

2014
-

-

-

14,496
14,496

-

-

-

-

-

12,100
12,100

-

-

-

14,496
13,892
13,892
13,892
-

328

62. Happy Air

Newspaper

329

Airlines
64. Lufthansa

66. Asia Atlantic
Airlines

Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010
12,100
-33750
61488
27,738
10,830.5
9,724.7
9,724.7
9,724.7
8,910

2011

PR Value
2012

2013

2014

-

-62437.5
-41029
-103,466.5

31720
31,720

54839
54,839

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,910
8,910

-

329

65. EVA Air

Newspaper

330

Airlines
67. Hainan Airlines

68. Kingfisher Airlines

70. Air Mandalay

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod

2010
8,052
8,052

2011
-

-

-

PR Value
2012
-

2013
-

2014
-

7,762.5
7,762.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,052

7,762.5
-

-7,762.5
15,097.5
7,335

7,335
-

-

330

69. Iberia Airlines

Newspaper

331

Airlines

71. Spicejet

73. Spring Airlines

Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total

2010
6,644
6,644
6,644
5,490
-11,040
16,500
5,460
5,460
-

PR Value
2012
-

2011
-

2013
-

2014
-

-

-

-

5,490
5,490

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-5,060
-5,060

331

72. Mexicana Airlines

Newspaper

332

Airlines
74. Swiss International
Airlines

76. Asian Air

Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010

2011

-

-

-

PR Value
2012

2013

2014

105,820.8
105,820.8

-112,515
-112,515

-

21,960
16,670.4
38,630.4

-25,376
-25,376

-32,724.72
-32,724.72

-

-

-

-

-22,275
-22,275

-5,060

- 6694.2

-19,470.32
-22,275

332

75. Air India

Newspaper

333

Airlines
77. Mandala Airlines
PT

78. Cathay Pacific

Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010
-109,560
20,608
9,664
30,272
-175,629.66
-345,302.40

2011
-109,560
-109,560

PR Value
2012
-

2013
-

2014
-

-

-131,936
81,565
-101,955.2
-152,326.2

-47,580
10,727.04
-36,852.96

-8,960
-7,762.5
-16,722.5

-

9,394
48,320
57,714

31,720
-74,292
-42,572

-6,210
-1,375
-322,417.80
-30,441.6
-360,444.40

333

79. Malaysia Airlines

Newspaper

334

Airlines
80. P.C. Air

Newspaper
Thairath
Dailynews
Khaosod
Bangkok Post
The Nation
Total
Grand Total

2010
-

2011
186,080
316,620
102,960
56,608
662,268

PR Value
2012
-541,568
-2,814,240
-3,355,808

2013
92,890
29,160
27,918
149,968

2014
-

-2,543,572

334
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